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EDITORIAL 
 

     At the beginning of the year Alvin Helden informed us that he would no 

longer be able to be a member of the Editorial Board, because of pressure of 

work. We regretfully say farewell to him, and thank him for his help. 

     Fortunately we have been able to persuade Dr Julian Doberski to join us and 

bring the Editorial Board up to full strength. 

     This year we have botanical articles covering Great Dodder, the problems of 

separating Common from Midland Hawthorn in the county, a study into whether 

winter flooding affects Marsh Orchid survival and a look at the difference in 

fertility on parts of Ely common. 

     On the zoological side we present a report on Swifts in Cambridgeshire and 

how they are being helped by local people, a survey of Hoverflies at Fendrayton 

Lakes, and one on the Scuttle Flies of the Fleam Dyke. 

     We have the regular reports on Vascular Plants, Bryophytes and 

Invertebrates, and Obituaries and Book Reviews. 

 

     I am still keen to include some shorter articles, so if you have observed 

something interesting that would make a short note, please put pen to paper (or 

possibly finger to keyboard) and send it to me, or to any other member of the 

Editorial Board. 

 

     We also need to increase our distribution list (the more copies we sell, the 

easier it is to keep the journal in a good financial state). Please try and 

recommend us to anybody you think may wish to become a subscriber, or who 

has an interest in the natural history of the county. 

 

Editorial Board: Mrs E. Platts (Chairman) 

Mr H.R. Arnold (Editor) 

Miss Vicki Harley (Membership Secretary) 

Mrs J.K. Bulleid Dr T. Carter 

Mr P.H. Oswald Dr C.D. Preston 

Dr L. Bacon  Dr R. Preece 

Dr J. Doberski 
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Parasitic Greater Dodder (Cuscuta europaea) at the Ouse Washes, 

Cambridgeshire (v.c. 29) 

 

C. James Cadbury & Paul Harrington 
 

Abstract 
     Greater Dodder (Cuscuta europaea) is classified as Nationally Scarce and 
has been subject to a considerable decline in Britain, though not considered 
threatened. As a native it has recently been recorded in only eight vice-counties 
including Cambridgeshire (v.c. 29), where it was formerly fairly widespread in 
the 19th century. Now it is restricted to two areas in the Great Ouse catchment. 
At the Ouse Washes, where it was discovered only in 1989, the dodder has been 
recorded in a number of sites on Common Nettle (Urtica dioica) in damp 
nitrophilous situations not subject to prolonged flooding and grazing on slightly 
higher ground. Though at one site it has persisted for 24 years, at most of the 
others the occurrence has been sporadic. It has been known at the Fen Drayton 
site for 34 years. In the 19th century Greater Dodder was also found on other 
hosts, namely Broad Bean, Potato and Hop, away from river banks; it is possible 
that it was an alien there and that there were genetic differences from the native 
plant. 
 
Introduction 
     Greater Dodder is an annual holoparasite, primarily on Common Nettle. 
Since nettle beds are not conducive to botanising, the species does not readily 
lend itself to survey except by the more determined and intrepid botanist. 
Finding this dodder with its twining crimson stems and globular clusters of pale 
pink flowers can nevertheless be rewarding. 
     Greater Dodder is Nationally Scarce, having been recorded in 48 10-km 
squares between 1987 and 1999 (Preston et al., 2002). It has not been considered 
threatened (Cheffings & Farrell, 2005), even though it was not recorded from 
eight further 10-km squares where it previously occurred between 1970 and 
1986 and 70 where it occurred before 1970. Clearly Greater Dodder has suffered 
a major distributional decline in the past. It has recently been recorded as a 
native in eight vice-counties in England – North Somerset (v.c. 23), Surrey 
(v.c. 17), Berkshire (v.c. 22), Oxfordshire (v.c. 23), West Norfolk (v.c. 28), 
Cambridgeshire (v.c. 29), Bedfordshire (v.c. 30) and Huntingdonshire (v.c. 31). 
It occurs mainly along the Thames, Bristol Avon and Great Ouse. 
     This paper reviews the status and ecology of Greater Dodder at the Ouse 
Washes, primarily in v.c. 29 extending from the Huntingdonshire border north-
east of Earith to the Welney road which marks the boundary between v.c. 29 and 
v.c. 28. A stretch of 23.2 km (14.5 miles) lies within v.c. 29 and a further 8.2 km 
(5.1 miles) lie in v.c. 28. 
     The Ouse Washes provide a flood relief area between the canalised Hundred 
Foot Drain and the Old Bedford River, which becomes the Delph downstream of 
Welches Dam. The Ouse Washes are at least partially flooded for much of the 
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winter, normally from November to April, but in some years floods extend into 
the summer. The washes may be flooded deeply and extensively from bank to 
bank, as in the summer of 2012. 
     The Ouse Washes within v.c. 29 currently support seven Nationally Scarce 
and/or Threatened vascular plant species in addition to Greater Dodder – Greater 
Water-parsnip (Sium latifolium), Scarce, Endangered; Tasteless Water-pepper 
(Persicaria mitis), Scarce, Vulnerable; Fringed Water-lily (Nymphoides peltata), 
Scarce as a native; Small Water-pepper (Persicaria minor), Marsh Stitchwort 
(Stellaria palustris), Frogbit (Hydrocharis morsus-ranae) and Tubular Water-
dropwort (Oenanthe fistulosa) all four Vulnerable. Long-stalked Pondweed 
(Potamogeton praelongus) is Near Threatened. Two other species, Narrow-
leaved Water-dropwort (Oenanthe silaifolia), which is Scarce and Near 
Threatened, and Marsh Sowthistle (Sonchus palustris), which is Scarce, have 
become extinct at the Ouse Washes since 2000. Sium latifolium (Cadbury, 
2008), Oenanthe fistulosa and O. silaifolia (Cadbury, 2010), Persicaria minor 
and P. mitis (Cadbury, 2011) and Stellaria palustris (Cadbury, 2012) have 
already been the subject of papers in Nature in Cambridgeshire. 
 
Methods 
     Many of the records of Greater Dodder at the Ouse Washes have been the 
result of casual or opportunistic sightings. This has resulted in a series of records 
from Welches Dam, where there is easy access to the R.S.P.B.’s section of the 
Ouse Washes. Elsewhere the recording has largely been by R.S.P.B. staff, in 
particular by Tim Strudwick (1991–1993), Paul Harrington, who undertook an 
extensive survey of the species in 2001, and the author. Historical information 
on Greater Dodder elsewhere in Cambridgeshire has largely been sourced from 
Gigi Crompton’s website for the Cambridgeshire flora (Crompton, 2004). 
 
History of the distribution of Cuscuta europaea in v.c. 29 
     The first known record of the species in Cambridgeshire was John Ray’s in 
1660 but with no specific site given. Since then the dodder has been recorded in 
13 10-km squares in the vice-county. However it seems to have been lost from 
six before 1900 and has only been seen in five between 1987 and 2013. These 
more recent records are restricted to the Ouse Washes (four squares, TL47, 48, 
58 and 59) and one (TL37) beside the Great Ouse River in the Fen Drayton area 
(Table 1). It has been known from Fen Drayton since 1965, but at the Ouse 
Washes it was discovered by David Watson only in 1989 (Crompton, 2004). 
Away from these two areas there are only three 20th-century records – 
Comberton (TL35) and Hauxton (TL45) in 1906 and Cambridge Botanic Garden 
(TL45) in 1953. In the 19th century and the early 1900s it was recorded from 11 
10-km squares (Tables 1 and 2). 
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Table 1. Chronological history of the distribution of Cuscuta europaea in v.c. 29 

Sites and last recorded dates 

 

10-km 

square 

Up to 

1899 

1900–1949 1950–1986 1987–1999 2000–2013 Total 

sites* 

35 1 1 – – – 2 

37 2 – – – 4 

(Fen 

Drayton) 

6 

44 1 – – – – 1 

45 8 1 1 

(Cambridge 

Bot. 

Garden) 

– – 10 

46 1 – – – – 1 

47 1 – – – 2 

(Ouse 

Washes) 

3 

48 – – – 4 43 47 

54 2 – – – – 2 

56 2 – – – – 2 

57 1 – – – – 1 

58 2 – – – 11 

(Ouse 

Washes) 

13 

59 – – – – 17 

(Ouse 

Washes) 

17 

66 1 – – – – 1 

Total 

sites* 

22 2 1 4 77 

(20 1-km sq.) 

106 

*Sites are discrete patches of the dodder. 

 
Table 2. 19th- and early 20th-century records of Cuscuta europaea in v.c. 29 

10-km square (TL) 

35 Comberton (1906), Toft and Bourn (before 1860) 

37 Swavesey (1760 to c. 1802) 

44 Sawston (1838) 

45 Near Cambridge (1848), Coton/Whitwell area (1852–1862), Barton (1802), by the 

River Cam upstream of Granchester (1896), the Madingley area (1800–1881), 

Hauxton (1906) and an undated record from what was probably the Cherry Hinton 

chalk-pit 

46 Oakington (1802 and before 1860) 

47 Haddenham (before 1860) 

54 Bartlow (1860 and 1895) 

56 Swaffham Prior (1820–1832), Swaffham Bulbeck (1829) 

57 Cam Washes near Wicken (1899) 

58 Ely (1821 and 1832) 

66 Newmarket (1805 and 1835) 
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Table 3. Distribution of Cuscuta europaea at the Ouse Washes in 1989–2013 

 

10-km 

sq. 

1-km 

sq. 

Location Situation Sites Years 

(TL37 

v.c. 31 

3975 Earith Old Bedford River 2 2001) 

TL47 

v.c. 29 

4077 Earith – Sutton Gault Old Bedford River 1 2013 

 4279 Sutton Gault S.W. of road bridge 

over 100 Foot Drain 

1 2001, 2013 

TL48 4582 Mepal – Welches Dam Cradge Ditch 1 2001 

 4584 Mepal – Welches Dam Cradge Ditch 1 1989, 2001 

 4684 Mepal – Welches Dam Old Bedford River 1 1993 

 4784 Opp. Welches Dam Cradge Ditch 7 2001 

 4785 Welches Dam Old Bedford River / 

Delph 
2 1990–1993, 

2001, 2005, 

2006, 2009, 

2010, 2011, 

2013 

 4786 Welches Dam –  

Purl’s Bridge 

Delph 1 1990, 1991, 

1996 

 4886 Ditto Cradge Ditch 15 2001, 2011, 

2013 

 4887 Purl’s Bridge –  

Pymore Viaduct 

Cradge Ditch 6 2001 

 4888 Ditto Delph 1 1993 

 4987 Ditto Cradge Ditch 6 2001 

 4988 Purl’s Br. – Viaduct 

S.W. 

Cradge Ditch 5 2001 

 4989 Pymore Viaduct S.W. Delph 1 1991 

TL58 5088 Pymore Viaduct S.W. Cradge Ditch 3 2001 

 5088 Pymore Viaduct N.E. Cradge Ditch 5 2001 

 5189 Viaduct – Norfolk 

county border 

Cradge Ditch 3 2001 

TL59 5190 Ditto Cradge Ditch 1 2013 

 5191 Ditto Barrier Bank 1 2010 

 5291 Norfolk county border 

S.W. 

Cradge Ditch 5 2001 

 5291 Norfolk county border 

N.E. – Welney road 

Cradge Ditch 6 2001 

 5292 Ditto Cradge Ditch 2 2001, 2013 

 5392 S.W. of Welney road Cradge Ditch 2 2001 

(v.c. 28 5393 N. of Welney road, 

within Churchman’s 

Bank 

Cradge Ditch 2 2010) 

Total 

(v.c. 29

) 

23   77  
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Distribution of Cuscuta europaea at the Ouse Washes 
     The species has been recorded in 23 1-km squares at the Ouse Washes in 
v.c. 29, within four 10-km squares (Table 3). The dodder has occurred both 
along the Cradge Ditch between the higher south-east side of the washes and the  
Hundred Foot River (69 sites) and on the Old Bedford and Delph Rivers side 
(eight sites). The latter includes one site at the base of the Barrier Bank. Paul 
Harrington was responsible for a high proportion of these records in his 2001 
survey. There are multiple records for the river-side in the vicinity of Welches 
Dam (each year 1990–1993, 2001, 2006, each year 2009–2011 and 2013). The 
distribution extends from just inside Huntingdonshire (v.c. 31), downstream of 
Earith, to close to the Welney road on the v.c. 29 border with v.c. 28. The 
highest concentrations of sites were on the Cradge Bank side of the washes in 
TL4886 opposite Purl’s Bridge (15 sites) and TL5291 on either side of the 
Norfolk county border (11 sites), all in 2001. 
     In 2010 two sites were discovered just within the West Norfolk part of the 
Ouse Washes (v.c. 28) north of the Welney road. They occurred within the 
Churchman’s Bank on Wildfowl and Wetland Trust land (TL5393). There is still 
(2013) a large population on Nettle and Hairy Willowherb (Epilobium hirsutum) 
close to the west bank of the Great Ouse at Paxton Pits (TL204634), but this is 
just inside Huntingdonshire (v.c. 31) (J. Stevenson, pers. comm.). It has also 
occurred in a withy bed on Holt Island in the Great Ouse at St Ives (TL309715), 
also in v.c. 31. 
 
Ecology of Greater Dodder 
     The only known host of this parasite at the Ouse Washes and at Fen Drayton 
is Common Nettle. However in the 19th century other hosts were recorded in 
v.c. 29 – Broad Bean (Vicia faba) at Coton, at Oakington, near Cambridge, at 
Swavesey and by Ray in 1660; Potato (Solanum tuberosum) at Whitwell near 
Coton; Hop (Humulus lupulus) at Oakington; and apparently Upright Hedge-
parsley (Torilis japonica) at Barton, though this could have been merely a 
supporting plant; it also occurred in Cambridge Botanic Garden on a milfoil 
(Achillea) species (Crompton, 2004). The dodder twines up many plants for 
support. At the Ouse Washes it has been seen climbing on Marsh Woundwort 
(Stachys palustris), Field Thistle (Cirsium arvense), Yellow Loosestrife 
(Lysimachia vulgaris), Reed (Phragmites australis) and Bittersweet (Solanum 
dulcamara). It is possible that the last could be a host. At the Paxton Pits site in 
September 2013 there was such a heavy ‘infestation’ on Nettle and Hairy 
Willowherb that it had killed the two hosts on which it was growing. In 2013 the 
dodder also killed its Nettle host at Sutton Gault beside the Ouse Washes. 
     At the Ouse Washes the habitat is nettle beds, usually partly shaded by 
willows (Salix species). The nettles, however, can be quite sparse and weak, 
perhaps as a result of the parasite. In 2001 the majority of sites were slubbings 
from the Cradge Ditch, where nettles grow in abundance. It was also recorded 
on Bittersweet along a 40 m length of old slub beside the Old Bedford River. 
Such sites are ungrazed, damp and nitrogen-rich. However, the dodder is not 
tolerant of long periods of extensive flooding as were experienced in the 
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summer of 2012. This was shown by its absence at the established Welches Dam 
site that year and by its being seen at only three sites along the Cradge Bank 
between Welches Dam and the Welney road in 2013 compared with 55 in 2001. 
This may in part result from intolerance of Common Nettle to such flooding. 
     At the Ouse Washes Greater Dodder is virtually restricted to the slightly 
higher ground, especially the bank on the wash side of the Cradge Ditch, the 
banks on either site of Pymore Railway Viaduct, Churchman’s Bank at Welney 
and a few sites along the banks of the Old Bedford and Delph Rivers. The 
capsules containing seeds float and so may be spread by water; this would 
explain the widespread distribution of the dodder along the Cradge Bank in 2001 
where there would have been a driftline the previous winter. Greater Dodder has 
never been found out on the washes themselves. At Paxton Pits in 
Huntingdonshire it has occurred in woodland away from the River Ouse. 
J. Stevenson (pers. comm.) has suggested that it may have been spread there by 
Muntjac (Muntiacus reevesi). 
     Apart from a brief period after germination, Greater Dodder, like other 
members of the genus, is a total parasite. The young seedling possesses a small 
root but no cotyledons. Once the growing point has found a suitable host for 
attachment by enzyme-secreting haustoria, the root dies. The seedling can 
survive little more than three weeks if it fails to find a host. Seeds may lie 
dormant for five or six years. Plants usually die by the end of October 
(Verdcourt, 1948). After the dry summer of 2013 the dodder at Paxton Pits had 
died before the end of September. 
 
Discussion 
     With such a widespread and abundant host, Common Nettle, why does this 
parasitic dodder have such a restricted range in Britain? Clearly there are other 
factors that determine its distribution. Ungrazed, damp, nitrogen-rich sites that 
are not subject to long periods of flooding seem to be important habitat. At two 
Cambridgeshire sites the annual Greater Dodder has persisted for many years, at 
Fen Drayton for over 34 years and at Welches Dam at the Ouse Washes for 24. 
However, management of river banks has probably changed sufficiently to cause 
loss of suitable habitat at many sites. There are likely to be climatic constraints, 
since Greater Dodder now does not extend much further north in Britain than 
Welney, the most north-easterly site at the Ouse Washes. 
     An intriguing question is whether plants that grew in the 19th century on 
other hosts such as Broad Bean, Potato and Hop in what were presumably drier 
arable habitats away from rivers represented a different genotype. Greater 
Dodder may have been an alien in such situations. 
     That the dodder was not discovered at the Ouse Washes until 1989 could be 
explained by the fact that access to most of the area is difficult for botanists. The 
majority of subsequent records have been made by R.S.P.B. staff, and this 
applies to most of the other vascular plant specialities of the wetland. 
 
Acknowledgments 
     We are particularly grateful to Gigi Crompton for her comprehensive website 
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Ely Common, Cambridgeshire: a contrast of high and low 

diversity 
E.V.J. Tanner1 and I Venjakob1 

1Department of Plant Sciences, University of Cambridge. 

 

Abstract 
     Ely Common has a high-diversity (1.6 ha) and a low-diversity (1.1 ha) part. 
In June 2007 and July 2011 a total of 100 species of plants was recorded: 89 in 
the high-diversity site and 31 in the low-diversity site, of which 21 were shared.  
Surface soil (0-20 cm) on the high diversity site was dark brown with pH of 7.7, 
organic matter 10.4%, N 0.52%; soil on the low-diversity site was very dark 
brown, with pH 6.8, organic matter 10.6%, nitrogen 0.52%. Both soils are silty 
loams. 
     Previous research has shown that fertilizing species-rich grassland reduces 
plant diversity. We assayed soil fertility at the two sites by growing Groundsel 
(Senecio vulgaris) in soils collected from different depths (to 80 cm). The 
Groundsel grew nearly twice as large on surface soil from the low-diversity site 
compared to the high diversity site (on average 0.133 g cf. 0.074 g). Soil fertility 
did not decrease with depth in the low-diversity site, but did decrease on the 
high-diversity site. 
     These findings are consistent with the ‘local lore’ that the low-diversity site 
has had a substantial input of sugar beet washings with high nutrient content. 
The low-diversity site is so enriched that few species can now survive the 
competition of the few species which dominate the site. 
     Restoration of the low-diversity high-fertility site to high-diversity could be 
done by removing a layer of topsoil and replacing it with high-diversity site soil 
and planting in the species of interest. The second best approach is to keep 
mowing the low diversity site and removing the arisings, together with their 
nutrients, coupled with planting in species of interest. 
 
Introduction 
     Ely Common, Cambridgeshire, is an area of c. 2.7 ha of grassland surrounded 
by hedges with the occasional hedgerow trees; it is divided into two by a small 
road (Fig. 1). The east side of the Common (c. 1.6 ha) has many plant species 
whereas the west side (c. 1.1 ha) has very few species.  This account provides a 
list of species compiled in July 2011 by a group from the Local Campaigners for 
the Protection of Rural Ely (LCPRE) plus a list compiled in July 2007 by T. 
Inskip. We also report results of an assay of soil fertility done by growing 
Groundsel, a common weed, on soils from depths down to 80 cm. The first 
objective was to document the species composition and compare it with 
classifications of grassland composition for Lowland England. The second 
objective was to establish whether there were differences in soil fertility 
between the high-diversity and low-diversity sites, and if so to what depth these  
differences were present. We discovered that the low-diversity site has more 
fertile soil; we then consider what might be done to lower its fertility. 
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     It has long been known that fertilizing high-diversity grassland in lowland 
England (and other parts of the world) reduces species diversity because it 
promotes the growth of fast-growing herbs, such as: Hogweed (Heracleum 
sphondylium); Stinging Nettle (Urtica dioica); and Creeping Thistle (Cirsium 
arvense); and grasses such as False Oat-grass (Arrhenatherum elatius), which 
shade out smaller species. The classic example is an experiment at Rothamsted 
Agricultural Research Station in Hertfordshire where fertilization of grassland 
with nitrogen reduced the number of species in quadrats from 49 in 1856 to 3 in 
 
 
Figure 1. Ely common and the position of the transects (T1, T2, T3) used to 

record plant species. 
 

 

 
 
 
1949 (Fig 2.14 in Huston 1994) Our hypothesis was that the low-diversity part 
of the common has more fertile soils; we understand that washings from a sugar 
beet factory were spread on the low-diversity part of the common, but we have 
no specific information about this and would welcome information on this point 
from readers. In order to consider whether remedial action to reduce the fertility 
could be taken we sampled soil down to 80 cm depth to find out the depth to 
which fertility was elevated – this is very important because a relatively thin 
layer of fertile soil is more easily dealt with than a much thicker layer. 
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Materials and Methods  
 
Vegetation and soil sampling 
     In July 2010 a total plant species count (as far as possible) was made for the 
high-diversity and the low-diversity parts of the common, supplementing a list 
for the high-diversity area made in June 2007 by T. Inskipp. Then species were 
recorded inside 1 m diameter plots marked out and every 10 m along the three 
transects, two in the fertile site and one in the high-diversity site (Fig. 1). In 
October 2011, we collected soil samples from five points along transect 1 (on 
the high-diversity site) and six points along transect 3 (low-diversity site) with a 
distance of 20 metres between sampling points. Soil was taken with an augur at 
different depths: 0-20 cm, 20-40 cm, 40-60 cm and 60-80 cm. Soil samples were 
sieved through a 1 cm mesh. After wetting to field capacity, soil colour was 
determined using Munsell charts, and pH measured on fresh soils made to a stiff 
paste with distilled water. The particle size distribution of the mineral soil was 
measured with a low angle laser (Malvern), in the Geography Department in the 
University of Cambridge, and percent clay (particles of a size <0.002 mm), silt 
(0.002-0.05 mm) and sand (0.05–2.0 mm) calculated. Organic carbon 
concentration in samples washed with dilute hydrochloric acid (to remove 
carbonates) and total nitrogen (not acid-washed soil) were determined in the 
Department of Earth Sciences, University of Cambridge.  
 
The bioassay 
     We did a bioassay of soil fertility using Groundsel, a fast growing weed 
which grows best in fertile soils. The plant does not have an optimum pH and 
grows well in near-neutral pHs (Ellenberg, 2009).  We used 50 ml pots with 
exactly the same weight of dry soil (though weighed fresh) and grew one 
seedling of Groundsel starting in late October 2011, in a greenhouse in the 
Botanic Garden, Cambridge; minimum temperature was 10°C. After 12 weeks, 
the plants were “harvested”, soil was washed off the roots, the roots and shoots 
were dried in an oven (70°C) and weighed.  
 
Results  
 
Floristic composition 
     In total 100 species of plants were recorded: 89 in the high-diversity site, 31 
in the low-diversity site, with 21 species shared between the two (Table 1). The 
21 quadrats in the high-diversity site together had 46 species with an average of 
10 species per quadrat. The 10 quadrats in the low-diversity site had a combined 
total of 10 species with an average of five per quadrat. In the high diversity site 
the most common grass species were False Oat-grass and Cock’s-foot (Dactylis 
glomerata) and the most common herbs Germander Speedwell (Veronica 
chamaedrys), Hogweed (Heracleum sphondylium), and Cow Parsley (Anthriscus 
sylvestris); in the low-diversity site the most common grasses were False Oat-
grass and Creeping Bent (Agrostis stolonifera) and most common herbs were 
Cow Parsley and Stinging Nettle.  
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Soil characteristics 
     Soil colour was lighter on the high-diversity site and became lighter still with 

depth. In contrast the soil was darker and more uniform in colour in the low-

diversity site. Both soils were classified as silty loams and had similar particle 

size composition (low-diversity site 0-80 cm: sand 32%, silt 63%, clay 5%; 

high-diversity site 0-80 cm: sand 34%, silt 58%, clay 7%) . Soil pH was 7.7 on 

the high-diversity site and 6.8 on the low-diversity site and showed little change 

with depth in either site. There was higher organic matter content (organic 

matter = twice the organic carbon in Table 2) in the low-diversity site especially 
 

Table 1. The plant species recorded on Ely Common June 2007 and 

July 2011  Authorities as in Stace 2010    

Species Common name 
East 

2007 

East 

2011 

West 

2011   

Acer campestre Field Maple + +     

Achillea millefolium Yarrow + +    

Agrimonia eupatoria Agrimony   +    

Agrostis capillaris Common Bent   +    

Agrostis stolonifera Creeping Bent     +  

Alliaria petiolata Garlic Mustard   +    

Alopecurus pratensis Meadow Foxtail + +    

Anisantha sterilis Barren Brome +   +  

Anthoxanthum odoratum Sweet Vernal Grass   +    

Anthriscus sylvestris Cow Parsley + + +  

Arrhenatherum elatius False Oat + + +  

Artemisia vulgaris Mugwort   +    

Arum maculatum Lords-and Ladies   +    

Avenula pubescens Downy Oat-grass +      

Buddleja davidii Butterfly Bush +      

Capsella bursa-pastoris Shepherd’s Purse     +  

Centaurea nigra Common Knapweed + +    

Cerastium fontanum Common Mouse-ear   +    

Chenopodium album Fat Hen     +  

Cirsium arvense Creeping Thistle + +    

Cirsium vulgare Spear Thistle     +  

Convolvulus arvensis Field Bindweed + + +  

Corylus avellana Hazel +      

Crataegus monogyna Hawthorn + +    

Crepis capillaris Smooth Hawksbeard + +    

Crepis vesicaria Beaked Hawksbeard +      

Cynosurus cristatus Crested Dogstail +     
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Dactylis glomerata Cocksfoot + + +  

Daucus carota Wild Carrot   +    

Deschampsia cespitosa Tufted Hair Grass +      

Dipsacus fullonum Wild Teasel + +    

Elytrigia repens Common Couch   + +  

Euphorbia helioscopia Sun Spurge +   +  

Festuca rubra Red Fescue + +    

Fraxinus excelsior Ash + +    

Galium aparine Cleavers + +    

Galium verum Lady’s Bedstraw + +    

Geranium dissectum Cut-leaved Cranesbill + +    

Geranium molle Dovesfoot Cranesbill   +    

Glechoma hederacea Ground Ivy + + +  

Hedera helix Ivy + +    

Helianthus annuus Annual Sunflower   +    

Helminthotheca echioides Bristly Oxtongue   +    

Heracleum sphondylium Hogweed + + +  

Holcus lanatus Yorkshire Fog + +    

Hordeum murinum Wall Barley     +  

Hordeum secalinum Meadow Barley + +    

Juglans regia Walnut + +    

Lamium album White Deadnettle + + +  

Leucanthemum vulgare Oxeye Daisy + +    

Lolium perenne Perennial Rye-grass + +    

Lotus corniculatus Birdsfoot Trefoil + +    

Malus pumila Apple +      

Malva sylvestris Common Mallow     +  

Matricaria discoidea Pineappleweed + + +  

Medicago lupulina Black Medick + +    

Mercurialis annua Annual Mercury     +  

Ophioglossum vulgatum Adderstongue   +    

Pimpinella saxifraga Burnet Saxifrage   +    

Plantago lanceolata Ribwort Plantain + +    

Plantago major Greater Plantain + + +  

Plantago media Hoary Plantain   +    

Poa annua 
Annual Meadow-

grass 
  + + 

 

Poa pratensis 
Smooth Meadow-

grass 
+ +   

 

Poa trivialis Rough Meadow-grass + +    

Polygonum aviculare Knotgrass   + +  
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Potentilla reptans Creeping Cinquefoil + +    

Primula veris Cowslip   +    

Prunella vulgaris Selfheal   +    

Prunus domestica Plum + +    

Prunus spinosa Blackthorn + +    

Quercus robur Pedunculate Oak + +    

Ranunculus acris Meadow Buttercup + +    

Ranunculus repens Creeping Buttercup + +    

Rosa canina Dog Rose + +    

Rubus caesius Dewberry   +    

Rubus fruticosus agg. Bramble + + +  

Rumex acetosa Common Sorrel   +    

Rumex obtusifolius Broad-leaved Dock + + +  

Rumex sanguineus Wood Dock +      

Salix alba White Willow +      

Sambucus nigra Elder +      

Senecio erucifolius Hoary Ragwort + +    

Senecio jacobaea Ragwort   +    

Sisymbrium officinale Hedge Mustard     +  

Sonchus oleraceus Smooth Sow-thistle   + +  

Stellaria media Common Chickweed     +  

Taraxacum sp. Dandelion + +    

Tilia x europaea Common Lime + +    

Torilis japonica 
Upright Hedge-

parsley 
  +   

 

Tragopogon pratensis Goatsbeard + +    

Trifolium pratense Red Clover + +    

Trifolium repens White Clover + +    

Trisetum flavescens Yellow Oat-grass + +    

Triticum aestivum Bread Wheat    + +  

Urtica dioica Stinging Nettle + + +  

Veronica chamaedrys Germander Speedwell + + +  

Veronica filiformis Slender Speedwell     +  

Veronica persica 
Common Field 

Speedwell 
    + 

 

Vicia sativa Common Vetch + +    

 

at depth, and higher total nitrogen content in the low-diversity site from 40-80 
cm depth (though similar N contents from 0-40 cm). 
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Table 2. The soil analysis  

 

Low Diversity site     

Soil depth 

(cm) 

pH  

(in water) 

Soil colour 

(Munsell 2000) 

Organic 

carbon % 

Nitrogen % C/N 

0-20 6.8 7,5YR 2,5/2  

(very dark brown) 

5.26 0.52 10.1 

20-40 

6.8 

7,5YR 2,5/3  

(very dark brown) 

2.54 0.24 10.6 

40-60 6.8 7,5YR 2,5/3 1.47 0.15 9.8 

60-80 6.8 7,5YR 3/3  

(dark brown) 

1.36 0.14 9.7 

High diversity site     

Soil depth 

(cm) 

     

0-20 7.7 10YR 3/3  

(dark brown) 

5.23 0.52 10.1 

20-40 7.5 10YR 3/4  

(dark yellowish brown) 

1.70 0.19 8.9 

40-60 7.7 10YR 4/4  

(dark yellowish brown) 

0.43 0.05 8.6 

60-80 7.9 10YR 4/4 0.64 0.07 9.1 
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Fig. 2. Total mass of plants grown on soils from the low-diversity ‘fertile’ site and the high-

diversity ‘infertile’ site; data are means +/- standard error 
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Mass of the bioassay plants 
     Groundsel plants grown on soil from the high-diversity site (average 0.074 g) 
were significantly smaller (ANOVA P < 0.001) than those grown on soil from  
the low-diversity site (average 0.133 g) and the plant weight decreased with 
increasing depth in the soil at the high-diversity site (P < 0.039, test of 
difference from zero of slopes of weight with depth) but it did not decrease with 
depth in the low-diversity site (Fig. 2). 
 
Discussion 
 
Floristics of the sites and how they relate to already described sites 
     We recorded 100 species of plants on the whole of Ely Common in June 

2007 and July 2011, an additional 48 species were recorded by J.O. Mountford 

and M. Onete on 22 August 2011 (Table 3); they did not find 30 of our 100 

species and they did not separately record the high and low diversity parts of the 

common. Using our records for the high and low diversity sites we find that the 

high-diversity site can be classified as ‘Mesotrophic Grassland 1b’ (57% 

similarity) in the ‘National Vegetation Classification’ (NVC; Rodwell 1992) and 

‘aggregate class III fertile grassland, class 27 Rye-grass roadsides’ in the 

‘Countryside vegetation system’ (CVS Bunce et al. 1999). This is the most 

common grassland vegetation type in the lowland part of the UK, it is 

characteristic of near neutral soils throughout the British lowlands. The ‘low-

diversity site’ is classified as NVC: ‘open vegetation’ 24a (40% similarity) and 

‘CVS: class 12 = fertile roadsides’; it is a very common vegetation type on 

disturbed soils of very high fertility. The high diversity site is probably one of 

the most plant-diverse sites on well-drained ground in and around Ely. 
     The soil at the low-diversity site is more fertile, darker but with a similar 
organic matter and total nitrogen concentration (0-20 cm) compared to the soil at 
the high-diversity site (Table 2). At the low-diversity site the fertility (as 
indicated by weight of groundsel) and colour did not diminish with depth, as 
compared to the soil in the high-diversity site where fertility did decrease with 
depth – the usual situation in most soils. These findings are consistent with the 
idea that the low-diversity site has had a substantial input of, perhaps very 
organic, peaty soil washed off sugar beet during processing and that the site is so 
enriched that most species cannot survive the competition of the few species 
which dominate the site. 
     Can anything be done in order to restore the low-diversity area of Ely 
Common to diverse grassland? One possibility is to remove the whole layer of 
fertilized soil. However, our results show that the layer of fertile soil is very 
deep - at least 80 cm. The removal of such a huge amount of soil would be a 
very costly and time-consuming affair, though it might be possible because 
fertile ‘top-soil’ has a market value; however it would also need to be replaced 
with less fertile soil. Another option would be to remove the top ~20 cm of soil 
and replace it with 20 cm of infertile soil, perhaps coupled with planting of 
species from the high-diversity site. A less expensive option would be simply to  
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Table 3. Plant species recorded on Ely Common by J.O. Mountford & M. Onete on 27 

August 2011, in addition to those reported in Table 1. 
Species Common name 

Acer pseudoplatanus Sycamore 

Aesculus hippocastanum Horse Chestnut 

Arctium minus s.l. Lesser Burdock 

Atriplex prostrata Spear-leaved Orache 

Ballota nigra  Black Horehound 

Bellis perennis Daisy 

Betula pendula Silver Birch 

Calystegia sepium s.s. Larger Bindweed 

Carex riparia Greater Pond Sedge 

Chaerophyllum temulum Rough Chervil 

Chenopodium album  Fat Hen 

Chenopodium ficifolium Fig-leaved Goosefoot 

Clematis vitalba Clematis 

Conium maculatum Hemlock 

Epilobium ciliatum American Willowherb 

Epilobium hirsutum Great Willowherb 

Equisetum arvense Field Horsetail 

Eupatorium cannabinum Hemp-agrimony 

Geum urbanum Wood Avens 

Juncus inflexus Hard Rush 

Lactuca serriola Prickly Lettuce 

Lapsana communis Nipplewort 

Lathyrus pratensis Meadow Vetchling 

Malus domestica Apple 

Mentha aquatica Water Mint 

Papaver somniferum Opium Poppy 

Persicaria amphibia Amphibious Bistort 

Persicaria lapathifolia Pale Persicaria 

Phleum bertolonii Smaller Cat's-tail 

Phleum pratense s.s. Timothy  

Phragmites australis Common Reed 

Polygonum arenastrum Equal-leaved Knotgrass 

Populus x canadensis "Serotina" Black-Italian Poplar 

Prunus avium Wild Cherry 

Rosa canina s.l. Dog Rose 

Rumex crispus Curly Dock 

Salix caprea Goat Willow 

Salix fragilis Crack Willow 

Senecio vulgaris Common Groundsel 

Sinapis arvensis Field Mustard 

Solanum dulcamara Bittersweet 

Solanum nigrum Black Nightshade 

Sonchus arvensis Perennial Sow-thistle 

Sonchus asper Prickly Sow-thistle 

Sparganium erectum Branched Bur-reed 

Tripleurospermum inodorum Scentless Mayweed 

Tussilago farfara Colt`s-foot 

Ulmus procera English Elm 
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keep mowing the low-diversity site and removing the arisings (cut material), or 
to temporarily introduce grazers; both treatments would remove biomass 
containing nutrients - though their effects will be slower than physically 
removing soil. 
    We conclude that the low-diversity site has markedly more fertile soil, and 
that the fertility is high down to 80 cm depth; the high fertility is likely to 
prevent many species from successfully establishing on the site because they 
loose out in competition with ‘thuggish’ species which take advantage of the 
high fertility and shade out other species. The most promising approach to 
restore the low-diversity high-fertility site to higher biodiversity is to remove a 
layer of soil, replace it by low fertility soil and plant in the species of interest. 
The second best approach is to keep mowing the low diversity site and remove 
the arisings, with their nutrients, coupled with planting in species of interest like 
the grasses Sweet Vernal Grass (Anthoxanthum odoratum,), Crested Dogstail 
(Cynosurus cristatus) and Red Fescue (Festuca rubra). The high diversity site 
also needs to continue to be mown otherwise it will ’tumble down’ to woodland. 
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The Hoverflies (Syrphidae) of Fen Drayton Lakes 
 

Peter Herkenrath 
peter.herkenrath@lanuv.nrw.de 

 

Introduction 
     This paper presents a preliminary list of the hoverflies (Syrphidae) of Fen 
Drayton Lakes. Fen Drayton Lakes lies at the edge of the fens, with the central 
grid reference TL342697, between the villages of Fen Drayton to the south, 
Swavesey to the southeast, Fenstanton to the west and the river Great Ouse to 
the north. It is a 385 ha-sized complex of open water (161 ha), including about 
ten gravel pits, neutral and semi-improved grassland (161 ha) and acidic 
grassland (11 ha), small pieces of woodland (25 ha), swamp and fen (16 ha) and 
small areas of hedge, scrub and other habitats. A network of footpaths allows 
wide access to the area. The guided busway runs from east to west through the 
reserve. In 2007, the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) took over 
management of the site with the following aims: managing the wetland habitats 
for breeding and wintering birds, attracting visitors and inspiring an interest in 
the natural environment, maintaining and enhancing the floodplain grasslands, 
enhancing the hedgerows and scrub as well as enhancing the early successional 
grasslands for invertebrates by creating a diverse structure and improving the 
availability of nectar sources. Fen Drayton Lakes is, however, not formally 
designated as a protected area. 
     Hoverflies were studied for five years from 2008 to 2012. A total of 46 visits 
was made (six times in 2008, nine in 2009, seven in 2010 and twelve times each 
in 2011 and 2012), preferentially in warm, sunny and calm conditions. The 
monthly distribution of visits was as follows: two visits in March, seven in 
April, four in May, eight in June, eleven in July, eight in August and six in 
September. A total of 132 hours was spent in the field, which makes an average 
of 2.9 hours per visit. On several occasions, John O’Sullivan accompanied me 
on the field walks.  
     Flies were searched for in various habitats of the reserve. Flies were 
identified in situ or, in cases where this was not possible, caught with a net or a 
jar and put into a tube for identification with an 8x magnification lens. If 
identification was still not possible, flies were collected and identified later with 
the aid of a stereo microscope. These flies are held in the author’s collection. For 
identification, the excellent guide by Stubbs & Falk (2002) was used, aided by 
the guide by van Veen (2004). It should be pointed out that, with Ball & Morris 
(2013), another guide to British hoverflies has recently been published, which 
provides a very useful introduction to the identification of hoverflies. 
 
The hoverfly list 
     The following list of hoverflies of Fen Drayton Lakes follows the taxonomy 
used by Ball et al (2011), the order of species follows the checklist of British 
hoverflies (Stubbs & Falk, 2002 and www.hoverfly.org.uk/portal.php?page=5). 
No standardised counts were carried out so numbers provided should be read 
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with some caution. The plant species (normally the flowers of the plants) on 
which the flies were found are noted wherever possible and meaningful. Notes 
on habitat, distribution and ecology are taken from Ball et al (2011), Stubbs & 
Falk (2002) and Ball & Morris (2013), and notes on trends from Ball et al 
(2011). The observations were made by the author, sometimes with John 
O’Sullivan, who also confirmed the identification of several species that are 
difficult to identify. Additional records were kindly supplied by the 
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Environmental Records Centre (CPERC) and 
the Hoverfly Recording Scheme; these are listed separately within the species 
accounts. 
 

Melanostoma mellinum: This common and widespread species was recorded every year, 

mostly on one or two days only but on five days in 2012, with up to eight individuals per day. 

Most records are from July and August, with one each from April, June and September, the 

earliest being 22 April and the latest 15 September. The flies were found on a variety of 

plants, with Hedge Bindweed and bramble dominating. On 11 August 2012, a very dark 

female with pink halteres was recorded. Larvae of the genus Melanostoma feed on aphids, 

mainly in leaf-litter. 

 

Melanostoma scalare: Another common and widespread species recorded every year except 

for 2010. There are records from April (one on 16th), May (two), July (seven), August (two) 

and September (three, 20th the latest), with up to eight individuals per day. The flies were 

found on many different plants, with some dominance of bramble. Like the previous species 

this small fly shows an increasing trend in Britain since the 1980s.  

 

Platycheirus albimanus: This species was recorded in each year except 2010, with records 

from up to five days per year. A majority of records comes from July and August (four each), 

with one in April (22nd), two in May, one in June and three in September (latest: 20th). The 

small dark fly was found on various plant species, mostly bramble and a number of composite 

species such as dandelion. The species was also recorded on 27 June 2002 (CPERC database) 

and in 2007 (Hoverfly Recording Scheme). It is one of the most common hoverflies, 

distributed throughout Britain. Larvae of the genus Platycheirus feed on aphids low in the 

vegetation. 

 

 Platycheirus angustatus: A male (dead) and a female (on dandelion) were found on 23 

August 2008 and a female on 9 July 2011 on burdock. The species was also recorded on 27 

June 2002 (CPERC database). It is common and widely distributed in a wide range of 

habitats. 

 

Platycheirus clypeatus: On 23 August 2008, four females were recorded on Nettle and 

ragwort and a male on 9 July 2011 on burdock. The species was also recorded on 27 June 

2002 (CPERC database). A species of (particularly, wet) grassland, common throughout 

Britain. 

 

Platycheirus fulviventris: The species was recorded on 27 June 2002 (CPERC database). A 

declining species of wetlands distributed sparsely throughout Britain. 
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Platycheirus granditarsus: A male was recorded on 23 August 2008 on bramble, a male on 25 

July 2009 and a female on 27 August 2011. This is a wetland species, common throughout 

Britain but found less regularly in eastern England. 

 

Platycheirus manicatus: The sole record is of a male on 3 May 2008, found on buttercup. 

Widespread and common throughout Britain, with a strong declining trend since the 1980s. 

 

Platycheirus peltatus: This species was recorded on one day each in all years except 2012, in 

July, August (two records) and September. The maximum number was six flies on 23 August 

2008. A species of lowlands occurring commonly throughout Britain. 

 

Platycheirus scutatus agg.: P. scutatus agg. comprises three different species, though it seems 

likely (but is not certain) that all or most records presented here are of  P. scutatus sensu 

stricto, which is the commonest of the three. Recorded in every year except 2010, with one or 

two records per year. One record is from May (3rd), two are from June, one is from August 

and two are from September (latest: 20th). On most days single flies were found, but there 

were four on 23 August 2008. The flies frequented various plants including bramble, Nettle, 

Ivy and Hogweed. The species (complex) is widely distributed throughout Britain but more 

common in the south, and has undergone a decline since the 1980s. 

 

Paragus haemorrhous: A male and a female of this tiny species were found on bramble on 27 

June 2009. The species shows a general preference for chalk grassland in southern England, 

and coastal sites around southern Britain; it has increased since the 1980s.   

 

Chrysotoxum bicinctum: On 27 June 2009, a male was found on creeping cinquefoil and a 

female on Field Bindweed; the only records of this attractive, wasp-mimicking species of 

grassland. 

 

Epistrophe eligans: A few individuals were found on 3 May 2008 and several males were 

found hovering on 16 April 2011. A common and increasing species of southern Britain 

occurring almost entirely in spring and probably responding to a warming climate. The larvae 

feed on aphids on trees and shrubs.  

 

Epistrophe grossulariae: The species was recorded on 27 June 2002 (CPERC database). It is 

widely distributed throughout Britain, with gaps in eastern England, and shows a declining 

trend since the 1980s. 

 

Episyrphus balteatus: This abundant species was found in all of the five years, mostly in June, 

July, August and the first half of September, but also on 21 May 2011 and 27 May 2012. It 

was found to be particularly common in July 2009 (‘hundreds’ on 25 July) and in late June 

and July 2012. The flies used a variety of plant species, with a predominance of bramble 

flowers. The species was also recorded on 30 May 1993 (Hoverfly Recording Scheme) and on 

27 June 2002 (CPERC database). It has apparently increased in Britain since the 1980s. 

Numbers are frequently increased by summer immigrants from the continent. The larvae feed 

on a variety of aphids, including in agricultural crops. 

 

Eupeodes corollae: A common and widespread species known to immigrate from the 

continent in some summers. Records were obtained, on a wide range of plants, every year 

apart from 2010, with mostly low numbers in July and August and an early record on 5 June 
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2011. Eight were counted on 8 August 2009 and five on 9 July 2011. Both this and the 

following species’ larvae feed on aphids low in the vegetation. 

 

Eupeodes luniger: This species was slightly more often recorded than E. corollae, also on a 

range of plant species. Similarly to E. corollae, no record was obtained in 2010. It was most 

common in 2009 and 2011, when several were noted on several days in July and August. 

Most records are from those two months, with records also from June (earliest: 5th) and 

September (latest: 20th). Like the previous species, it can be one of the commonest hoverflies 

in summer, benefiting from immigration from the continent in some years. 

 

Melangyna compositarum/labiatarum: This species pair cannot easily be told apart and I have 

not tried to allocate records to either of the two. Records comprise all years, with between one 

and five days with records per year. The species was recorded between late May (21st) and 

early September (5th), with a slight concentration in June and up to four individuals found per 

day. Nearly all flies were found on Hogweed, with other umbelliferous plants providing two 

records. Both species can be found throughout Britain with a preference for woodlands. 

Melangyna larvae feed on aphids. 

 

Melangyna umbellatarum: There are five records: 23 August 2008, 25 July and 29 August 

2009, 5 June and 22 August 2010, each record referring to one, or in one case two, 

individuals. All flies were found on umbelliferous plants, except for one record from bramble. 

The bias towards summer mirrors the national picture for this woodland species, mainly of 

southern Britain.  

 

Scaeva pyrastri: A male was found on 22 August 2010 on Hogweed and many individuals 

were recorded on 14 August 2011 on ragwort and Hogweed. The latter record reflects a 

summer influx of this species into Britain from southern and central Europe; the species is 

migratory and its occurrence in Britain, usually in summer, shows large year-to-year 

variation. The larvae feed on aphids. 

 

Sphaerophoria scripta: One of the most commonly recorded species in every year. An early 

individual was noticed on 24 March 2012 at catkins. Most records are from July and August, 

with a few from June and September (latest: 20th). In August and September 2011 the species 

was found particularly common, probably mirroring an influx from the continent (cf Scaeva 

pyrastri). Among the many plants on which the species was found bramble, ragwort and other 

composites were dominant. The species was also recorded on 27 June 2002 (CPERC 

database). It is one of the most common hoverflies in southern Britain, where the larvae feed 

on ground-layer aphids. The genus comprises a set of species that are difficult to identify, and 

no attempt was made to identify females. 

 

Syrphus ribesii: Another commonly recorded species, found on up to seven days in a single 

year. Most records refer to July (found on five days), August (six days) and September (five 

days); there is one record from April (29th), three from May and four from June. Bramble was 

the most commonly visited plant, with several records also from Hogweed. The species was 

also recorded on 27 June 2002 (CPERC database). It is very common throughout Britain and 

does not show any clear trend since the 1980s. It can often be heard humming from the 

canopy in woodland in summer. The larvae of Syrphus feed on aphids. 

 

Syrphus vitripennis: It is not possible to distinguish males from S. rectus, but given the 

extreme scarcity of the latter in Britain, probably all records of males from Fen Drayton refer 
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to S. vitripennis. The species was found to be nearly as common as S. ribesii, also on up to 

seven days per year, but only on one day in 2008. Most records are from July and August, 

with an early fly found on 18 April 2010, records from June and September on three days 

each, but with no record from May. It was found on several plant species, but mostly on 

bramble and also Hogweed and Teasel. The species is common and widespread throughout 

Britain. 

 

Xanthogramma pedissequum: There are records from a total of six days in all years except for 

2009, between 21 May and 22 August, with three records in June. Except for one female, all 

records refer to males, found on Hogweed and bramble (twice each) and burdock (once). 

Speight (2011) and Stubbs (2012) provide information and keys to several species in the X. 

pedissequum group and, thus, the 2011 and 2012 flies were checked for confusion species and 

can be allocated to X. pedissequum sensu stricto. Xanthogramma larvae seem to feed on root 

aphids and have been found in nests of ants of the genus Lasius, which tend the aphids.  

 

Cheilosia albitarsis: One record: a male at buttercup on 29 April 2011. A widespread species 

of lowland damp habitats. With nearly 40 species, Cheilosia is the most species-rich genus in 

Britain. Cheilosia larvae feed on plants or (a few species) on fungi, often specialising in 

specific plant species, and it is interesting to see that adults at Fen Drayton were often found 

on the host species of the larvae. C. albitarsis larvae can be found in the rootstocks of 

buttercups. 

 

Cheilosia bergenstammi: A male on ragwort on 8 August 2009 and a male and two females 

on 27 August 2011. A widespread species with a spring and a summer generation, the larvae 

of which feed on ragwort.  

 

Cheilosia grossa: Two males on 21 March 2009 and a male on 11 April 2010, all were 

hovering at catkins at the same tree. A rather large, early spring species, often found hovering 

at some height at flowering willows. The larvae tunnel into the base of thistles, causing the 

host plant to become multi-stemmed. 

 

Cheilosia illustrata: A male on 29 June 2008 and a female on Hogweed on 18 July 2009. A 

widespread species common throughout Britain, often found at umbels. The larvae feed on 

Hogweed. 

 

Cheilosia pagana: This common and widespread species was recorded as several individuals 

on 18 April 2010, 3 May 2008, 23 August 2008 and 29 August 2009, reflecting a spring and a 

summer generation. The larvae feed on umbelliferous species such as Cow Parsley. 

 

Cheilosia proxima: This common and widespread species was recorded on a total of six days 

between 29 June and 29 August in 2008, 2009 and 2011, with several individuals in 2009. It 

was also found on 6 August 1998 (CPERC database). C. proxima larvae feed on Creeping 

Thistles.  

 

Cheilosia soror: A female on Angelica on 29 August 2009 is the sole record. A species of 

mainly chalk and limestone in southern Britain with an increasing trend since the 1980s. The 

larvae reportedly feed on fungi.     

 

Cheilosia variabilis: Just one record of a male on 8 June 2008 of this widespread lowland 

species mainly of southern Britain. Figwort is the food plant of the larvae. 
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Cheilosia vernalis: The species, widespread in open habitats in southern Britain, was recorded 

on 6 August 1998 (CPERC database). Larvae have been found feeding on Yarrow and 

Scented Mayweed. 

 

Cheilosia vulpina: A male on bramble on 18 July 2009 is the site’s only record of this species 

of woodland and grassland of southern Britain. Little is known about the larval food of this 

species in Britain. 

 

Rhingia campestris: A species commonly found in all years between April (earliest: 5th) and 

September (latest: 20th). In 2008, many individuals were recorded in May and August and in 

2009 several also in August. In 2011, three of the four days with records fell in April. The 

pattern mirrors the nationally-observed peaks in spring and summer. The species is common 

and occurs widely throughout Britain. Its larvae can be found in cow dung. 

 

Melanogaster hirtella: Two females were found on 8 June 2008 and a male on 29 April 2011. 

The specimens were found on buttercup (two) and bramble. This is a species of wetlands, 

distributed widely and found commonly throughout Britain, mainly in spring. The larvae live 

among plants at the edge of still or slow-flowing water bodies. 

 

Neoascia interrupta: Nationally scarce. This wetland species, in Britain mainly occurring 

uncommonly in eastern England, was recorded on 27 June 2002 (CPERC database). The 

genus contains several tiny black species, the larvae of which live in decaying wetland 

vegetation, compost and wet manure. 

 

Neoascia podagrica: One individual was recorded on 3 May 2008, two on 23 August 2008 

and one each on 15 and 21 July 2012, with all flies being females. The species was also 

recorded on 27 June 2002 (CPERC database). It is common and widespread in lush vegetation 

in Britain.  

 

Neoascia tenur: There are two records of this common and widespread species of wetlands: a 

female on 3 May 2008 and a male on 29 April 2011. The species was also recorded on 27 

June 2002 (CPERC database). 

 

Anasimyia contracta: A male on 29 June 2012 is the sole record of this species of low lying 

wetlands during the recording period. However, it was also found on 27 June 2002 (CPERC 

database). Anasimyia hoverflies live in wetlands; the larvae live in rotting underwater 

vegetation and breathe through a long tube, hence they are referred to as ‘rat-tailed maggots’. 

 

Anasimyia lineata: A male on bindweed on 10 July 2010 and a female on Yarrow on 11 

August 2012. The species was also recorded on 27 June 2002 (CPERC database). This is 

another wetland species, which shows a downward trend since the 1980s in Britain, like all 

species of the genus. 

 

Anasimyia transfuga: A female on bramble on 15 July 2012 is the only record. The Hoverfly 

Recording Scheme lists the species for Fen Drayton Lakes as “1960-1991”, with no further 

details. Another species of lowlying wetlands. 

 

Eristalinus sepulchralis: Up to three flies on 3 May and 23 August 2008 and three on 11 

August 2012, on buttercup, hawthorn, ragwort and Yarrow. The species was also recorded on 
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27 June and 4 August 2002 (CPERC database) and on 21 August 2011 (Hoverfly Recording 

Scheme). A species of lowland wetlands, with the larvae living in rotting underwater 

vegetation, and having the ‘rat-tailed’ breathing tube.  

 

Eristalis abusivus: A male on Yarrow on 18 July 2009 and two males and one female on 

bindweed on 10 July 2010. A species distributed thinly throughout Britain, and uncommon 

away from the coast. The genus Eristalis comprises a range of often large and well-marked 

species, with the ‘rat-tailed’ larvae living in rotting underwater vegetation but occasionally 

also in farm manure or silage. 

 

Eristalis arbustorum: This common and widespread species was recorded in every year, on 

one day each in 2008, 2010 and 2011, on two days in 2009 and on seven days in 2012. The 

earliest date was 27 June, the latest 15 September, with most records falling in August. The 

highest number of flies was five each on 29 June and 1 September 2012. The flies used a wide 

range of plants.  

 

Eristalis horticola: A female was found on 29 August 2009 on Angelica, a male on hawthorn 

on 27 May 2012 and a male and a female on Hogweed on 17 June 2012. This large and bright 

species is widespread in Britain but shows some gaps in its distribution in eastern England. 

 

Eristalis intricarius: This common and widespread bumblebee-mimic was recorded in every 

year on between two and eight days in all months between late March (earliest: 21st) and mid-

September (latest: 15th). The highest number of individuals was nine on 11 August 2012; six 

were recorded each day on 3 May 2008 and 10 July 2010. The flies used a wide range of plant 

species. 

 

Eristalis nemorum: This species, also known as Eristalis interruptus, was recorded in every 

year on a total of ten days. One record falls in May (3rd), three in June, two in July, three in 

August and one in September (5th). Most records are of one to three flies, with six on 15 July 

2012 the maximum, found on a variety of plant species. The species was also recorded on 27 

June 2002 (CPERC database). It is very common and widespread in Britain.     

 

Eristalis pertinax: This often abundant and widespread large species was recorded every year, 

from an early date of 24 March (2012) through to 20 September (2009). The records are well 

distributed throughout the season, with a slight dominance of June to August. Several 

individuals were noted on 29 August 2009, 22 August 2010 and 16 April 2011. A wide range 

of plants were used, but Hogweed and bramble were noted most often. The species was also 

recorded on 30 May 1993 (Hoverfly Recording Scheme). 

 

Eristalis tenax: Another abundant large species, widely distributed throughout Britain, 

showing, like the previous species, an increasing trend since the 1980s. It was recorded every 

year, slightly less often than E. pertinax. The earliest record is from June (5th), most records 

are from July, August and September (latest: 20th). ‘Many’ individuals were noted on 15 

September 2012, and seven each on 4 July 2010 and 27 August 2011. Many different species 

of plant were used.  

 

Helophilus hybridus: Recorded in three of the five years, the dates widely scattered in all 

months between mid-April (a female on hawthorn on 18 April 2010) and September (latest: 

20th). The most frequented plant was bramble, with several other plants also visited. In 

Britain, this is a declining species of wetlands. Most records in Britain are from June to 
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August making the Fen Drayton April record a rather early one. Species in the genus 

Helophilus are rather large and brightly striped, the larvae living in rotting underwater 

vegetation and showing the ‘rat tail’. 

 

Helophilus pendulus: A common species, encountered frequently in low numbers in all years, 

with most records from June to September, the earliest being from 3 May and the latest 20 

September. It was encountered on a variety of plants, mostly on bramble, ragwort and 

Hogweed. The species was also recorded on 27 June 2002 (CPERC database). It is very 

common throughout Britain and adults do not show a strong habitat preference. 

 

Helophilus trivittatus: A male was found on buttercup on 29 June 2008, and in 2012 there 

were two males on 21 July and one male on 4 August, all on bramble. The species has been 

recorded mostly in southern Britain, with an increasing trend since the 1980s. 

 

Myathropa florea: Except for 2008, this large and attractive species was recorded each year, 

with just one record each in 2009 and 2010, four in 2011 and two in 2012. Records were 

spread between May (one on 21st), June (one), July (two), August (three) and September (one 

on 1st). Never were more than two flies involved. Four records are from Hogweed and three 

from bramble. The species was also recorded on 30 May 1993 (Hoverfly Recording Scheme). 

The species is common in British lowlands and shows an increasing trend since the 1980s. 

The ‘rat-tailed’ larvae live in rot-holes of trees or other wet cavities with decaying material. 

 

Parhelophilus versicolor: On 5 June 2011, a male was recorded, and another male on 21 July 

2012, both on bramble flowers. The species, which can be found in wetlands of southern 

Britain, has declined nationally since the mid 1990s. The larvae live like those of Helophilus. 

 

Merodon equestris: The species was recorded on 5 May 2010 (Hoverfly Recording Scheme). 

It is widely distributed and common in gardens throughout Britain, in particular in the south. 

The larvae burrow into bulbs including bluebells and daffodils, so the species may 

occasionally become a pest in horticulture. 

 

Volucella bombylans: Records refer to every year except for 2012, with one record from 

2008, 2009 and 2010 and three from 2011, all with one or two individuals. Except for one fly 

found on 21 May, all records are from June (latest: 27th). Both the white-tailed and the red-

tailed forms were seen. All flies were found on bramble, with just one on Hogweed. This 

bumblebee mimic is commonly found throughout Britain and shows an increase since the 

1990s. The larvae of most Volucella species live in nests of social wasps or bumblebees and 

feed on decaying material or wasp and bumblebee larvae. 

 

Volucella inanis: There is one record: a female was found on 29 August 2009 on Angelica. V. 

inanis has increased considerably over the past 30 years and extended its range within 

southern Britain, probably due to a milder climate. 

 

Volucella pellucens: The species was found annually on between one and four days, once in 

May (21st), on six days in June, five in July and one in August (22nd). Up to four individuals 

were found per day, mostly on Hogweed and bramble or, in the case of males, hovering, a 

territorial behaviour. A species of woodland and scrub, common and widely distributed 

throughout Britain.   
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Volucella zonaria: A female was found and photographed on 15 August 2011 by D. Duff and 

C. Morton and this or another female on 24 August 2011 by J. Miller. Like V. inanis, this 

large and attractive species has expanded its range in southern Britain considerably over the 

past decades and is frequently recorded in gardens. 

 

Syritta pipiens: The species was recorded each year, with between one and four records, 

mostly between June (earliest: 5th) and August, with one individual found on 20th September. 

Most flies were found on bramble. The species is common and widespread throughout British 

lowlands. The larvae live terrestrially in wet decaying material. 

 

Tropidia scita: The sole record is of a male on 21 May 2011 on bramble flowers. T. scita is a 

species of lowland wetlands in southern Britain, characteristic of the eastern England fens 

where the larvae live in wet decaying vegetation. 

 

  

Discussion 
     A total of 62 species was recorded (including species pairs, counted as one 
species, or taxa sensu lato, as indicated), 56 through the author’s surveys, with 
an additional five through records from the Hoverfly Recording Scheme and the 
CPERC, and one (Volucella zonaria) through other observers. One species, 
Neoascia interrupta, carries the designation nationally scarce (Ball & Morris, 
2013). As expected, the list contains many wetland species, while many 
woodland species of southern Britain are missing. 
     A four-year study of the hoverflies of Fowlmere Nature Reserve in 
Cambridgeshire by the author (Herkenrath, 2008) recorded 66 species, a similar 
number, at a reserve much smaller than Fen Drayton Lakes. At nearby Wicken 
Fen National Nature Reserve, with a long history of entomological research, 118 
species of hoverflies have been logged (Friday & Harley, 2000, and updated 
information at http://www.wicken.org.uk/wildlife_flies.htm). Undoubtedly, Fen 
Drayton has the potential to reveal more hoverfly species, not least with the 
continuing management work for, among others, invertebrates. My surveys had 
a slight bias towards summer and more surveys in spring would be expected to 
find more of the early hoverfly species. There are also many “corners” of the 
reserve that I did not visit that might harbour more species. 
     Hoverflies were found on many plants, but bramble and Hogweed are those 
which hosted more flies than other plants. Composites such as ragwort were also 
found to attract many flies. Management of the reserve, focusing on a number of 
wetland and grassland habitats, already addresses the needs of invertebrates, and 
clearly bramble bushes and flowering plants like the ones mentioned provide 
important feeding opportunities for a range of hoverflies and other insect 
species. 
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The Fenland Flora at the end of 2013 
 

Owen Mountford and Jonathan Graham 
 
 
The Fenland Flora – spreading the word 
 
     Although we had been gathering botanical data in the Fenland for many 
years, formal work on the Fenland Flora began in 2006 when the two of us 
started to target our efforts in Fenland tetrads where there were the fewest plant 
records.  We continued to work in this way for six years, until the gaps in our 
working distribution maps were a little less daunting! 
     From the very beginning of the Fenland Flora work, we have worked in 
close collaboration with the BSBI recorders who cover the vice counties that 
overlap with the Fenland basin i.e. Cambridgeshire, Huntingdonshire, 
Lincolnshire (north and south), Norfolk (west), Northamptonshire and Suffolk 
(west).  However, at this time of year in 2012, we decided to “go public” and 
present what we were doing and planning to as large a number of botanists as 
possible.  With that in mind, we wrote an article for BSBI News and prepared 
related pieces for Nature in Cambridgeshire and the Lincolnshire Naturalists’ 
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Union Communiqué.  A circular was distributed amongst members of the 
Huntingdonshire Fauna and Flora Society, and we gave talks to groups from the 
University of the Third Age, as well as exhibiting at a conference of the Fens for 
the Future programme. 
 

Mountford, J.O. and Graham, J.J. 2013a.  A Fenland Flora: an 
announcement.  BSBI News 123: 71-72 

Mountford, J.O. and Graham, J.J. 2013b.  Announcing a Fenland Flora: 
Plant recording in the Cambridgeshire Fens.  Nature in 
Cambridgeshire 55: 112-115 

Mountford, J.O. and Graham, J.J. 2013c.  A Fenland Flora: Prospectus 
for recorders.  Lincolnshire Naturalists’ Union Communiqué 
(Autumn 2013 issue) 

 
     In addition to these published articles, we have produced a prospectus for 
potential recorders which is available from either of us if you’d like to alert 
other potential recorders. 
     One of the most fruitful ways to involve people in the Fenland Flora has 
been to arrange joint field meetings with flora groups, and we are really grateful 
to the Cambridgeshire group (organised by Alan Leslie and Jonathan Shanklin) 
and the Norfolk group (led by Richard Carter and Bob Ellis) for bringing so 
many botanists to Elford Closes, Murrow, Ring’s End, Denver and West 
Walton.  Our links to the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Environmental 
Records Centre (through Louise Bacon and Jane Andrews-Gauvain) led to really 
enjoyable days near Swavesey, Cottenham, March, Guyhirn and a truly 
remarkable turn out of naturalists at Priors Fen. 
     The other Fenland counties were by no means left behind.  Through the 
proactive enthusiasm of Charlie Barnes at the Greater Lincolnshire Nature 
Partnership, BSBI recorders, the Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust and Fenland Flora 
people met and agreed priorities and data exchange.  This in turn led to 
discussions with Richard Lansdown, whose knowledge of the ditch flora of the 
South Lincolnshire fens is second to none.  Suffolk became the first Fenland 
county to provide all relevant tetrad data to the Fenland Flora project, with the 
result that the southeast corner of Fenlands is now apparently the best-recorded 
portion of the whole basin – see the coverage map (Plate 1, inside front cover).  
Our thanks go to Martin Sanford for offering these data and providing them so 
quickly and in such a useful form. 
     New volunteers began work in the Witham valley, near Tattershall, Holbeach 
and Pondersbridge, as well as redoubled effort from the U3A Ely group.  Where 
next? 
 

What must we be doing in 2014? 
     These joint activities were reflected in a lot of extra recording in vc 29 (“old 
Cambs”), and the coverage there is looking increasingly good.  Many gaps were 
filled in Lincolnshire and what might be considered the record of the year, a new 
vice county species in Fumaria parviflora, was found just east of Boston.  
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However, the better coverage overall also serves to highlight where more effort 
is clearly needed – looking at the map above, our priorities in 2014 will be: 
 
 Most importantly, those areas where we have as yet no Fenland Flora 

data (blank on the map), notably from Boston and Donington toward 
Stickney and Wainfleet. 

 Areas which have some records, but not nearly as many as would be 
expected, come a close second in priority.  All tetrads with a red symbol 
(1-55 species recorded) come into this category.  Indeed tetrads shown in 
green are also a priority since we would expect even the most uniform 
arable fenland with few wet ditches and no village to have 100 species. 

 Not shown on this coverage map are the records produced by a saltmarsh 
survey than one of us (JJG) undertook in 2013, which should vastly 
improve coverage in what are (probably in terms of species numbers) 
genuinely the poorest part of Fenland. 

 The data from Martin Sanford for Suffolk have filled many gaps but will 
also require some follow up from Fenland Flora recorders to ascertain 
which of these data for “boundary” tetrads are really in Fenland and 
which are on the uplands transitional to Breckland.  That will almost 
certainly mean some targeted recording in those parts of the Little Ouse 
and Lark floodplains below 5 m aOD, as well as corresponding efforts in 
Norfolk for the Little Ouse, the Nar and the Wissey. 

 
     However, for anyone who wants to record plants in Fenland and contribute to 
the Flora, data from any part of the basin will have value and we would be 
delighted to receive them. 
 

 

 

Anyone interested in contributing to the Fenland Flora should contact: 
Owen Mountford at om@ceh.ac.uk (NERC Centre for Ecology & Hydrology, 

Maclean Building, Benson Lane, Crowmarsh Gifford, Wallingford, 
Oxfordshire, OX10 8BB or 

Jonathan Graham at jonathan.graham@ntlworld.com 
 
 
To help recorders, we can provide: 
 Standard BRC record cards 
 Documents defining what we mean by Fenland – especially important at 

the edge of our recording area 
 Back-up with difficult identifications 

 
 
We look forward to a successful 2014 to follow the real progress in 2013. 
 
 

mailto:om@ceh.ac.uk
mailto:jonathan.graham@ntlworld.com
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Invertebrate Survey on the Fleam Dyke S.S.S.I., Cambridgeshire 
I. Scuttleflies (Diptera, Phoridae) 

 
R. H. L. Disney & J. P. E. C. Darlington 

rhld2@cam.ac.uk or jpecd2@cam.ac.uk 
 
Introduction 
     The Fleam Dyke is one of four roughly parallel linear earthworks running 
NNW - SSE across the route of the prehistoric Icknield Way, predecessor of the 
modern A11. Each earthwork consisted, in its final form, of a flat-bottomed 
ditch on the West side and a massive earth bank on the East side. These huge 
defensible structures ran between the fenland (to N) and what was formerly 
forest (on clay soil to S), blocking the route of access from the South West into 
East Anglia. The latest and largest phases of building are thought to coincide 
with the period in the sixth and seventh centuries when the powerful Kingdom 
of Mercia might well have had designs upon the Kingdom of East Anglia 
(Taylor, 1998).  
     Fleam Dyke is 5 km long and runs from near Fulbourn to near Balsham. It 
has been levelled in places, but most of it has never been cultivated. The 
vegetation appears to have been chalk grassland grazed by sheep and rabbits, 
probably for hundreds of years. Sheep grazing declined in the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries; and after the reduction of rabbits by myxomatosis 
in the 1960s the site became overgrown with scrub. The land on both sides of 
the dyke is now arable and no significant areas of chalk grassland remain. 
Current management by the Wildlife Trust aims to restore the rare chalk 
grassland on the Dyke wherever possible. This involves clearing the scrub and 
poisoning the cut stumps, and subsequently mowing and raking the regrowth.  
     The purpose of the Invertebrate Survey was to provide baseline data to 
follow changes in invertebrate populations resulting from management. It was 
carried out at a particularly interesting time, when some parts of the survey area 
already had well-established chalk grassland, other parts had been cleared more 
or less recently, and yet others were still wholly or partly covered in scrub.  
 
Layout of the Invertebrate Survey. 
     Only the central part of the Dyke was surveyed. The original numbering 
system of the Wildlife Trust was used, with a few un-numbered sections being 
given names for the purposes of the Invertebrate Survey. (NB The butterfly 
transects use the same system up to section 8, but then use an alternative 
numbering system.)   
     The Invertebrate Survey covered sections 7 to 13 inclusive. The part north of 
the A11 consisted of sections 7 and 8, the woodland triangle (tr-h) and the car 
park (carpk). The part south of the A11 consisted of the path near the road, 
sections 9, 10 and 11, Bedford Gap =12, and 13. The two parts are connected by 
a footbridge over the A11. 
 
 

mailto:rhld2@cam.ac.uk
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Figure 1. Schematic map of the survey sites on the Fleam Dyke, not to scale. 
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Description of Survey sites. 
     The sites used in the Invertebrate Survey are shown on the map (Fig. 1). All 
the Invertebrate Survey sites were along the top of the bank, except where it has 
been levelled (i.e. in 8, the woodland triangle tr-h, carpk, and 12 = Bedford 
Gap). During the survey, three replicate samples were taken at fixed points in 
each site, on each sampling date (Table 1). 
 

Table 1. Invertebrate Survey of the Fleam Dyke. List of Survey numbers (first column, in 

bold) followed by sampling dates, showing the parts sampled in each survey. 

 

Survey  Northern &   Northern   Southern 

number Southern parts      part only  part only 

 

 1  28 March 2003 

 2  17 April 2003 

 3  7 May 2003 

 4      28 May 2003  29 May 2003 

 5      16 June 2003  17 June 2003 

 6      7 July 2003  9 July 2003 

 7      4 August 2003  5 August 2003 

 8  25 August 2003 

 9  13 Sept 2003 

10  11 October 2003 

11  14 December 2003 

 

12  20 February 2004 

13  30 March 2004 

14  17 April 2004 

15      25 May 2004 

16      16 June 2004 

 

 
 
Northern Part 

     7-a to 7-c1 were located in an area of long-established chalk grassland grazed 
by rabbits. The footpath has small exposed areas of compacted chalk. 
     7-a on the steps leading down to a lowered part, in short grass. 
     7-b on the lowered part, in short grass. 
     7-c1 on top of the bank, in an area of short grass. 
     7-c2 on top of the bank, in an area of long grass. 
 
     7A-d and 7A-e were in a section where the East slope of the bank was still 
covered in dense scrub. The West slope had been cleared, the bottom of the 
ditch and the slope beyond were overgrown with tall herbs, scrub and large 
trees. 
     7A-d West slope covered in coarse herbs, regrown after clearing.  
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     7A-e West slope very recently cleared of scrub, and consisted of bare soil 
colonised by Ground Ivy (Glechoma hederacea) which flowered prolifically in 
March 2003 (Survey 1) followed by a dense stand of Garlic Mustard (Alliaria 
petiolata) flowering profusely in April and May (Surveys 2, 3 & 4). 
 
     7B Slope down to the gate onto Mutlow Hill. Both sides of the bank were 
covered in un-cleared scrub, including a lot of Bramble (Rubus fruticosus). This 
area was not included in the Survey sampling series, but net sweeps and other 
samples were collected here. 
 
     8 The fenced area enclosing Mutlow Hill and the Bronze Age barrow on top 
of it, and the large beech tree at the foot of the barrow. The ditch has been 
levelled. The ground vegetation was disturbed and patchy, some of it coarse 
tufty grass, a lot of it clogged with Old Man’s Beard (Clematis vitalba), (i.e. not 
chalk grassland). 
     8-f Under the canopy of the beech tree. 
     8-g Among coarse grass in the open. 
 
     tr-h = woodland triangle. Bank and ditch have been levelled. Scrub and trees 
on both sides of the path make it shady, and there is dense cover of Ivy (Hedera 
helix) on the ground. On the East side was a grass paddock used for ponies. 
 
     carpk = car park. Bank and ditch have been levelled. Broad strip of 
frequently-mowed grass turf along a high wooden fence bordering the A11 (i.e. 
not chalk grassland). 
 

Southern Part 
 
     road = path through scrub, which is continuous with the hedges along the 
A11. Ends at the sheep fence with a kissing gate 
 
     Sections 9, 10, and 11 are equal lengths of the bank, which is covered in 
continuous grassland that is regularly mowed and raked. In each of 9-n, 9-m, 10 
and 11-k. the three replicate sampling sites were well spaced, but the results are 
combined for purposes of analysis. There is one birch tree near the gate in 9-n, 
and several Juniper bushes on the west slope of the bank in 10. The east side of 
the bank is bounded by a farm track and a barbed wire fence. The west side has 
an unmanaged ditch overgrown with tall grass and herbs, bounded on the west 
by a neglected, thin, intermittent hedge. 
     Site 11-k includes a large Badger set in the west slope of the bank. There 
were two additional sampling sites in the south end of section 11 :-  
     11-crab = near to a group of Crab-apple trees (Malus sylvestris), and a Rabbit 
warren, both on the east slope of the bank. 
     11-steps = traps were set on the steps down to Bedford Gap. 
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     12  Bedford Gap itself, which seems to be a favoured route for flying insects, 
and a funnel for the wind. One sample was taken at each of three sites across the 
gap, with no further replicates. 
     12-West is among patches of Nettles (Urtica dioica) and Elder bushes 
(Sambucus nigra), adjacent to a cultivated field of Rape (Brassica napus) in 
2003. 
     12-middle is in a grassy gap with flowering herbs and Elder bushes. 
     12-East is in a grassy area adjacent to a cultivated field. 
 
     13 Bank and ditch overgrown with scrub, with just a narrow grass strip along 
the footpath kept clear by cutting. 
 
Sampling methods. 
     The Invertebrate Survey consisted of water traps set at fixed points along the 
top of the bank, or along the footpath where the bank has been levelled. The 
catching period was a minimum of four hours, two before noon and two after i.e. 
10 am to 2 pm in winter, 11 am to 3 pm during British Summer Time. This 
period is suitable for sampling phorids, which show a broad peak of flight 
activity beginning two hours after sunrise and continuing until near sunset 
(Disney 1994). The four hours while the traps were catching were spent in 
general collecting using a butterfly net for flying insects and a sweep-net for 
invertebrates on vegetation. 
     During the Survey, three replicate samples were taken at fixed points in each 
site, on each sampling date (Table 1). The data from the three replicates at each 
site were combined. Each trap consisted of a small white blown-polystyrene dish 
containing water with a dash of detergent. These simple traps mainly catch 
flying insects that touch the water surface and drown, although some running 
and climbing creatures are also caught. The dishes were 15 cm in diameter at the 
mouth and eight cm in diameter at the base. The water was only a few mm deep, 
so most large insects, such as bumble-bees and grasshoppers, could easily 
escape. 
     Insects are most active when it is sunny, warm and not too windy. The actual 
sampling date was chosen by reference to the BBC five-day weather forecast. 
Survey dates were about three weeks apart in summer and five weeks apart in 
winter. In high summer the catches were large, and took so long to process that 
the two parts had to be sampled on separate days, first the northern part then the 
southern part. Sometimes pitfall traps were set on the first day and collected on 
the second. 
     Fourteen complete Surveys were made between 28 March 2003 and 17 April 
2004, involving 21 days in the field. Two further Surveys on 22 May and 16 
June 2004, of the northern part only (see Table 1), are not included in the 
Invertebrate Survey data for purposes of analysis.  
     Invertebrates from the traps were labelled and pickled in 70 % alcohol in the 
field. Later they were sorted and catalogued. For critical identification, 
individual flies were dissected, and the parts mounted in Berlese fluid on glass 
slides (Disney 2001). 
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Analysis of results 
     All the phorids collected were identified to species by RHLD. Details are 
given in the Appendix. Fifty species were identified, of which thirty belonged to 
the genus Megaselia. Forty species were collected in samples of the Invertebrate 
Survey, the remainder in opportunistic samples. Table 2 lists all these species, 
but enumerates only those found in Surveys 1 to 14. 
 
Table 2.  List of all species of phorid flies collected from the Fleam Dyke (first column); 

numbers of males M and females F, and the total number (2nd, 3rd and 4th columns) collected 

in the Invertebrate Survey during Surveys 1 to 14 only. 

 

                                                     M          F        Total  

 

Anevrina curvinervis (Becker)                                      6          -             6  

Anevrina urbana (Meigen)                                          2         1             3  

Borophaga (Peromitra) incrassata (Meigen)               -          -             0  

Chaetopleurophila erythronota (Strobl)                      1          -             1  

Conicera dauci (Meigen)                                              -          -              0  

Conicera similis (Haliday)                                 14          -           14  

Conicera tibialis Schmitz                                               -          -             0  

Diplonevra abbreviata (von Rosen)                              1          -             1  

Diplonevra funebris (Meigen)                               21          4          25  

Diplonevra glabra Schmitz                                           9          2          11  

Diplonevra nitidula (Meigen)                                  3           -            3  

Diplonevra pilosella Schmitz                                        6          7          13  

Megaselia aequalis (Wood)                                           1           -            1  

Megaselia angusta (Wood)                                       2           -            2  

Megaselia basispinata (Lundbeck)                                 -           -            0  

Megaselia berndseni (Schmitz)                                      -           -            0  

Megaselia brevicostalis (Wood)                             39          5          44  

Megaselia brevior (Schmitz)                                  22        19          41  

Megaselia ciliata (Zetterstedt)                                        1          -             1  

Megaselia dahli (Becker)                                                -           1           1  

Megaselia devia Schmitz                                               1            -           1  

Megaselia emarginata (Wood)                                     7            -           7  

Megaselia errata (Wood)                                               1           -           1  

Megaselia giraudii (Egger)                                        2           -            2  

Megaselia involuta (Wood).                                          1           2           3  

Megaselia latifemorata (Becker)                                     -           -            0  

Megaselia latifrons (Wood)                                             -           -            0  

Megaselia longicostalis (Wood)  .                        48          5         53   

Megaselia manicata (Wood)                                   1           -           1   

Megaselia minuta (Aldrich)                                    29          8         37  

Megaselia perdistans (Schmitz)                                      -            -           0  

Megaselia pleuralis (Wood)                                             -            -          0  

Megaselia plurispinulosa (Zetterstedt)                            1           1          2  

Megaselia propinqua (Wood)                                     1            -          1  

Megaselia pusilla (Meigen)                                             5           1          6  
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Megaselia spinata (Wood)                                               1            -          1  

Megaselia stigmatica (Schmitz)                                       1            -          1  

Megaselia subfuscipes Schmitz                                       2            -          2  

Megaselia subnudipennis (Schmitz)                              34          20        54  

Megaselia subtumida (Wood)                                           1           1          2  

Megaselia tarsalis (Wood)                                                1           1          2  

Megaselia unguicularis (Wood)                                        1           -           1  

Metopina galeata (Haliday)                                              6           3           9  

Metopina oligoneura (Mik)                                     560        367      927  

Metopina pileata Schmitz                                                 7           8        15  

Phora atra (Meigen)                                                          2           3          5  

Phora holosericea Schmitz                                                -            -          0  

Spiniphora bergenstammi (Mik)                                        1            -          1  

Triphleba nudipalpis (Becker)                                      7            3        10  

Triphleba papillata (Wingate)                                            -            -          0  

 

 

Total nos. excluding Metopina oligoneura      289  95     384 

   M:F = 3.04:1    75.3 %     24.7 % 

   29.3 % of total                                              

 

Metopina oligoneura only         560  367     927 

                         M:F = 1.53:1                                       60.4 %    39.6 % 

  70.7 % of total                                      

 

Overall inclusive total numbers                                       849 462     1312      

                    64.8 %   35.2 %         

 
 
     Metopina oligoneura was by far the most abundant species, comprising 
70.7% of the total number of flies collected in the Survey series (66.0% of 
males, 79.4% of females). The distribution of total numbers at each sampling 
site was tabulated against the Survey number (Table 3). There was a massive 
peak in numbers in Surveys 8, 9 & 10 (late August, mid September & mid 
October). The ratio of males to females was 1.5:1 overall, but varied between 
1.2 and 2.1, ignoring small samples.  
     In the northern section, small numbers were present in grassland areas, but 
the largest numbers were at 8-g (coarse grass) which had 151 flies in Surveys 8 
and 9, and 77 in the car park (mowed grass) in Survey 9. In the southern section 
flies were present in small numbers in the pure chalk grassland sites 9-n, 9-m 
and 10 through most of the year. Larger numbers were caught in the road 
(scrub), 11-k (chalk grassland) and 12 (Bedford Gap). The largest numbers were 
caught at site 13 (shaded by scrub) which had 71 flies, 11-steps which had 119 
flies and 11-crab which had 230 flies. Overall, this suggests that populations 
were least in pure grassland and greatest where a variety of trees and shrubs 
were also present.  
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Table 3. Numbers of Metopina  oligoneura collected in the Invertebrate Survey. Columns are 

the sampling sites along the Dyke, with the Northern Part above and the Southern Part below. 

Rows are Survey numbers in bold (for corresponding dates see Table 1) followed by the total 

number of flies collected at each site, and overall. 

 

 

Northern Part 

 7-a 7-b 7-c1 7-c2 7A-d 7A-e 8-f 8-g tr-h crpk        Total 

1 - - - - - - - - - -  - 

2 3 3 - - - - - - - -  6 

3 - - - - - - 1 - - -  1 

4 - 1 - - - - - - - 7  8 

5 - - - - - - - - - -  - 

6 - - - - 1 - - - - 1  2 

7 - - - - - - - - - 1  1 

8 1 2 2 - 1 2 3 35 7 1  54 

9 1 3 2 1 6 - 4         116 4 77  214 

10 - - 2 - 1 - - - - -  3 

11 - - - - - - - - - -  - 

12 - - - - - - - - - -  - 

13 - - - - - - - - - -  - 

14 - - - 1 - - - - - -  1

  

Totals 5 9 6 2 9 2 8        151 11 87  290 

 

Southern Part 

 road 9-n    9-m 10  11-k    11-crab    11-steps 12 13       Total 

1   - - - - -    -        -  - -  - 

2   - - - 6 -    -        -  - -  6 

3   - - - - -    -        -  2 -  2 

4   - 1 1 1 -    -        -  - -  3 

5   - - - - -    -        -  - -  - 

6   - 1 - 1 -    -        -  - -  2 

7   - 1 5 1 6    3        2  - -  18 

8   2 4 4 2 1    79        21  3 42  158 

9 41 1 3 5 26    121          84  34 23  338 

10 6 7 13 14 16    27        12  5 6  106 

11 - - - - -    -        -  - -  - 

12 - - - - -    -        -  - -  - 

13 - - 1 1 2    -        -  - -  4 

14 - - - - -    -        -  - -  -

          

 

Totals 49 15 27 31 51   230      119           44 71  637 

------------                ---- 

Overall total                     927
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     The next most abundant species were five Megaselia  spp. :- subnudipennis 
(total 54), longicostalis (53), brevicostalis (44), brevior (41) and minuta (37), a 
combined total of 229 or 17.5% of total flies. The numbers of each species were 
tabulated separately as in Table 3 but were too small to show much and the 
results are not included. 
     M. subnudipennis was caught in late summer (August and September, 
Surveys 7, 8 and 9) but was almost absent for the rest of the year. M. 
longicostalis appeared in early spring in both years (March and April, Surveys 1, 
2, 13 and 14) but was very scarce for the rest of the year. This species has been 
studied on moorland in Northern England and appears to be sensitive to drought 
(Disney 1994). Our low catches may reflect the relatively dry summer and 
autumn here. M. brevicostalis was caught in small numbers throughout the year 
except the winter months (Surveys 10, 11 and 12) but peaked in the car park in 
early July and early August (Surveys 5 and 6). M. brevior was caught in small 
numbers during the summer and autumn, spread across all the grassland sites but 
with largest numbers in the two shaded sites in the southern part (road and 13). 
This species is of interest, as the Fleam Dyke is only the second site in Britain at 
which it has been recorded. The first record was at Juniper Hall Field Station in 
Surrey, an area of chalk grassland with some scrub (Disney 1987). M. minuta 
first appeared in mid April (Survey 2) with a total of eleven flies, five of them at 
site 10. The rest were caught in late May to September in small numbers at all 
the chalk grassland sites. Why site 10 is so productive (24% of the total catch) 
remains a mystery. This is the only one of the six common species that appears 
to prefer grassland sites.   
     All flies other than Metopina oligoneura were analysed together in 
combination (Table 4). The total number of flies was 384 (29.3% of the overall 
total). In the northern section, the overall ratio of males to females was 4.8:1. 
They were well spread over the six chalk grassland sites, but were more 
numerous in the woodland triangle and car park. They were found all year 
except in winter (Surveys 11 and 12). Total numbers peaked in Surveys 5 and 6 
(mid June and early July), a total of 55 (37.7%), with a smaller peak of 20 flies 
in Survey 9 (mid September). Greatest species diversity was found in Survey 5 
in the woodland triangle tr-h, with 12 flies in 8 species.  
     In the southern part the overall ratio of males to females was 2.5:1. 
Substantial numbers were present in the pure grassland sites 9-n, 9-m, 10, and 
11-k, with a maximum of 49 in 11-crab, and 36 in 11-steps. Flies were caught 
throughout most of the year. Greatest species diversity was in 11-crab which had 
12 flies of five species in Survey 9. 
     In the northern part, flies peaked in numbers and diversity in mid June 
(Survey 5) with 31 flies in 11 species. In the southern part, flies peaked in 
diversity in late August (Survey 8) with 25 flies in 12 species, but numbers 
peaked in early August (Survey 7) with 46 flies in eight species. 
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Table 4. Combined numbers of all phorid flies collected in the Invertebrate Survey, except 

Metopina  oligoneura. Columns are the sampling sites along the Fleam Dyke, divided into the 

Northern Part (above) and the Southern Part (below). Rows are Survey numbers in bold (for 

corresponding dates see Table 1) followed by the total number of flies collected at each site. 

Figures in brackets are the number of different species represented in each sample, if more 

than one species was present. 

 

Northern Part 

 7-a 7-b 7-c1 7-c2 7A-d 7A-e 8-f 8-g tr-h crpk      Total 

1 1 1 - - - 1 - 3 - -      6  

2 - 3 - - - - 2 (2) 4 (2) - -      9 (4) 

3 - 1 - - - - 4 (4) 1 - -      6 (5) 

4 1 - - - 1 - 1 - 4 (3) 2 (2)      9 (4) 

5 - - - - 7 2 (2) 2 (2) 3 (3) 12 (7) 5    31 (11) 

6 2 (2) - 5 (3) 3 2 (2) 4 (4) 1 - 2 (2) 5 (2)    24 (6) 

7 - 2 - - 1 - - - - 3 (2)      6 (4) 

8 1 3 1 - 2 (2) 4 (4) - 1 2 (2) 3 (3)    17 (7) 

9 - 1 1 - 8 (2) - -         - - 10 (4)    20 (4) 

10 - 2 (2) - - 3 (2) - - - - -      5 (4) 

11 - - - - - - - - - -      - 

12 - - - - - - - - - -      - 

13 1 1 1 - 1 - - - - 1      5 (3) 

14 - - - - - 2 (2) 3 - - 3      8 (4)

  

Totals 6 14 8 3 25 13 13        12 20 32      146 

 

Southern Part 

 road 9-n    9-m 10      11-k    -crab  -steps 12 13       Total 

1   - 9 2 - - - - - 4 (3)     15 (3) 

2   - - - 9 (3) 1 1 - - 1     12 (3) 

3   - - - - - - - - 2       2  

4   2 (2) - 3(2) 5 (4) - 6 (2) 4 4 (2) -     24 (8) 

5   2 (2) 2 - - - - - 1 -       5 (4) 

6   1 1 2 (2) 1 - 1 2 (2) - 4 (3)     12 (7) 

7   - 1 5 (3) 2 (2) 5 (2) 14 (3) 18 (2) 1 -     46 (8) 

8   4 (2) 3 (3) 2 (2) 3 (3) 3 (3) 5 (4) 3 (2) 1 1     25 (12) 

9 2 - 3 (2) 3 (3) 2 (2) 12 (5) 4 (3) 4(2) 3 (2)     33 (10) 

10 3 2 (2) 1 2 (2) 4 (2) 3 (3) 5 (3) 2 -     22 (6) 

11 - - - - - - - - -       -  

12 - - - - - - - - -       - 

13 4(4) 2 (2) 3 (2) 2 (2) 4 2 (2) - 1 7 (4)     25 (9) 

14 - 9 (2) - 2 (2) - 5 (2) - - 1     17 (5)

          

Totals 18 29 21 29 21 49 36 14 23     238   

---------------                       --------- 

Overall total             384  
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Discussion 
     All collecting methods are selective (Disney et al. 1982). For example, in the 
Fleam Dyke collection, Phora atra is represented by 15 flies (7M, 8F) collected 
by other means and only three (1M, 2F) caught in the Survey traps; whereas for 
Triphleba nudipalpis all the ten flies (7M, 3F) were caught in the Survey traps, 
and none by other means. This indicates that there are behavioural differences 
between the two species. 
     Water traps catch insects in proportion to their activity, which is greatly 
affected by the weather, especially temperature. The sex ratio is often biased 
towards males because the heavier females are less active. For most species the 
numbers caught are too small to bear interpretation. However, in Diplonevra 
pilosella all six males were caught in Surveys 4 to 7, while six of the seven 
females were caught in Surveys 8 and 9. It seems unlikely that the sex ratio in 
the population could change so much, but there may be a seasonal shift in the 
behaviour of the sexes. 
     It is perhaps surprising that we collected only 50 species of phorid flies on 
the Fleam Dyke, as more than 80 species have been recorded in the gardens of 
Cambridge. Some uncommon species were recorded, notably Megaselia brevior 
and M. spinata. The use of additional methods would be expected to add to the 
species list for the Fleam Dyke. 
     The larval habits of most of the species we collected remain unknown. Of 
those whose larval habits are known, most have been reared from decaying 
organic material. Many are known to feed on this material, but some may be 
predators or parasitoids of other invertebrates exploiting this resource. The next 
largest group is of those species reared from fungus fruiting bodies 
(sporophores), some of which undoubtedly feed on the fungus, but others are 
known to parasitise or prey on fungus-feeders such as Sciaridae (Diptera). 
Rearing flies from such materials is easy, but establishing the larval habits of 
specialised predators, parasitoids and parasites requires careful and critical 
studies. 
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Appendix 
Details of all scuttle flies collected on the Fleam Dyke during the period of the 
Invertebrate Survey, 30 March 2003 to 16 June 2004. The name and authority 
for each species is followed by their months of occurrence in our data in lower-
case Latin numerals. Notes on the known larval habits are from the review by 
Disney (1994), except for cited publications.   
 Line numbers in bold are the Survey numbers, followed by their dates. 
Occurrence data specify collection site (from three replicate samples combined, 
at each site*), number of males M, number of females F. Records that were not 
part of the main Invertebrate Survey are given in curly brackets { } and include 
a note of the catching method used. ( * The only exception is site 12, where 
three replicates were laid across the gap at right angles to the Dyke, and are 
noted as W, m, E.)  
 
Anevrina curvinervis (Becker) iii. 
    13   30.iii.2004. 9-n, 1M; 11-k, 4M; 11-crab, 1M 
Anevrina urbana (Meigen) iii,iv.  This species has been reared from pupae found in the nest 
of a mole. 
    2    17.iv.2003. { tr-h, air sweep, 1M }  
    13   30.iii.2004. 13, 2M, 1F  
Borophaga (Peromitra) incrassata (Meigen) vii. The larvae parasitize the larvae of Bibio 
marci (L.) (Bibionidae). Adults of B. marci were particularly common at site 7A-e in Surveys 
2, 3 and 4, on flowers of mustard-garlick Alliaria petiolata.                                                     
    8   25.viii.2003. { tr-h, air sweep, 2M }   
Chaetopleurophila erythronota (Strobl) v, vii. 
    4   29.v.2003. { 9-n birches, 1M, 1F } 
    6   9.vii.2003. 11-steps, 1M    
Conicera dauci (Meigen) vii.   The larvae have been reported from rotting plants and fungus 
sporophores.   Adults are common at flowers, especially of Apiaceae.  Our record from the 
flower of wild parsnip (Pastinaca sativa) adds to the list of recorded species visited by this 
fly.  
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    6   7.vii.2003. { tr-h, air sweep, 1M } //  9.vii.2003.{ 9-n netsweep over wild  
parsnip flowers, 1M }  

Conicera similis (Haliday) iv- ix.  It has been reared from fungus sporophores, pigeon dung, 
meat baits, dead invertebrates and a human corpse.    
    4   29.v.2003. 9-m, 1M;                                                                                   
    5   16.vi.2003. 7A-e, 1M; 8-g, 1M; tr-h, 5M;   
    6   7.vii.2003. { 7-c2 net sweep over long grass, 1F }; 7A-d, 1M; 7A-e, 1M; 
    7   5.viii.2003. { 9 netsweep, 1F}; 
    8   25.viii.2003. { tr-h air sweep, 1M } carpk, 1M; 11-crab, 1M;   
    9   13.ix.2003. 9-m, 1M;   
    14   17.iv.2004. 9-n, 1M; 
    16   16.vi.2004. 7A-e, 1M;       
Conicera tibialis Schmitz v.  This is the infamous coffin fly whose larvae feed on buried 
corpses.  They also feed on a range of other decaying organic materials.  
    4   28.v.2003. {7-c1 netsweep over grass, 1M }  
Diplonevra abbreviata (von Rosen) viii. 
    7   5.viii.2003. 12E, 1M; 
Diplonevra funebris (Meigen) v, vii-x. The larvae feed on dead insects, mollusca, etc., and 
especially on the debris in wasp nests.  The males only visit a range of flowers. 
    4   29.v.2003. 11-crab, 4M, 1F; 11-steps, 3M, 1F; 
    6   9.vii. 2003. 11-steps, 1M; 13, 1M;  
    7   5.viii.2003. 11-steps, 1F;  
    8   25.viii.2003. 8-g, 1F; 9-n, 1M; 11-crab, 1M; 11-steps, 1M; 
    9   13.ix.2003. 11-crab, 5M;     
    10   11.x.2003. 9-n, 1M; 11-crab, 1M; 11-steps, 2M;   
Diplonevra glabra Schmitz iii-v. 
    1   28.iii.2003. 13, 1M;  
    2   17.iv.2003. {7A net sweep, 1 M }  
    4   29.v.2003. 10, 1F;  
    13   30.iii.2004. 7A-d, 1M; 13, 1M;   
    14   17.iv.2004. 8-f, 2M, 1F; 11-crab, 4M; 
Diplonevra nitidula (Meigen) vi-viii. The larvae parasitize earthworms.  Both sexes visit a 
variety of flowers. 
    5   17.vi.2003. road, 1M;  
    6   7.vii.2003. tr-h, 1M;  
    8   25.viii.2003. 11-k, 1M;  
    16   16.vi.2004. 7A-e, 1M; 
Diplonevra pilosella Schmitz v-ix.  Larvae have been recorded parasitizing an earthworm. 
    4   28.v.2003. 7A-d, 1M; 8-f, 1M; tr-h, 1M;  //  29.v.2003. carpk, 1M;  

{ 9-n air sweep near birch tree, 1F }; 11-crab, 1M  
    5   17.vi.2003. road, 1F;  
    7   5.viii.2003. 9-m, 1M;  
    8   25.viii.2003. 7A-d, 1F; 7A-e, 1F; tr-h, 1F; carpk, 1F;  10, 1F;  
    9   13.ix.2003. 11-k, 1F;  
    16   16.vi.2004. 7A-e, 1M; 
Megaselia aequalis (Wood) v.  The larvae prey on the eggs of slugs, such as Deroceras leave 
(Müller).                                                                            
    3   7.v.2003. 8-f, 1M, 
    4   28.v.2003. { tr-h netsweep, 1M }  
Megaselia angusta (Wood) iv-v, vii. It has been reared from vertebrate and invertebrate 
carrion, and from decaying fungi and plant material (Buck, 1997). 
    2   17.iv.2003. { tr-h netsweep, 2M } 
    3   7.v.2003. 8-f, 1M;  
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    6   9.vii.2003. { 9-n netsweep over  wild parsnip, 1F } 
    14   17.iv.2004. 7A-e, 1M; 
Megaselia basispinata (Lundbeck) vi.  In a house near Cambridge numbers emerged from the 
soil of potted plants in mid December (new data). 
     5   17.vi.2003. { 11-k, air sweep, 1M } 
Megaselia berndseni (Schmitz) vii.  This species has been reared from the sporophores of a 
greater range of fungi than any other phorid species.  
    7   4.viii.2003. { 7-c1 netsweep over short grass, 1F }  
Megaselia brevicostalis (Wood) iii-ix.  It has been reared from invertebrate and vertebrate 
carrion and from decaying fungi. 
    2   17.iv.2003. 8-g, 1M;  
    4   29.v.2003. carpk, 1M; road, 1M; 9-m , 2M; 10, 1M, 1F;  
    5   16.vi.2003. {7B net sweep, 1M }; tr-h, 1F; carpk, 5M; // 17.vi.2003. 9-n, 2M;   
    6   7.vii.2003. 7-c1, 1M; 7A-e, 1M; { 7A-e netsweep, 1M };  carpk, 4M; //  
 9.vii.2003. 9-m, 1M; 11-crab, 1M; 13, 1M;  
    7   4.viii.2003. carpk, 1M;  
    8   25.viii.2003. 7-c1, 1F; 7A-e, 1M; {tr-h air sweep, 1F}; carpk, 1 M;  9-n, 1M;  
 9-m, 1M; 13, 1F; 
    9   13.ix.2003. { 7-c2 netsweep over tall grass, 1M }; 10, 1M; 11-crab, 1M;  
 11-steps, 1M;  
    13   30.iii.2004. 7-a, 1M; 7-b, 1M; 7-c1, 1M;  road, 1M; 9-m, 1F; 13, 1F;  
    14   17.iv.2004. carpk, 3M; 10, 1M; 
Megaselia brevior (Schmitz) iii, vi-ix.  It has previously been reared from a dead snail. Fleam 
Dyke is only the second locality in Britain from which this species has been recorded. 
    5   16.vi.2003. 8-g, 1F;  
    6   7.vii.2003. 7-a, 1M; 7-c1, 1M, 1F; 7A-d, 1M; { 7A-e netsweep, 3M}; 7A-e, 1M;  
    7   4.viii.2003. 7-b, 1M, 1F; 
    8   25.viii.2003. road, 3F; 11-crab, 1F;  
    9   13.ix.2003. 7A-d, 7M; carpk, 3M, 1F; road, 2M; 10, 1F; 11-crab, 1F;  

13, 1M, 1F;  
    10   11.x.2003. 7A-d, 1M; road, 2M, 1F; 9-n, 1F; 9-m, 1M; 11-k, 2F; 11-steps, 1F;             
    13   30.iii.2004. road, 1F; 13, 2F;  
    16   16.vi.2004. 7-b, 1M;  
Megaselia ciliata (Zetterstedt) x.  The eggs of the slugs (Arion spp. and Deroceras spp.) are 
preyed on by the larvae of this species. 
    10   11.x.2003. 7-b, 1M;  
Megaselia dahli (Becker) v. 
    4   29.v.2003. 12E, 1F;  
Megaselia devia Schmitz viii. 
    8   25.viii.2003. 11-k, 1M;  
Megaselia emarginata (Wood) vi. 
    5   16.vi.2003. 7A-d, 7M; 
    16   16.vi.2004. 7A-d, 2M; 7A-e, 1M;   
Megaselia errata (Wood) vii.  Buck (1997, 2001) reported this species breeding in baits of 
dead snails. 
    6   7.vii.2003. tr-h, 1M;   
Megaselia giraudii (Egger) iv, vi, viii. The larvae feed on a wide range of decaying organic 
materials.   
    5   16.vi.2003. {tr-h, air sweep, 2M }  
    8   25.viii.2003. {tr h air sweep, 2M }; road, 1M;  
    14   17.iv.2004. 13, 1M;  
Megaselia involuta (Wood) iii-vi.  It has been reared from a rothole in a willow (Salix alba 
L.) (Disney & Withers, 2011).   
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    2   17.iv.2003. {7B large water dish, 1F }; 8-f, 1F;  
    5   16.vi.2003. tr-h, 1F;  
    13   30.iii.2004. 11-crab, 1M;  
Megaselia latifemorata (Becker) iv. 
    2   17.iv.2003. {tr-h air sweep, 1M, 1F;} 
Megaselia latifrons (Wood) vi, ix. 
    5   16.vi.2003. {tr-h air sweep, 1F;} 
    9   13.ix.2003. {tr-h air sweep, 1M;}  
Megaselia longicostalis (Wood) iii-vii.  It has been reared from a variety of vertebrate and 
invertebrate carrion and from rotting fungi. 

1 28.iii.2003. 7-a, 1M; 7-b, 1M; 7A-e, 1M; 8-g, 3M; 9-n, 6M, 3F; 9-m, 2M;  
           13, 1M; 
    2   17.iv.2003. 8-f; 1M; 10, 3M; 11-crab, 1M; 13, 1M; 
    4   28.v.2003. 7-a, 1M; { 9-n water dish, 1M, 1F }  // 
 29.v.2003. tr-h, 1M; road, 1M; 10, 1M; 12E, 3M;  
    5   16.vi. 2003. 7A-e, 1M; 
    6   7.vii.2003. 8-f, 1M; //  9.vii.2003. 13, 1M, 1F;   
    7   4.viii.2003. 7A-d, 1M;  
    13   30.iii.2004. carpk, 1M; road, 1M; 9-n, 1M; 9-m, 2M; 10, 1F;    
    14   17.iv.2004. 7A-e, 1M; 9-n, 8M; 10, 1M; 11-crab, 1M;  
Megaselia manicata (Wood) x. 
    10   11.x.2003. 10, 1M;   
Megaselia minuta (Aldrich) iv-ix.  The larvae feed on invertebrate carrion. 
    2   17.iv.2003. 7-b, 2M, 1F; 8-g, 3M; 10, 5M; 11-k, 1M;  
    3   7.v.2003. 8-g, 1M 
    4   29.v.2003. 10, 1F;  
    5   16.vi.2003. 8-g, 1M;  
    6   7.vii.2003. 7-a, 1M; 7-c1, 2M; 7-c2, 3M; 7A-e, 1M; // 9.vii.2003. 9-n, 1M;  
          10, 1M;  
    7   4.viii.2003. {7-c2 net sweep over tall grass, 2F }; // 5.viii.2003.  
          11-crab, 2M, 2F;  
    8   25.viii.2003. 9-n, 1M; 9-m, 1M; 10, 1F; 12, 1F; 
    9   13.ix.2003. carpk, 1F; 9-m, 1M, 1F; 10, 1M; 11-k, 1M;  
Megaselia perdistans (Schmitz) vii-viii. 
    7   4.viii.2003. {7-c1 net sweep, 1M } 
    8   25.viii.2003. {7A netsweep over grass rim, 1M } 
Megaselia pleuralis (Wood) v. It has been reared from pigeon dung and adults have been 
obtained from burrows of mammals, from moles to badgers. 
    4   28.v.2003. {tr-h, air sweep , 1F } 
Megaselia plurispinulosa (Zetterstedt) ix.  It has been reared from fungal sporophores. 
    9   13.ix.2003. 11-steps, 1M, 1F;  
Megaselia propinqua (Wood) vi. 
    5   16.vi.2003. tr-h, 1M;  
Megaselia pusilla (Meigen) iv-vi. 
    3   7.v.2003. 7-b, 1M; 8-f, 1M;   
    5   16.vi.2003. 8-f, 1M; { 8-f trap, 1M}; tr-h, 1M, 1F; //  17.iv.2003. {2 tr-h, air  sweep, 
1F}; 12, 1M;     
Megaselia spinata (Wood) vi, viii. This is an uncommon species in Britain. 
    5   16.vi.2003. tr-h, 1M;  
    7   4.viii.2003. {7-c2 netsweep over tall grass, 1F }  
Megaselia stigmatica (Schmitz) viii. 
    8   25.viii.2003. 10, 1M;  
Megaselia subfuscipes Schmitz vii. 
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    6   7.vii.2003. carpk, 1M;  
    7   5.viii.2003. 11-k, 1M;  
Megaselia subnudipennis (Schmitz) vii-x.   Buck (2001) reported this species breeding in 
carrion baits.  Our records of this species visiting flowers of bedstraw (Galium sp.) and wild 
parsnip (Pastinava sativa) are the first such records for this fly visiting the flowers these two 
species.   
    6   9.vii.2003. {11 net sweep over bedstraw, 2M , 1F }  
    7   4.viii.2003. carpk, 2M; {11-near crabs, netsweep over wild parsnips, 3M } // 
 5.viii.2003. 9-m, 1M; 10, 1M; 11-k, 2M, 2F; 11-crab, 6M, 3F;  
 11-steps, 12M, 5F;  
    8   25.viii.2003. 7-a, 1M; 7-b, 3M; 7A-d, 1F; tr-h, 1F; 11-crab, 2F;11-steps, 2F;  
    9   13.ix.2003. 7-b, 1M; 7-c, 1M; 7A-d, 1M; carpk, 2M, 2F; 11-steps, 1F; 12E, 1F; 
    10   11.x.2003. 7-b, 1M;  
Megaselia subtumida (Wood) iii. Buck (1997, 2001) reported this species breeding in carrion 
baits (liver, dead slugs and a dead earthworm). 
    1   28.iii.2003. 13, 1M, 1F;   
Megaselia tarsalis (Wood) v-vi. 
    3   7.v.2003. 8-f, 1M;  
    5   16.vi.2003. 8-f, 1F; {8-f large water dish, 1F };     
    16   16.vi.2004. {8 air sweep under beech tree, 1F }  
Megaselia unguicularis (Wood) iii. 
    13   30.iii.2004. road. 1M;  
Metopina galeata (Haliday) viii-x. Buck (1997) reared it from a beef bait. 
    8   25.viii.2003. 7A-e, 1M; 
    9   13.ix.2003. carpk, 1M; 
    10   11.x.2003. 7A-d, 1M, 1F; 11-k, 1M, 1F; 11-crab, 1M; 11-steps, 1M, 1F;   
Metopina oligoneura (Mik) iii-v, vii-ix.  It has been reared from a variety of decaying organic 
materials. 
    2   17.iv.2003. 7-a, 2M, 1F; 7-b, 3M; 10, 5M, 1F; 
    3   7.v.2003. 8-f, 1F; 12mid, 1M, 1F  
    4   28.v. 2003. 7-b, 1F; // 29.v.2003. carpk, 7M; 9-n, 1M; {9-n water dish, 1M };   
 9-m, 1M; 10, 1M;  
    6   7.vii.2003. 7A-d, 1M; carpk, 1M; //   9.vii.2003. 9-n, 1M; 10, 1M;    
    7   4.viii.2003. {7-c1 netsweep, 1M; 7-c2 net sweep, 1M }; carpk-1, 1M; 
  {11-crab, netsweep over wild parsnip, 1F }  //  5.vii.2003, 9-n, 1M; 
  9-m, 4M, 1F; 10, 1M;  11-k, 4M 2F; 11-crab, 3M; 11-steps, 2M;  
    8   25.viii.2003. 7-a, 1M; 7-b, 2M; 7-c1, 2M; 7A-d, 1M ; 7A-e, 2M; 8-f , 1M, 2F;  
 8-g, 20M, 15F;  tr-h, 1M, 6F; carpk, 1F; road, 1M, 1F; 9-n, 2M, 2F;  
 9-m, 3M, 1F; 10, 2F; 11-k, 1F; 11-crab, 64M, 15F; 11-steps, 17M, 4F;  12W, 1M; 
12E, 1M, 1F;  13, 36M, 6F; 
    9   13.ix.2003. 7-a, 1F; 7-b, 2M, 1F; 7-c, 3M; 7A-d, 5 M, 1 F; 8-f, 1M, 3F;  
 8-g, 53M, 63F; tr-h, 1M, 3F; carpk, 44M, 33F; road, 26M, 15F; 9-n, 1M;   
 9-m, 1M, 2F; 10, 4M, 1F; 11-k, 15M, 11F; 11-crab, 66M, 55F;  
 11-steps, 44M, 40F; 12W, 7M, 6F; 12mid, 2M, 1F ; 12E 14M, 4F;  
 13, 12M, 11F;  
    10   11.x.2003. 7-c1, 1M, 1F; 7A-d, 1M; road, 2M, 4F; 9-n, 4M, 3F;  
 9-m, 9M, 9F; 10, 5M, 8F;11-k, 11M, 5F; 11-crab, 19M, 8F;  
 11-steps, 7M, 5F; 12W, 1M, 2F; 12E, 2F; 13, 4M, 2F;  
    13   30.iii.2004. 9-m, 1M; 10, 1F; 11-k, 1M, 1F; 
    14   17.iv.2004. 7-c1, 1M; 
    15   25.v.2004. 7A-d, 1M; 
Metopina pileata Schmitz vii, ix-x. 
    7   5.viii-2003. 9-n, 1M; 9-m, 2M, 1F; 11-crab, 1M; 
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    9   13.ix.2003. 11-crab, 1M, 2F; 12E, 1M, 2F; 13, 1F; 
    10   11.x.2003. 11 crab, 1F; 12W, 1M, 1F;  
Phora atra (Meigen) v-ix. 
    4   28.v.2003 tr-h, 1M, 1F;  
    5   16.vi.2003.  {7B net, 1F;} {tr-h air sweep, 1F;}  // 
 17.vi.2003. {7A net sweep over grass rim, 1M;} { 11-k  flying, 2M; } 
    6   9.vii.2003. road, 1F;   
    7   4.viii.2003.  {tr air sweep. 1F;} 
    8   25.viii.2003.  {7A cleared area, 1M;} {tr air sweep, 1M, 3F;} 
    9   13.ix.2003.  {7B air sweep, 2M, 1F}; 11-crab, 1M, 1F; {tr air sweep, 1F;} 
Phora holosericea Schmitz vi.  Larvae prey upon root feeding aphids (Aphididae and 
Pemphigidae). 
    5   17.vi.2003. {11-k flying, 1M;}  
Spiniphora bergenstammi (Mik) vi.  The larvae feed on a range of invertebrate and vertebrate 
carrion. 
    5   16.vi.2003. tr-h, 1M;  
Triphleba nudipalpis (Becker) iii-v, vii-viii, x.  The larvae feed on invertebrate and vertebrate 
carrion, including a buried human corpse (Disney & Manlove, 2009).  
    2   17.iv.2003. 10, 1M;  
    3   7.v.2003. 13, 1M & 1F in copula;   
    6   9.vii.2003. 9-m, 1M;  
    7   5.viii.2003. 10, 1M;  
    8   25.viii.2003. 7A-e, 1M; 11-k, 1F;  
    10   11.x.2003. 10, 1M;  
    13   30.iii.2004. 10, 1F; 12E, 1M;  
Triphleba papillata (Wingate) iii. 
    1   28.iii.2003. {8-g netsweep, 1F;} 
 
 
 

Swifts in Cambridgeshire 
 

Dick Newell 
 
     Few things in summer are more enthralling than a vibrant colony of Swifts 
(Apus apus) in one’s neighbourhood, but Swifts are steadily declining in the UK, 
with some parts of the country, including Scotland, being particularly hard hit. 
     Whereas, according to the BTO/RSPB/JNCC Breeding Bird Survey, the 
decline in the UK as a whole between 1995 and 2011 was 39%, here in the east 
of England we have fared better than everywhere else, with a decline of only 
14%, and this is not even statistically significant (Risely et al 2013). However, 
the Bird Atlas 2007–11 corroborates the decline showing a decline in abundance 
across most of the 20-km squares in the eastern region since the atlas of 1988-–
91. 
     Of the various reasons that may be causing the decline of Swifts, the most 
likely is loss of nest sites. In addition it is also possible that they are suffering in 
their winter quarters, though there is little direct evidence for this. Also there is 
some evidence for a decline in the insect population in the UK. Many Swifts 
died across a broad area of the Mediterranean region in spring 2013, as a result 
of lack of food, caused by drought, followed by their arrival there coinciding 
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with stormy weather. Swifts live fairly near the edge: it doesn’t take much 
adverse weather for them to abandon a nesting attempt because of lack of food. 
     There are no data on trends specifically for Cambridgeshire, but in recent 
years there has been some local survey activity. 
 
The status of Swifts in Cambridgeshire 
     The Cambridge Bird Club Reports since 1928 record earliest arrival and 
latest departure dates. First arrivals are normally in the third and fourth weeks of 
April, followed by bulk arrivals, mainly in the second week of May. These do 
not show any trends, despite what may have happened to the climate in-between. 
Latest dates are much more variable ranging from September/October to 2 two 
records in December 1994.  
     As Cambridge is fairly rich in wetlands, it is not uncommon, in suitable 
weather, for there to be large aggregations of feeding Swifts over water bodies 
and other wetland areas such as Grafham Water, Fen Drayton Lakes and the 
Ouse and Nene Washes. These can sometimes number in the thousands and may 
comprise non-breeders, birds moving through, as well as some local breeding 
birds. 
     Apart from these casual records of Swifts in the Bird Club reports, survey 
activity in Cambridge includes the following: 
     In 2002 the City Greenways Project (CGP) carried out a screaming swifts 
survey on summer evenings in and around Cambridge. 
     In 2006 the Cambridgeshire Bird Club teamed up with the CGP to repeat this 
survey, reported in the CBC report for 2006. None of the four colonies surveyed 
in both 2002 and 2006 had been lost, though one may have increased 
substantially whereas another had decreased. 
     In 2007 a telephone survey was conducted of many of the parishes in the 
Diocese of Ely. Members of churches in 47 villages were contacted. Swifts were 
known to be breeding in, or seen circling around 27 churches, and 11 villages 
had Swifts not associating with the church. So at least 38 (81%) of these villages 
had Swifts. 
     In 2008 and 2009, the Cambridgeshire Bird Club collected records of 
breeding and screaming Swifts which were recorded on a Google map: 
http://tinyurl.com/qzq8lh8. Across the county, 204 point locations, with strong 
evidence of breeding Swifts, were recorded; 37 of these locations were within 
the bounds of Cambridge itself. This dataset is far from exhaustive, but it may 
provide some sort of baseline if repeated in the future. The data from this survey 
have been added to the RSPB inventory now hosted by the NBN Gateway. 
     Data on locations with screaming Swifts and nest sites are now collected 
using http://www.livingrecord.net/ 
     In 2013 an experimental survey was carried out in Cambridge, based upon 
10-minute point counts, to explore how Swift numbers vary with weather 
parameters, time of day and date and whether this would be a way forwards for 
maintaining a city index of the Swift population. It will be repeated in 2014 to 
see what comparisons can be made. 
     There is no agreed methodology for obtaining trends in the Swift population, 

http://tinyurl.com/qzq8lh8
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so determining the fortunes of Swifts in Cambridgeshire in the future is likely to 
be a subjective exercise. 
 
Conservation activities in Cambridgeshire 
     Cambridgeshire has a number of pro-active groups involved in nest-boxing 
projects. Cambridge City Council and South Cambs District Council have been 
particularly active in Swift conservation work. Two spectacular projects, the 
Cambridge Swift Tower and the nest boxing project on ‘The Swifts’ housing 
estate in Fulbourn are especially noteworthy. 
     The Cambridge Swift Tower was erected in 2011, using Section 106 funding. 
Although Swifts have shown interest in the tower, investigating the 100 nest 
boxes closely in 2013, they are yet to breed in it. Attraction calls will continue to 
be played until the Swifts take up residence. 
     Another Cambridge City Council project, the installation of 71 nest boxes on 
Edgecombe flats, has resulted in three newly established pairs of Swifts so far 
(and a thriving colony of House Sparrows!). 
     The Swifts estate in Fulbourn includes 227 nestboxes, both internal and 
external, with Swifts seen entering 66 of them in 2013. The internal boxes have 
been the most successful for Swifts (see front cover), with Starlings occupying 
the external boxes. The population of Swifts in the original 1960s houses was 
~70 pairs, so this mitigation scheme is well on the way to fully compensating for 
the loss of these nest sites. 
     South Cambs District Council are also installing bat and bird boxes, 
including Swift boxes, on council-controlled housing stock, with the residents 
permission, when renovation or insulation works are carried out. 
     Other major successes include St Mary’s Church in Ely, where 30 out of 96 
nest boxes have been occupied so far. The rapid success of this project is 
indicative of the unknown number of nest sites lost in recent years in Ely. 
     Other projects include St Mary the Virgin in St Neots where, in 2013, seven 
out of 12 nest boxes in the belfry were occupied and mitigation Swift bricks in 
the old Brook Street factory site nearby were also successful, with seven out of 
12 being occupied in 2013. Originally there were six pairs nesting under the roof 
of this building. 
     Other churches in Cambridgeshire where nest boxes have been installed in 
the belfry include Chippenham, Haddenham, Landbeach, Litlington, Longstowe, 
Oakington and Southoe. Of these, Landbeach and Southoe have attracted their 
first Swifts. In neighbouring Suffolk, in 2013, 11 pairs of Swifts occupied 20 
nest boxes installed by Action for Swifts in Worlington church. 
     At Milton Road Primary School, Cambridge (one of three schools now with 
Swift boxes), four out of six boxes were occupied in 2013. A camera installed in 
one of the boxes allows the children to observe the birds on a TV monitor in 
their library. 
     In summary, we know of ~50 nest boxing projects in Cambridgeshire in the 
last few years involving a total of over 800 nest boxes. Of these ~180 boxes 
(22.5%) were occupied in 2013 at 25 (50%) of the sites. In the coming years we 
expect occupancy to increase at these sites.  
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     All successful sites have either involved the playing of attraction calls, or 
have been projects to mitigate the loss of nest sites nearby. Projects where 
neither of these factors applies take much longer to succeed. 
 
Other activities 
     Swifts in Cambridgeshire have twice featured on BBC television: Inside Out 
East in 2009 and the Urban Jungle in 2013. 
     In April 2014, Action for Swifts hosted the Cambridge International Swift 
Conference when 160 people from 24 countries came to Cambridge to discuss 
the fortunes of, not only Common Swifts, but also other European Swifts, North 
American Swifts as well as Neotropical Swifts. The conference featured on both 
BBC and ITV. 
     Cambridgeshire Swifts were among the first to be fitted with geolocators in 
the UK, revealing their spectacular migrations to the Congo, then to 
Mozambique and back via west Africa. One of these birds was still in Liberia on 
5th May 2012, then it was back in its nest box in Landbeach on 12th! 
     It is noteworthy that two major suppliers of Swift nest boxes are based in 
Cambridgeshire, using designs inspired from Holland and detailed by Action for 
Swifts (see below): John Stimpson in Wilburton and Filcris in Bourn. 
     The website actionforswifts.blogspot.com is a Cambridge- inspired activity. 
It contains case studies and ideas for anyone who would like to help Swifts. As 
the years go by, it is inevitable that many more Swift nest sites will be lost. The 
only way to avert this is to conserve nest sites wherever possible and to 
deliberately install new nesting places for them. Please contact 
actionforswifts@gmail.com if you have an opportunity to do this on your 
property; we are willing to advise. 
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Problems with using morphological characters to delineate 

Crataegus species and hybrids in Madingley Wood and a Coton 

hedgerow 

 
Karen Alexander 

This article is adapted from a project carried out and written between May and August 2012 

for an Evolution course, under Dr Donal O’Donnell, as part of a BSc Hons at the Open 

University. 

Background 
     It is well known that nearly all hawthorn species readily interbreed, where 
their ranges overlap, to produce fertile hybrids. Britain’s two native species, 
Common Hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna) and Midland Hawthorn (C 
laevigata) would remain ecologically and hence reproductively separated were it 
not for human interference, as Common Hawthorn prefers light, open situations, 
and grows in all but the most acidic soils, while Midland Hawthorn is a true 
woodland tree, prefers loam or clay, and requires higher nutrient levels (Fineschi 
et al, 2005; Gosler, 1990; Byatt, 1975). 
     The difficulties of classifying Crataegus were described by W. H. Camp in 
1942 as ‘the Crataegus problem’ (a term possibly coined in 1910 by W. W. 
Eggleston, who visited every herbarium in the USA trying to get the hang of 
hawthorns) and many authors have written about it since. The BSBI Plant Crib 
(Rich and Jermy, eds) says: ‘The main difficulty in recording Crataegus lies in 
distinguishing pure C. laevigata from its hybrid with C monogyna’ and the 
Online Atlas of the British and Irish Flora adds: ‘some records [of C laevigata] 
may be errors for the hybrid’.  
     Counts of Crataegus species have varied from hundreds to thousands, 
depending on taxonomic interpretation (Phipps et al, 2003, cited in 
Beigmohamadi and Rahmani, 2011; Christensen, 1992a, b). Distinguishing C x 
media from monogyna is difficult not only because phenotypic plasticity causes 
overlap in measurable characters (Gosler et al, 1994) but also because 
introgressed hybrids resemble the parent to which they backcross (Fineschi et al, 
2005). Hybridization itself is important, as a means to elucidate other processes, 
such as modes of reproduction, genetics and microevolution. Hybrids may be 
better adapted than parent species to disturbed habitat, leading to extinction, and 
possible evolution of new species (Futuyma, 2009). 
 
Introduction and aims 
     The first aim of the 2012 study was to investigate sympatric populations of 
Common Hawthorn and Midland Hawthorn, using leaf, flower and fruit 
characters to generate a hybrid index (HI) for each of 25 plants and hence a 
hybrid profile of the population. Further aims were (a) to investigate the hybrid 
profile of a second hawthorn population that differed in some respect from the 
first, (b) to formulate a hypothesis predicting how the two hybrid profiles might 
contrast, and (c) to see if the results supported the hypothesis. In analysing the 
results, we were to consider whether quantitative characters, which vary in 
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response to environmental factors (phenotypic plasticity), caused difficulties 
(reported by Gosler et al) in differentiating species and hybrids, and whether 
discrimination of hybrids from species was helped by inclusion of non-
quantitative characters.  
 
Sampling sites 
     Madingley Wood is 37.5 acres of ancient, ash–maple woodland, typical of 
the chalky boulder clay1 of Eastern England (Natural England, 1986), 
intermittently managed since the 12th century (British history online; 
Cambridge University Estate Management Office, private document) and 
relatively undisturbed, with recorded Common Hawthorn and Midland 
Hawthorn (G. Crompton). Coton Countryside Reserve is open farmland with 
hedgerows planted in the 1870s (Cambridge PPF) and recorded Midland 
Hawthorn and Common Hawthorn (G. Crompton) but it is not known which 
species were planted nor the frequency of re-plantings. 
     Because of the species’ respective habitat preferences and because 
Madingley is ‘ancient woodland’ [non-planted woodland dating from the end of 
the last ice age, of which Midland Hawthorn is an indicator species (Denny et al, 
2011)], it was hypothesized that the hedgerow sample’s hybrid profile might be 
skewed more towards Common Hawthorn than that of the Madingley Wood 
population.  
 
Materials and methods  
     Methods were as in Denny et al. At each site, 25 plants were sampled. As 
hawthorns are insect pollinated, an area of 10 m2 reasonably enclosed a single 
interbreeding population. Sampling areas were chosen based on accessibility (at 
both sites most trees were behind wide ditches and/or banks of nettles). Trees 
were close enough together to (a) allow insect pollination among them and (b) 
reduce the chance of differing environmental factors. Trees were numbered 
according to distance (in paces) from an arbitrary point. Where possible the 
largest, most mature leaves from below 2.5 m were chosen (Gosler). Material 
was packed into numbered bags and brought home to measure and score for 
relevant characters. Material not used immediately was stored in the fridge to 
prevent desiccation and insect damage. 
     Plant parts were evaluated with respect to characters in Table 1 and 
according to Figure 1. Each character was assigned a score of 0 for monogyna, 2 
for laevigata, and 1 for intermediate. (All lobe measurements were made on the 
leaf’s left side.) For (non-numeric) characters 1–4, each replicate was scored and 
the mean score recorded; all other characters were scored from mean 
measurements of replicates. 
     Each tree’s character scores were summed to give the tree a hybrid index 
(HI). A tree with HI in the bottom third of the maximum total was putatively 
monogyna, in the top third putative laevigata and the middle third, intermediate 

                                                 
1 Lower Chalk, with Gault and Boulder Clay towards the north-west (British history online). 
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(hybrid). Each individual’s total scores were plotted in a histogram (HI vs. 
frequency, not shown) to give a hybrid profile of the population.  

 

Table 1 Characters for measurement in Crataegus: see Fig. 1 below (from 
Denny et al, 2011) 

Character C 
monogyna 
Score = 0 

C laevigata  
Score = 2 

1 Direction of curve of leaf veins Curve down Curve up 

2 Leaf apex (hybrids have a subobtuse leaf 
apex) 

Acute Rounded 

3 Leaf margin Entire Serrate 

4 Hairs in vein axils of underside of leaf Hairs 
present 

Hairs absent 

5 Number of leaf lobes (a true lobe has a vein 
connected to a leaf midrib) 

5-7 4 or less 

6 Lowest lobe sinus depth (mm), calculated 
from (A) sinus depth  over (B) lowest lobe 
length, about half leaf width (mm) (A/B) 

> 0.8 < 0.8 

7 Width to height ratio of lowest lobe [width 
index (C/B)] 

< 0.50 > 0.51 

8 Ratio of petiole to lamina (E/D) < 0.60 > 0.61 

9 Number of flowers in an inflorescence 10 or more < 10 

10 Number of styles on flower 1 2 

11 Number of seeds in fruit 1 2 

 

Fig. 1 Leaf measurements in (a) 
Crataegus monogyna and (b) C 
laevigata. (Source: Denny et al, 2011) 
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     Hybrid profiles were evaluated by plotting frequencies of HI in histograms 
(not shown). Leaf ratios A/B and C/B were plotted against each other in a scatter 
diagram; coefficients of variation were calculated for nine characters and 
compared with those for clone cuttings and wild plants from Gosler et al; box 
plots were drawn to compare Coton and Madingley with respect to leaf ratios 
A/B and C/B. 

Madingley 

     Leaves were collected on two occasions in May and June 2012. The sampling 
area lay along two accessible (perpendicular) paths, each about 100 m long (Figs 
2, 3). Characters 1–10 were measured, according to Figure 1. Flowers were 
absent from two individuals so character 4 was substituted. 

 

Fig. 2 Map of Madingley Wood with 
sampling area highlighted (courtesy of 
University of Cambridge Estate 
Management & Building Services). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Plan of the 
sampling area. Trees are 
numbered according to 
how many paces they are 
from an arbitrary start 
point. Hybrid indices are 
shown in grey adjacent to 
tree numbers. 

 

 

 
 

Coton  
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     Materials were taken in July 2012. Methods were as described above. An 
approximately 100 m length of hedge was selected for sampling (Figs 4, 5), of 
which 25 trees were sampled. Characters 1–8 and 11 were measured. No flowers 
were present. Fruits were developed but unripe.  

 

Fig. 4 Map of Coton Reserve 
(Source: Cambridge PPF). 
Sampling area is indicated by pink 
shading and arrow. Scale is 
approximate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 Plan of the Coton Countryside Reserve 
sampling site. Trees are numbered according to their 
distance left (L) and right (R) of an arbitrary 
reference point (line marked between trees 1L and 
1R). Hybrid indices are shown in grey alongside tree 
numbers.  
 
Results 
Hybrid indices 
     At Madingley (where maximum HI = 20), 13 of 
25 individuals were classified as putative monogyna 
(HI 0-6.7); eight as intermediate (HI 6.8-13.2) and four as putative laevigata (HI 
13.3-16) (data not shown). There was a continuous distribution from HI 0–9 
with a peak at 7, with a separated distribution of putative laevigata (HI 14–16). 
The individual with the highest HI (16) scored as laevigata for continuous leaf 
characters, but was intermediate in all other characters. This tree and another, HI 
14, had the highest mean style number, 1.4. When flower characters were 
excluded in HI, two trees were reclassified from hybrid to putative monogyna. 
Two trees lacked flowers, so only their leaf characters were measured but as 
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they were mostly monogyna-like/intermediate, flower characters would probably 
not have changed their HI. Overall, distribution was skewed towards monogyna.  
     At Coton (where maximum HI = 18), 17 of 25 individuals were classified as 
putative monogyna (HI 0–6), three as hybrids (HI 7–12) and five as putative 
laevigata (HI 13–14). One of these scored overall as pure C laevigata (HI 14) 
but fruits had one seed. One individual had pure laevigata fruit character (two 
seeds and two styles) but overall HI was intermediate. When seed characters 
were excluded in HI, one tree was reclassified from putative laevigata to hybrid. 
Overall, distribution was skewed towards monogyna. 
Scatter Plots 
     Figures 6 (a) and (b) show scatter plots of lowest lobe sinus depth (A/B) 
against lowest lobe width : height ratio (width index, C/B). Points mark 
respective values of A/B and C/B for 25 individuals. Those towards the top left 
are the most monogyna like (based on lowest lobe sinus depth > 0.8 and width 
index < 0.51). Those towards the bottom right are the most laevigata like (based 
on A/B, lowest lobe sinus depth < 0.8 and C/B, width index > 0.5).  

(a) (b) 
Fig. 6 Scatter plots of A/B (lowest lobe sinus depth) against C/B (lowest lobe width to height 

ratio). Numbers in blue are hybrid indices. Ellipses represent 95% confidence interval. (a) 

Madingley: x = mean = 0.52, 0.73. (b) Coton: x = mean = 0.56, 0.71.  
     At Madingley, 12 individuals had laevigata leaf shape (A/B < 0.8 and C/B > 
0.51). Of these, four had laevigata-like HI (though none had laevigata-like style 
number) and eight intermediate HI.  
At Coton, 11 trees had laevigata leaf shape but all had fruits with 
monogyna/hybrid character. One tree had overall HI and fruit with pure 
laevigata character but hybrid leaf shape.  
     The distribution of leaf shapes in both populations is similar to that for clone 
cuttings given four different nutrient regimes (Gosler et al). No clone cutting 
had laevigata- like leaf shape but Gosler et al had A/B < 0.5 for laevigata. Using 
that cut-off, no tree in this study would have had laevigata-like leaf shape; using 
A/B < 0.8, Gosler et al would have had 17 clones with laevigata-like leaf shape. 
In both populations, leaf shape was a reasonable predictor of HI. 
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Coefficients of variation 
     Table 3 compares coefficients of variation (standard deviation ÷ mean) in 
nine leaf measures in the Madingley Wood and Coton populations with Gosler 
et al’s clone cuttings. Variation in the clone cuttings was no less than or similar 
to that in wild populations (though A/B, lowest lobe sinus depth, was slightly 
greater in wild trees). Variation between Madingley and Coton was similar. 
 

Character 

Madingley trees  

n = 25 

Coton Reserve 

trees 

n = 25 

Clone cuttings  

n = 38 

A (sinus depth) 28.4 25.8 31.2 

B (lowest lobe 

length) 
18.4 14.7 26.1 

C (lowest lobe 

width) 
17.7 19.4 25.5 

D (lamina length, 

mm) 
13.3 11.3 31.3 

E (petiole length, 

mm) 
21.1 21.8 41.5 

No. lobes 20.2 18.8 19.0 

A/B 14.6 (0.10) 16.2 (0.11) 10.0 

C/B 19.7 (0.10) 25.5 (0.14) 23.2 

E/D 16.1 18.7 31.9 

Table 3 Coefficients of variation (%) in nine characters of Crataegus at Coton, compared 

with a population at Madingley Wood, clone cuttings grown under different nutrient 

conditions (Gosler et al.) and wild trees from the Thames Valley (Gosler). For A/B and C/B at 

Coton and Madingley, numbers in parentheses are standard deviations. 

Box plot 
     Figure 7 is a box plot comparing Madingley with Coton for ratios A/B and 
C/B. At both sites there is a skew towards monogyna-like character. Respective 

medians for the two sites are equal. The 
ratio C/B underlies the outliers (four at 
Madingley, one at Coton); one outlier 
with respect to C/B, the most laevigata 
like (HI = 16), is significant. There is a 
marked difference in range of C/B 
(which might warrant further 
investigation) but still a large degree of 
overlap. 
 
Figure 7 Box plot for ratios A/B and C/B for 

Madingley (Mad) and Coton (Cot) (n = 25). 

One significant outlier with respect to C/B is in 

the Madingley sample (HI = 16). 
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Discussion 
     The Madingley woodland and Coton hedgerow samples were similar in 
almost every respect measured. Leaf shape distributions, between-tree variation, 
and leaf shape means were similar. Hybrid profiles showed similar distributions, 
with a skew diagnostic of introgressed monogyna populations. However, the 
phenotypically plastic pure monogyna was not unequivocally delineated from x 
media. Phenotypic plasticity of laevigata is not known. Denny et al suggested 
non-leaf characters may aid delineation of hybrids and species, but results were 
still conflicting: at Madingley, trees with laevigata-like HI had flower character 
of monogyna/x media, while some Coton trees had laevigata-like fruit character 
but monogyna-/x media-like HI. At both sites, four laevigata-like x media were 
identified by HI of laevigata with monogyna-like flowers/fruits. 
     As Madingley has chalky boulder clay and Coton has heavier Gault Clay on 
chalk, I had thought the hedgerow, might either be more introgressed towards 
monogyna than Madingley or, due to the heavier soil, be more laevigata-like (as 
it is a high, deep hedgerow, creating ‘woodland-like’ areas). I could have spent 
much time trying to explain why the populations were not as hypothesized. 
However, basing comparisons on monogyna and laevigata alone would have 
been pointless. I knew from Nick Millar and Jonathan Shanklin (pers. emails) 
that planted foreign species and their hybrids occur in our hedgerows. I spoke to 
the late Peter Sell (conversation, 2012) and examined maps (Cambridge PPF), 
which showed Coton hedges were planted in the 1870s, after the Inclosures Act. 
Plantings would have been mostly ‘cheap’ Eastern European specimens, which 
differ from the native monogyna subsp. Nordica. More recently, gaps were filled 
with C rhipidophylla, as well as hybrids and possibly C longipes, which fruits 
earlier than other species. I did see ripe fruits on some trees in July, and some of 
my sampled leaves had morphologies of foreign hybrids (Fig. 8), C x 
subsphaerica (C monogyna x C rhipidophylla and C macrocarpa (C laevigata x 
C rhipidophylla). I could not have distinguished the non-natives by the suite of 
characters used to identify monogyna, laevigata and x media.  

 
Fig. 8 Leaf morphologies of 

Crataegus taxa that could 

exist in English hedgerows. 

(Depypere et al, 2006). See 

Discussion for explanation..  
     Because Crataegus 
interbreed readily with 
each other (to produce 

fertile hybrids or reproduce apomictically) and as monogyna is so populous in 
Britain, crossing or backcrossing with monogyna is likely. Christensen (1992a) 
calls monogyna a ‘compilospecies’ (sic, citing Harlan & Wet, 1963), a 
‘genetically aggressive species plundering related species of their genes and 
invading their habitat and distribution’ (this may partly explain the similarity in 
hybrid profiles between the two sites). Monogyna and laevigata interbreed when 
habitat disturbance –now widespread in Britain – brings them into proximity and 
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facilitates ‘plundering’. Byatt (1975) concluded that ‘most’ populations are 
probably introgressed monogyna-like, and that laevigata would probably 
become extinct because it is so limited by soil type while monogyna acclimates 
to a very wide range of conditions – even shade, which it is said not to tolerate. 
Bradshaw (2006) noted how woodland monogyna grows vertically to look like 
‘a lavatory brush chasing the light’.  
 
Conclusions 
     This study documented and compared hybrid profiles of two different 
hawthorn populations in Cambridge. There are, broadly, three conclusions: (1) 
Crataegus hybridize readily with each other to produce hybrids which 
themselves reproduce (sexually or asexually) to produce offspring that resemble 
their parents; (2) the large degree of phenotypic plasticity in monogyna causes 
character overlap between hybrid groups; and (3) the presence of recent 
plantings in hedgerows and woodland margins of non-native hawthorns may 
cause confusions if not considered.  
     Because using morphological characters cannot unequivocally delineate pure 
C monogyna from hybrids, and because hedgerows probably have groups other 
than monogyna and laevigata, advice is to: (1) consider first the underlying 
geology, topography, history and land-use (Denny et al) of a site; (2) use as 
many appropriate discriminatory characters as is feasible (Christensen 1992a, b; 
Depypere), especially when studying hedgerow sites (which Peter Sell was keen 
to emphasize); (3) consider genetics, development, phylogenetics and ecology, 
and if possible add nuclear and organelle genome analysis methods 
(Beighmohamadi and Rahmani; Fineschi). Multidisciplinary studies of 
Crataegus could further elucidate mechanisms of plant reproduction and 
speciation. The ‘Crataegus problem’ remains to be solved. 
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Great Kneighton 
 

A report on the CNHS Field Studies area of 2013 

 

Jonathan Shanklin 
 
     The Cambridge Natural History Society visited the area to the south of Cambridge, part of 

which is being named Great Kneighton by the developers, for its field studies in 2013. In 

addition to the new housing development, the area includes a range of rural and urban 

features, including Nine Wells Local Nature Reserve and Red Cross Lane Drain City Wildlife 

Site. This report discusses features of the site, whilst a diary giving highlights of the monthly 

visits is available on the Society web pages. We logged 1300 records of 523 plant species, and 

also recorded other phyla. Record sheets for the area are available on the Society web pages. 

 

     Each year since 2004 the Cambridge Natural History Society (CNHS) has 
selected a different area of the city for extensive study over the course of a year. 
Areas close to the city have been chosen to allow participation by students and 
others without easy access to transport. The long term plan is for a rolling 
programme with return visits to sites after a decade. Primarily these studies have 
concentrated on the vascular plants, however other phyla have been recorded, 
usually on an ad hoc basis. Whilst many of the study areas may be considered as 
lacking in interest, the detailed studies have revealed axiophytes (desirable, 
though not necessarily uncommon plants) and red-listed species growing in 
them, some of whose presence was previously unknown. 
     In 2013 we had again hoped to cover the Cambridge University North West 
Cambridge site prior to its development, but permission was again not 
forthcoming. The Great Kneighton area was one of the few remaining areas of 
the city that we hadn’t covered, and which had an interesting mix of 
environments, and so a switch was made. The 2013 study therefore covered 
what we called Great Kneighton, though was generally recorded as 
“Cambridge”, and which included new housing, a new country park, existing 
roads and housing, Addenbrookes Hospital, Hobson’s Brook, Nine Wells Local 
Nature Reserve (LNR), Red Cross Lane Drain City Wildlife Site (CCWS) and 
farmland. The study area was defined to cover the four monads: TL4555, 
TL4655, TL4654 and TL4554. 
     Rainfall records from the Botanic Garden show a total rainfall of around 
500mm for the year with June the driest month and October the wettest. Early 
spring was the driest period, whilst the autumn was the wettest. Sixty percent of 
the precipitation came in the second half of the year. The total is a little less than 
the mean for the last 30 years. There was a cold snap in January, when the 
minimum temperature dropped to -10°C, and March and April were cold. Snow 
occurred on several days between January and early April. The summer was on 
average warm and a distinct improvement on recent years. July was hot, with a 
maximum temperature of 32°C. 
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Geology of the area 
     The full geology of the Cambridge area is described in The Geology of the 
country around Cambridge (Geological Survey of Great Britain, 1969) and can 
also be seen interactively in the British Geological Survey “Geology viewer”. 
The western half of the area is mostly river terrace deposits, whilst the eastern 
half is mostly impermeable marly chalk and chalk. The terrace gravels were laid 
down up to 120,000 or so years ago, whilst the chalk formations date back to the 
Cretaceous nearly 100 million years ago. The base of the Totternhoe Stone, a 
layer of relatively hard chalk, gives rise to numerous springs in our part of 
Cambridgeshire, and today the springs are particularly marked at Nine Wells, 
the source of Hobson’s Brook, formerly known as Vicar’s Brook. The Brook 
traces the lowest ground in the study area, falling to 10m OD north of Long 
Road. Just north of the study area it was divided in the 17th century to create 
Hobson’s Conduit, and the outfall from Nine Wells was also canalised slightly 
further south than its original position. Evidence for several other springs can be 
seen in aerial photography. The highest ground is White Hill, reaching 37m OD 
in the SE corner. 
 
History of the area 
     Archaeological work was carried out by Oxford Archaeology East, as part of 
the preliminaries to the development of what was originally Clay Farm but is 
being called Great Kneighton by the developers. The archaeologists found 
features dating from middle Bronze Age (1500 BC) through to modern. In the 
Bronze Age there was an unexpected landscape of field systems, enclosures and 
settlements. A couple of Roman cremation burials were found with associated 
high status grave goods in what may have been a small cemetery or memorial 
garden. The area remained rural until building began in the twentieth century. 
 
The built environment 
     The Oxford to Cambridge railway (the Cambridge & Bletchley Branch of the 
London & North Western Railway) ran through the north-western part of the 
area. It was built in 1862, opening on August 1, and trains ran until the 
withdrawal of passenger and freight services in 1968. The track was removed in 
1969 and it became noted as a County Wildlife Site, designated for the presence 
of Spreading Hedge Parsley (Torilis arvensis) and Perennial Flax (Linum 
perenne). We did not find either plant. Spreading Hedge Parsley was last 
recorded from the banks of the railway cutting further south in 1991 and 
Perennial Flax in 1998. Construction of the Guided Busway began in 2007 and 
was completed in 2011. No buses run on this section on Sundays, so it was 
possible to explore the verges safely, and they do retain some of the original 
species, such as Wild Liquorice (Astragalus glycyphyllos), together with a few 
of those mentioned in the next paragraph. The main railway line south from 
Cambridge is securely fenced and so little can be said about its wildlife!   
     Most of the development of the area has taken place over the last 100 years, 
with the entire area being rural prior to that. Development of Addenbrookes 
Hospital began in the 1970s when it moved from its old site near the City centre. 
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The present buildings at Hills Road and Long Road sixth form colleges largely 
date from a similar period. The Addenbrookes complex continues to expand and 
the most recent addition is a new centre for the Medical Research Council. As 
part of the landscaping the designers specified a wildflower area and the builders 
used a sandy base, which appears to have originated from the Breckland. The 
sown mix, including Corncockle (Agrostemma githago), Cornflower (Centaurea 
cyanus) and Corn Marigold (Glebionis segetum), duly appeared, but in addition 
we found some unexpected delights: Common Fiddleneck (Amsinckia 
micrantha). Dense Silky-bent (Apera interupta), Drooping Brome (Anisantha 
tectorum), Viper's-bugloss (Echium vulgare), Bur Medick (Medicago minima), 
Small Melilot (Melilotus indicus) Tall Rocket (Sisymbrium altissimum), Hare's-
foot Clover (Trifolium arvense) and Bearded Fescue (Vulpia ciliata). There was 
also a very sticky Common Stork’s-bill (Erodium cicutarium), which might be 
close to subsp. dunense.  
     A large part of the SE monad will become Great Kneighton country park. 
This has a lake and a network of footpaths, but seems destined to be an urban 
park with neatly cut grassland. This represents a lost opportunity to sustain the 
biodiversity of the area, as prior to harrowing and re-seeding, much of this area 
was developing into a good habitat for farmland birds with plenty of winter 
feeding. The lake was too recently established to have much in the way of 
aquatic and emergent vegetation, but this is likely to develop. Some Sustainable 
Urban Drainage (SUDS) features have been constructed as part of the 
development infrastructure, particularly associated with the new bridges over the 
railway.  
     We did not have access to the part of the site where building was in progress, 
nor could we access the railway, but most of the rest was covered. Between 
them Long Road and Hills Road had most of the expected halophyte plants and 
on January 1 we also found a patch of Sea Couch (Elytrigia atherica) in a hedge 
near the Long Road railway bridge. The alien invader Floating Pennywort 
(Hydrocotyle ranunculoides) was noted from a short section of Hobson’s Brook 
and survived attempts at removal.  
 
Nine Wells Local Nature Reserve 
     The LNR is a small (1.2 ha) wooded site that is designated as a County 
Wildlife Site for its chalk stream. The four spring-heads of Nine Wells produce 
a variable flow of water at a near constant temperature of 10.2°C. Water 
abstraction at Babraham pumping station affects the flow rate. The springs used 
to have a relict ice-age population of rare freshwater macro-invertebrates until 
the drought of 1976 when they dried up. One of these, a flatworm Crenobia 
alpina, required cold water, but another, a cased caddis fly Agapetus fuscipes, 
could not tolerate water colder than 5°C. By the early 21st century the site was 
becoming derelict and so remedial work was put in place to restore the spring-
heads. Regular management work now takes place to keep the stream banks 
clear, and to enhance some of the glades. The site was not always wooded, and 
tree ring counts suggest that the Beech trees were planted in the 1960s. Some 
wildflower sowing has taken place within the LNR, but one native speciality is 
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Deadly Nightshade (Atropa belladona). Greater Spearwort (Ranunculus lingua) 
has been present since at least 1995 where the new cycle path crosses the 
outflow channel. There is a vision to enlarge the LNR and perhaps to rejuvenate 
some of the nearby long lost springs in order to take pressure off the Reserve, 
which may be swamped by the growing population of the area.  
 
Red Cross Lane Drain CCWS 
     This small CCWS is a damp drain about 150m long and 6m wide, designated 
for its neutral grassland. The eastern bank is steep, with the wettest section of 
the drain bottom beneath it, with the western bank more gentle. Occasional 
management work takes place to maintain the habitat. It was the only place 
where we found Harebell (Campanula rotundifolia) (on top of the eastern bank) 
and Common Spotted Orchid (Dactylorhiza fuchsii). Clustered Bellflower 
(Campanula glomerata) has been recorded there in the past. 
 
Triangle north of Long Road CCWS  
     This site is identified as a Local Ecological Mitigation (LEM) area as 
compensation for the construction of the Guided Busway. The southern part of 
the site is a block of woodland, whilst the northern part is mostly old clinker that 
has been sown with a wildflower mix. The area is isolated from easy public 
access by Long Road, the Guided Busway and the railway. It is designated a 
CCWS as an area of calcareous and neutral grassland containing a population of 
the Nationally Scarce plant Twiggy Mullein (Verbascum virgatum). The 
Nationally Scarce designation is an old assessment of what is now regarded as 
an alien and we encountered it in several parts of the NW monad. Surprisingly 
there is no mention of Basil Thyme (Clinopodium acinos), which was recorded 
there in 2005 and is red-listed as Vulnerable. We did not record it in 2013, 
though we did see Common Calamint (Clinopodium ascendens). 
 
Notable plant species 
     As with Trumpington Meadows, sowing of wildflower mix has obscured the 
origin of some of the notable species that might have been in the area naturally. 
In addition to the species already mentioned, we found Sneezewort (Achillea 
ptarmica) in the southern LEM. It did not appear to be included as part of the 
introductions, and although it has never previously been recorded from this area, 
it is known from Sawston Moor some 7km to the south-east. A few plants 
appeared as casuals on land that was destined to be built upon. A few patches of 
Bristle Club-rush (Isolepis setacea) appeared on damp gravel in the west of the 
area, whilst a single plant of Slender Rush (Juncus tenuis) was found not far 
from the lake. Dittander (Lepidium latifolium) is Nationally Scarce; however it 
is spreading in the study area, having first been noted in 1938 near the Long 
Road railway bridge, and is now present in two monads. Historically Narrow-
leaved Pepperwort (Lepidium ruderale) was scarce in the county, but in recent 
years has become widespread along road verges, in this case Hills Road. 
Although not seen during the study year, Jonathan Shanklin recorded Prickly 
Poppy (Papaver argemone) in an arable margin near the Red Cross Drain the 
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previous year. The Nationally Scarce Annual Beard-grass (Polypogon 
monspeliensis) was seen at a couple of sites in the SW monad, with the largest 
population at the edge of one of the SUDS. It seems to be becoming more 
common in vc29, having been first recorded in 1975 and is particularly frequent 
along the Guided Busway in the west of the county. We noted Lesser Meadow-
rue (Thalictrum minus) on the bank of the old ditch running parallel to the new 
cycle path and also in Holbrook Road. Mulleins (Verbascum spp) are common 
along the Guided Busway and railway, with at least six species and hybrids 
being noted. 
 
Bryophytes 
     Most records were made during a joint meeting with the Cambridgeshire 
group of the British Bryological Society, which took place in November, though 
Jonathan Shanklin had noted liverworts throughout the year. After diligent 
searching he found six liverwort species, with four of these being thallose. 
Surprisingly, he did not find the two most common Cambridgeshire liverworts, 
Forked Veilwort (Metzgeria furcata) and Dilated Scalewort (Frullania dilatata). 
Mark Hill provided an account of the meeting, which produced more than 
enough variety for the beginners: 
 
“For our joint meeting with the Cambridge Natural History Society as part of 
their field studies in the area of the Great Kneighton development, a party of 8 
(Mick Burton, Monica Frisch, Jo Garrad, Mark Hill, Duncan Mackay, David 
Seilly, Jonathan Shanklin, Emma Willson) met in the grounds of Addenbrooke’s 
Hospital TL4655. Brachythecium mildeanum (‘car park moss’) grew by the road 
at our meeting place and there was a little Rhynchostegium megapolitanum on a 
bank nearby. Moving on towards Nine Wells TL4654, Mick found Fissidens 
incurvus by a ditch and Mark spotted Didymodon nicholsonii on brickwork of a 
culvert. Patches of newly-planted trees at the edge of a field produced 
Dicranella varia, Microbryum davallianum and good quantities of Tortula 
acaulon but there were no tuberous Bryum species. 
 
Vertical banks by the springs at Nine Wells were covered by large mats of 
Leiocolea turbinata and Pellia endiviifolia (capsules well formed but setae not 
extended). There were a few epiphytes on tree trunks, including Homalothecium 
sericeum, Orthotrichum affine, O. diaphanum and Syntrichia montana. We 
looked for but did not refind Didymodon umbrosus, which our group had seen at 
Nine Wells in 1984. 
 
Emerging from the wood, we entered monad TL4554 and saw mats of 
Platyhypnidium riparioides on brickwork where the conduit goes under the 
railway. By a Typha-filled pond nearby, there was copious Didymodon 
tophaceus and a little Marchantia polymorpha subsp. ruderalis. 
 
We walked along an avenue of plane trees whose bark had been badly damaged 
by gnawing mammals. By the MRC Lab of Molecular Biology TL4555, a 
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mound was surfaced with sandy soil brought from Breckland. This added 
Tortula protobryoides and T. truncata to our list. Finally, we went back into our 
original monad on the Addenbrooke’s site. Rhynchostegium megapolitanum was 
present in several additional patches and there was a moderate amount of 
Ceratodon purpureus even though the site seemed to be calcareous. 
 
By the end of the day we had found 45 species. The epiphytes were healthy but 
unremarkable and the only tuberous Bryum was B. ruderale. ” 
 
Fungi 
     A few fungi were noted as casual records during the course of the year, but a 
fungal foray held in October provided the majority of records, though rain 
severely affected the excursion. The most spectacular find on the day was a 
colony of Collared Earthstar (Geastrum triplex) in the woodland of the Long 
Road railway triangle CCWS. Earlier in the month a chance find was Pipe Club 
(Macrotyphula fistulosa) growing through clay lumps at the edge of a field. 
 
Lichens 
     We failed to recruit a lichen specialist and so only made a few records of 
common species such as the ubiquitous Yellow Scales (Xanthoria parietina). 
 
Invertebrates 
     Despite there being plenty of water bodies in the area we did not note many 
dragonflies. It was however a good year for butterflies and we recorded 11 
species, with Clouded Yellow (Colias croceus) seen in August and September. 
Nine Wells LNR occasionally has plagues of Spindle Ermine (Yponomeuta 
irrorella), but while caterpillars were seen in the summer they did not develop to 
plague proportions, unlike the Bird-cherry Ermine (Yponomeuta evonymella) on 
the trees on Jesus Green. The Spindle (Euonymus europaeus) at the LNR proved 
host to many Kidney-spot Ladybirds (Chilocorus renipustulatus) on the 
September visit, with 19 found crawling over the leaves at the edge of an open 
glade. The identity of a Black Poplar (Populus nigra) was proved by the 
presence of the spiral gall caused by Pemphigus spyrothecae and we noted 
several other galls on various plants. The Tree Bumblebee (Bombus hypnorum) 
was first recorded in Britain in 2001, but already it is common in Cambridge and 
we saw it in the study area. 
 
Vertebrates 
     We occasionally had birders with us, and noted 41 bird species. Magpie 
(Pica pica) was the most frequently recorded, though not necessarily the most 
frequent species present. Once unusual, but now a frequent visitor, Little Egret 
(Egretta garzetta) was seen on a couple of occasions, and the birders noted a 
wide range of species on the new lake in the country park. This lake has several 
tern rafts, and these were successfully attracting the birds. 
     Perhaps we weren’t looking hard enough, but we failed to record many other 
vertebrates. Rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus) were seen on most visits, but 
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otherwise we only recorded Mole (Talpa europaea) and Grey Squirrel (Sciurus 
carolinensis). 
 
Conclusion 
     Sowing of wild-flower mixes has obscured the original distribution pattern of 
many species, however several plants that are on the draft county rare plant list 
are present as natives and others have appeared as accidental introductions. 
Altogether we made 1300 records of 523 vascular plant species or subspecies 
and records of around 180 other species. A diary style record of the visits and 
the full species lists are on the Society web page. 
     The 2014 survey returns to the Coton Footpath and BSBI local change tetrad 
TL45J where the CNHS started its programme of field studies in 2002. 
Although the present CNHS group tends to concentrate on plants, we make 
records of other organisms too and would welcome beginners and experts with 
other interests. Do come and join in. Dates for the monthly surveys, and flora 
lists for many of the wildlife sites near Cambridge are on the Society web page. 
 

Thanks are due to Monica Frisch and Alan Leslie for comments on my original text. Mark 

Hill contributed to the section on bryophytes. 
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The Effect of a Wet Winter on the Survival of Marsh Orchids on 
Chippenham Fen 

 
Helen & Terry Moore 

 
Introduction 
     Chippenham Fen National Nature Reserve is managed by Natural England 
and is one of three remaining areas of "natural fenland" in Cambridgeshire. 
Unlike the others it is fed by chalk springs.  
     It was mid-January 2013 when it became obvious that the winter of 2012-
2013 was already one of high rainfall and the question arose that there might be 
regions of Chippenham Fen which could be too wet for marsh orchid survival. 
We had produced a full G.P.S. survey of flowering and non-flowering orchids 
on the Fen during the previous spring and summer so we were able to identify 
three plots which covered the range of very wet to relatively dry habitats. Each 
of the similar plots contained marsh orchids in 2012 and each was located such 
that it abutted a ditch which runs approximately south-west to north-east (which 
is the lowest part of the fen) and included a gate entrance well-trodden by cattle. 
Prior measurements of the state of the ground for the first part of winter 
remained a problem but there was a partial answer as Chippenham Fen has 16 
dip-wells in the fields, all of which have been monitored accurately and 
regularly. None of these were in the plots chosen but we hoped that some of the 
nearer ones would have readings which correlated with our monitoring.  
     The orchids found in our chosen plots during the spring and summer of 2012 
were predominantly Southern Marsh Orchids (Dactylorhiza praetermissa). (See 
Plate 4, back cover.) A Pugsley's Marsh Orchid (Dactylorhiza traunsteineroides) 
was found in the wettest (North Meadows East (a)) and a further two in the mid-
wettest (North Meadows East (b)) plot together with seven Early Marsh Orchids 
(Dactylorhiza incarnata). The driest (North Meadows West) contained an 
additional ten Marsh Fragrant Orchids (Gymnadenia densiflora). A variety of 
hybrids was found in each area.  
 
Methods 
     The three plots chosen bordered a ditch; tapes were stretched out every 5 m 
at right angles to the ditch and measurements of wetness taken every 2 m along 
the tape. Two regions covered an area 30 m (along the ditch) x 20 m and the 
other (North Meadows East (b) 20 m (along the ditch) x 30 m according to the 
pattern of growth of the orchids surveyed the previous year. Markers were set on 
the rectangle corners. A wetness value of 3 was allocated if the water level was 
above the ground, 2 if it was below the surface but not deeper than 3 cm, and 1 
for all other conditions. This value was averaged over all measured points in a 
chosen region to give an Index of Wetness (IW). Five sets of readings were 
taken on 14th and 21st February, 7th and 21st March and 4th April 2013 
corresponding to the dates when the dip-well depths were recorded. The plot of 
the IW against dip-well reading must be sigmoidal but the central region of such 
a curve may approximate to a linear relationship. The IW value was never close 
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to 3 or 1 so it was felt that a good linear correlation of these average indexes 
against dip-well reading was valid.  These linear correlation values were used to 
predict both the early winter state of the ground, the previous year's readings and 
to replace the measured averages of 2012-2013 in the plots shown later. 
 
Observations 
     The readings from one of the dip-wells corresponded well with the IW 
having correlation coefficients of 0.8637 for North Meadows West, 0.8552 for 
North Meadows East (a) and 0.8956 for North Meadows East (b). The October 
to April IW predicted from the linear correlation values for the winter of 2011-
12 and 2012-13 can be seen in Figure 1 for the three regions studied. Clearly 
individual values of wetness approaching or equalling 1.0 are interpreted as dry 
(water 3 cm or more below ground level) but no idea of how dry could be 
predicted. Values predicted to be below 1.0 were set to 1.0. Similarly individual 
readings of 3 were wet, meaning water level just above the ground level or very 
flooded. Despite these simplifications the average (IW) seems to reflect the 
overall state of wetness very well and the greater period of very wet ground 
during the winter of 2012-13 compared to 2011-2012 can be seen clearly from 
Figure 1. Interestingly the start of the flowering period in late May /early June 
2011-12 was predicted to have been wetter than that in 2012-13. 
     These results of Figure 1 can be compared to the orchid count of Table 1. 
The orchids were counted twice each year between 2nd June and the 6th July, 
the first count was for emergent leaves whilst the surrounding vegetation was 
low and the second for flowers which had been missed on the first count. The 
totals are shown in Table 1. 
 

 North Meadows        

West 

North Meadows 

East (b) 

North Meadows 

East (a) 

2013 86 34 0 

2012 57 48 4 

 

Table 1: The total number of orchids counted in each of the 3 plots for the spring of 2013 and 

2012. 

 
     The wettest plot was North Meadows East (a) here the water drained down 
the field into a dip before rising into a bank just before the ditch. The bank was 
probably formed from ditch clearance and despite being above the water level, 
no orchids had been counted there. The small count of 2011-12 probably reflects 
the occasional flooding to a good depth in most of this plot but in 2012-13, the 
plot other than the bank, was under a lot of water for many months and no 
orchid was seen in 2013. 
     The second wettest plot, North Meadows East (b) was partially flooded for 

some time over a section of the plot but the depth was never more than 5-6 cm. 

The bank area of the ditch was above any flooding but only a few orchids grew 

there. The pattern of wetting follows that of North Meadows East (a) but is  
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Figure 1: Plots of predicted Index of Wetness for the winters of 2011-12 and 2012-13. The 

continuous lines show the value for North Meadows East (a), the dotted lines for North 

Meadows East (b) and the dashed lines North Meadows West. 

 

 

much less in extent or depth probably because there is not a significant drop in 
the field to accumulate much water. The drop in orchid numbers is probably a 
reflection of the extra flooding of the winter of 2012-13. 
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     The driest plot, North Meadows West, was clearly predicted to have been 
wetter in the winter of 2012-13 than 2011-12. It slopes down to a dip before 
rising to the ditch bank which again has no orchids. However the lowest point is 
the gate which leads out of the meadow onto the central path so large excesses 
of water drain under the gate. The plot has lots of small (5-10cm) ridges down 
the slope caused by old cattle prints or accumulated debris in which water 
accumulates rather than there being a flooded area. There was a large increase in 
the orchids in this area both in numbers of Southern Marsh or Marsh Fragrant 
Orchids. 
 
Conclusions 
     It has been reported that the Southern Marsh Orchid cannot tolerate being 
submerged for much more than a month (Harrap and Harrap, 2005) and it is this 
orchid which dominates all three of the plots we have investigated. The results 
would seem to bear out the general conclusion but we would suggest there are 
conditions where the period suggested seems rather short. The driest plot still 
has a relatively high IW for a long period but we feel that there was likely to be 
a slow flow through this plot because of the topography and suggest that such 
wetting would have raised oxygen levels allowing the orchids to survive 
whereas static flooding leads to very low oxygen levels and death of the orchids. 
     This is a preliminary, belated study stimulated by on-going conditions but we 
hope that if longer term and larger studies lead to the same conclusion then this 
could lead to better conservation of marsh orchids. 
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Vascular Plant Records 

 

Alan Leslie 

 
     A recurring theme in these records over the past few years has been the 
reports of plants more characteristic of our Breckland fringe, in areas in and 
around Cambridge. To previous occurrences on the Cambridge Science Park and 
around the Waterbeach barracks, we can now add a new locality around the 
recently built MRC laboratory at the edge of the Addenbrooke’s Hospital site. 
The newly landscaped grounds around the building were a great sea of the 
annual grass Anisantha tectorum in 2013, and on further examination the area 
yielded a great range of other species which might be expected, for instance, in 
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the old sand pits at Kennett, but not in Cambridge. It seems likely that at all 
these sites most of these plants have arrived unintentionally with imported sandy 
or gravelly soil. Are we missing such collections of plants elsewhere in the 
county? Whilst some of these plants will be transitory, the evidence from the 
Science Park and Waterbeach is that others can persist for long periods. 
     Whilst this list includes another eclectic collection of records for new or very 
scarce aliens in the county, it is good to see that there are also reports of new 
sites for several rare native plants, or of refinds in areas where their continued 
presence was uncertain. The Cambridge Flora Group excursions at Gamlingay 
and in and around Hayley Wood were especially productive. Whilst we could 
not locate what must remain for the moment an unconfirmed report of Carex 
strigosa in Hayley Wood, there was a real buzz of excitement when we 
discovered a large fruiting population of Dyer’s Greenweed (Genista tinctoria), 
on the species-rich banks of a ditch between the Wood and East Hatley. This, 
combined with new records for Rosa obtusifolia and Sanguisorba officinalis, 
meant that we were pleased with our day. On the Gamlingay greensand we not 
only brought a lot of records up to date, but found new sites for Trifolium 
subterraneum, Agrostis vinealis, Carex caryophyllea and Trifolium micranthum, 
as well as a great deal of Trifolium striatum and Ornithopus perpusillus. These 
meetings, and many of those organised by the Cambridge Natural History 
Society, are a good way to meet fellow enthusiasts and share knowledge in the 
field. New faces, and even those we have not seen for a while, are always 
welcome! 
     Two other startling native discoveries came from Chippenham Fen, and 
demonstrate the value of repeated visits to an area, even a supposedly well-
known area, throughout the year. This was the second season that I have been 
regularly surveying the Fen and on almost every visit I have returned home with 
at least one and sometimes several new plants to the Fen list. This year perhaps 
my best record so far was not made until my last visit in late October, when 
pushing into a bit of wet alder carr that had previously seemed inaccessible, I 
was rewarded with a colony of Marsh Fern (Thelypteris palustris). This is close 
to an area on the Fen that the previous year yielded a large, previously 
unrecorded colony of Carex paniculata. Earlier in 2013 Compartment 9, which 
lies just to the south-west of the one public footpath that runs through the fen, 
provided another new and surprising record in the shape of a healthy colony of 
Marsh Willowherb (Epilobium palustre). This may in fact be the only extant site 
for it in the county. I am particularly grateful to Natural England and the warden 
at Chippenham, Chris Hainsworth, for granting access to the Fen for the purpose 
of this survey, which I intend to continue for a further year before writing up the 
results for Nature in Cambridgeshire. 
     Systematic recording of areas throughout the season is something of a 
trademark of one of our most assiduous of recorders, Jonathan Shanklin. He has 
probably made more plant records in the county in the last few years than all of 
the rest of us put together and these annual lists in Nature in Cambridgeshire 
have borne witness to some of the good things he has been finding. It is thus 
pleasing to report that Jonathan has agreed to become the BSBI co-recorder for 
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Cambridgeshire, filling the role formerly occupied by Nick Millar. His 
enthusiasm for the job has already given us a more significant presence on the 
BSBI website and will undoubtedly mean that Cambridgeshire makes a more 
than adequate contribution to the next BSBI Atlas in 2020. 
     It is perhaps worth repeating here that these annual lists of vascular plant 
records are designed to highlight the significant new finds made in the county in 
the preceding year. They cover all vascular plants, native and alien, including 
hybrids, variants and the critical apomictic groups such as brambles and 
dandelions. They are, however, merely a selection of many more records 
gathered by a range of observers, and whilst they may not all feature here, their 
work is much appreciated and their finds will form part of the permanent record 
of the flora of the county. James Cadbury in particular always submits a 
valuable range of records, many of which represent updates on known 
populations of rare or threatened plants within the county, whilst his intensive 
surveys of particular species have been a feature of Nature in Cambridgeshire 
for some years (see his account of Cuscuta europaea in this issue). We are also 
fortunate that Owen Mountford and Jonathan Graham have been generous in 
sharing with us all the data they have been collecting for a proposed flora of the 
whole of the Fenland Basin (cf. Mountford & Graham, 2013). The Fens have 
long been our least well-recorded region, but this is becoming less true day by 
day! The CNHS surveys of particular areas around Cambridge, masterminded 
by Jonathan Shanklin, have also been the source of many worthwhile records as 
exemplified by the Great Kneighton survey written up in this issue. This is not 
to say that we would not welcome even more contributors. 
     Last year I mentioned that some plants tend to be ignored by recorders as 
they have a reputation for being ‘difficult’. Another example of this came to the 
fore this year in the shape of the widespread grass genus Agrostis (known as 
Bents). In this case their reputation is to some extent well-deserved, but I was to 
say the least surprised to find that until this summer I had missed several large 
populations of a three foot tall species of this genus growing along the species 
rich margins of damp rides on Chippenham Fen. This turned out to be Black 
Bent (A. gigantea), a species not previously noted on the Fen, perhaps because it 
is usually associated with arable fields, where it can be a bad weed. Indeed it 
occurs at the margins of sandy arable fields along the northern margin of the 
Fen, where it grows in company with Creeping Bent (A. stolonifera): the latter 
creeps out into the fields on the surface (by stolons), whilst A. gigantea invades 
the same area under the surface (by rhizomes). They grow together too on the 
Fen, but there the two patterns of growth are much less easy to make out in the 
much denser vegetation of a fen ride. Having had my eyes opened to this 
species’ presence in damp communities I have subsequently noted it in damp 
grassland on the Nene Washes and in several ditches throughout the county. As 
the record for Agrostis vinealis included below also demonstrates, there is still 
more to be found out about members of this genus in the county, where hybrids 
are perhaps more frequent than our very few records show. Are we also missing 
the alien Highland Bent (A. castellana), which is supposed to be frequently 
sown in turf elsewhere in the country? 
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     The preparation of accounts for a new Flora of Cambridgeshire has 
progressed steadily over the last year, so that now only Asteraceae and the 
monocots remain to be covered. I aim to try and deal with these in the next two 
years and I remain grateful to all those who have helped me with the many 
queries this work has thrown up or that have been reading the accounts to point 
out errors and inconsistencies. The end is in sight! I am keen to try and build up 
a collection of possible illustrations for the published work and am looking in 
particular for good images of botanists and places, past or present, as much as of 
individual plants. Any contributions or suggestions would be welcome. 
     As in previous accounts, ‘recent’ in the records below refers to the period 
from 1987 onwards. 
 
Agrostis vinealis    Frequent in parts of a small sandpit at eastern fringe of parish sports field, 
Stocks Lane, Gamlingay, TL24155193, J.D. Shanklin (CFG excursion), 22 June 2013 (CGE). 
A new site for a rhizomatous grass of heathland and dry sandy grassland and hence rare in the 
county: otherwise seen recently only at Gamlingay Cinques and on Newmarket Heath; 
formerly at least also at Kennett. 
 
Anagallis arvensis subsp. foemina    One plant on allotments, Sutton, TL44817853, J.D. 
Shanklin, 3 August 2013. Very often confused with a blue-flowered variant of subsp. 
arvensis, but differing in the number and nature of the glandular hairs on the petal margins. 
This is the first recent confirmed record for this much rarer subspecies. 
 
Anisantha tectorum (Bromus tectorum)    In vast quantities on newly landscaped areas around 
new MRC building, between Addenbrooke’s Hospital and the railway, Cambridge, e.g. 
TL45995512, A.C. Leslie, 18 May 2013. It is presumed to have been accidentally introduced 
here with soil, probably brought from Breckland; later CNHS meetings here added a long list 
of other uncommon Cambridgeshire taxa probably of the same origin e.g. Apera interrupta,  
Vulpia ciliata subsp. ambigua, Medicago minima and Myosotis ramosissima, all of which are 
suspected to have been introduced with sandy soil at other sites in the county away from our 
Breckland fringe. Whilst plants such as Anthriscus caucalis, Amsinckia micrantha and 
Melilotus indicus probably arrived in the same way, it is considered that at least Agrostemma 
githago, Centaurea cyanus, Glebionis segetum and Anthemis austriaca were deliberately 
sown here. 
 
Camelina microcarpa    In three places on a disturbed roadverge, Gull Road, Guyhirn, 
TF395033, J.O. Mountford, 16 November 2013. First recent record for this yellow-flowered, 
grain or bird-seed alien crucifer, known as Lesser Gold of Pleasure. It is usually a casual and 
is sometimes hard to separate from C. sativa, which is more frequently recorded. 
Carex binervis   Several large clumps, surviving on mown paths between private fishing 
lakes, Middlemoor, Whittlesford, TL46364820, Cambridge Flora Group excursion, 25 May 
2013, with many more well-grown plants scattered over the south-eastern half of a damp, 
open meadow beside a private airstrip just to the north-west; material from both sites (CGE) 
confirmed by M.S. Porter. This is our only extant population of Green-ribbed Sedge, which 
has always been very local in the county. It was last reported from this area by Graham Easy 
in 1975. Unfortunately the meadow site has subsequently been ploughed. 
 
Chenopodium hybridum f. paeskii    Several plants in weedy allotment, southern half of 
Deacon’s Lane allotments, Ely, TL54388088, A.C. Leslie, 10 November 2013. First recent 
record for a variant of Sowbane in which the inflorescence is more compact and the whole 
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plant turns reddish in autumn. Previously recorded from Cambridge and Waterbeach, but 
perhaps overlooked. 
 
Conyza floribunda x Erigeron acris    One plant, with both parents, on the thinly vegetated 
east-facing bank of the A142, Fordham bypass, TL62106957, A.C. Leslie, 30 November 2013 
(CGE).  First v.c. record for this sterile annual hybrid and the third  x Conyzigeron 
combination to be recorded in the county. All have Erigeron acris as one parent. This one has 
rather sparsely hairy involucral bracts, no ligules and the plant is flushed with purple; the 
hybrid with C. sumatrensis differs in having much hairier involucres and very short ligules, 
whilst the C. canadensis cross is often a pale green, with sparsely hairy involucres and longer 
ligules to the ray florets. 
 
Cymbalaria pallida    Scattered along the top of a short stretch of crumbling brick wall, 
Marshalls Farm, Elsworth Road, Conington, TL323664, J.D. Shanklin, 2013 (CGE, specimen 
collected by ACL 6 September 2013). First v.c. record for Italian Toadflax, a close relative of 
the ubiquitous C. muralis and more familiar as an alien in parts of northern England. This 
colony is unusual in being white-flowered. 
 
Elaeagnus umbellata    One bird-sown plant in hedge, Bewick Bridge Close, Cherry Hinton, 
TL49445700, J.D. Shanklin, 9 April 2013. Third v.c. record for a deciduous, Asiatic, garden 
shrub, with leaves bright green above and silvery below; the small white flowers are followed 
by globose, red fruits.  
 
Elytrigia atherica    One patch, about 1m square, in otherwise species poor grassland between 
the south-east side of Moreton’s Leam and the parallel flood bank, north-east of Poplar House 
Farm, south-west of Guyhirn, TF36270123, M. Frisch (CFG excursion), 31 August 2013. 
This record extends probably native sites for Sea Couch still further up the course of the R. 
Nene (which runs parallel to the Leam); previously it had been traced upriver as far as the 
washes at Ring’s End. 
 
Epilobium palustre    Probably several hundred plants in tall herb fen, northern corner of 
compartment 9, Chippenham Fen, TL64846939, A.C. Leslie, 28 June 2013 (CGE). Marsh 
Willowherb has never been recorded on the Fen before and this locality now holds what is 
probably our only extant population. It has always been a very local plant in the county and 
was last certainly seen at Gamlingay in 1969 and may well reappear there in wet meadows 
along the county boundary. The Chippenham site is not always readily accessible, as the 
resident water buffalo are often found in this compartment!  
 
Epilobium tetragonum subsp. tournefortii    One plant at the western margin of a beet field, by 
footpath from R. Granta to the A1307, just north-west of Babraham, TL49985155, A.C. 
Leslie, 6 October 2013. This is the first time this large-flowered, alien subspecies has been 
recorded away from the persistent populations, further to the south-west, along parts of the 
Royston bypass, where it was first discovered in 2007. Is it about to spread more widely in the 
county? 
 
Genista tinctoria    A good population (in abundant fruit) extending over c.6m, on both sides 
of steep ditch banks, beside a public footpath, in fields between Hayley Wood and East 
Hatley, TL29125148, CFG excursion, 11 August 2013. A previously unreported site for 
Dyer’s Greenweed, and now perhaps our only extant colony.  It was formerly more 
widespread on the clays in this part of the county and might still linger on parts of the old 
railway west of Hayley Wood, where current access is difficult. 
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Glaux maritima    South-east bank of Moreton’s Leam, just to the south-west of Guyhirn. 
When this record was first published in Nature in Cambridgeshire in 2007 the details of a 
potentially earlier record in TF30 had not been traced. Subsequently this proved to have been 
a record made by P.F. Lumley, described as from Ring’s End (TF3902), in 1957. This is very 
likely the same site as the record above, reported by Chris Preston in 2006 and where on 31 
August 2013 a CFG excursion found at least 12 plants on the partially degraded bank above 
the Leam, where it grows with Puccinellia distans and Juncus gerardii  (TF38940233-
38950233). It is remarkable that this little maritime community persists here in isolation, on 
just a short stretch of bank, kept open by animals coming down to the Leam to drink. 
 
Goniolimon tataricum   (a) one plant, self-sown at base of fence of pony paddock, 
Chippenham, TL66616993, A.C. Leslie, 28 May 2006 (CGE), (b) at least fifteen plants, self-
sown on or beside a grassy track to ruined building, in an old orchard, south of Fen Drayton, 
TL33556745, J.D. Shanklin, 18 June 2013 (CGE, specimen collected by JDS & ACL on 21 
June); the original determination of the Chippenham material had been suggested by Eric 
Clement. First and second v.c. records for a Limonium-like plant, native in steppes and dry 
grassland from south-eastern Europe to western Kazakhstan. It has winged inflorescence 
branches and reddish purple flowers, and has been grown as a cut flower. It is suspected that 
this latter use may be the origin of the plants in both cases although the areas concerned are 
no longer used for this purpose. 
 
Lonicera caprifolium    A large patch, presumably originally bird-sown, climbing into shrubs 
and tall herbs on the north-eastern margin of the NW/SE ride through Forty Acre Wood, 
Chippenham Fen, TL65446948, A.C. Leslie, 17 August 2013 (CGE). A very local alien in 
Cambridgeshire and a rather surprising addition to the flora of the Fen, where it is more usual 
to see L. periclymenum beside the fen rides and in damp woodland or, in one place, climbing 
through a thick stand of Phragmites! 
 
Montia fontana    (a) five small clumps at northern edge of a sandy allotment field with a very 
diverse annual weed flora, west of the Potton Road, Gamlingay, TL23635176, A.C. Leslie, 19 
June 2013 (CGE), probably native here and last recorded in Gamlingay in 1931, (b) 
numerous plants around the base of newly planted trees, Ring Fort Road, Orchard Park, 
Cambridge, TL44626154, P.D. Stanley, 12 April 2013 (CGE, collected by ACL), clearly 
introduced here with sandy soil used to top dress the tree planting areas. The plants at both 
these sites were of subsp. chondrosperma. We have had only one other recent record for 
Blinks in the county. 
 
Poa bulbosa    Frequent as a fringe behind the kerbstones, mostly in front of 115 Perse Way, 
Cambridge, TL44716043, A.C. Leslie, 6 April 2013, with a few more on the opposite verge 
(outside nos 108 and 112). Yet another site for this bulbous-based, clump-forming grass, 
which rarely flowers here: how it reaches such sites is far from clear. Despite a long search it 
was not found on any other verges in this neighbourhood, in the northern part of the city. 
Portulaca oleracea    Numerous prostrate plants, apparently naturalised, along c.6m of the 
extreme roadside verge, north side of Heath Road, Gamlingay, TL22445169, A.C. Leslie, 1 
November 2013. A very local alien in Cambridgeshire, otherwise reported recently from the 
cobbles of the Great Court of Trinity College and on allotments at Milton; it perhaps has the 
potential to spread on salted roadsides. 
 
Pratia pedunculata    Abundant in an area of mown lawn between the pavement and 5 Church 
Lane, Gamlingay, TL24075221, A.C. Leslie, 19 June 2013. First v.c. record for a pretty, blue-
flowered lobelia relative, which is native to Australia. It has recently been recorded as a lawn 
weed in other parts of the country. 
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Quercus canariensis x Q. robur (Q. x cerrissoana)   Scattered self- or bird-sown plants of 
varying ages in hedgerow on the north-west side of A1307, just north-east of Stow cum Quy 
church, TL52216007, A.C. Leslie, 14 February 2013 (CGE, collected later in the year); one 
in hedge on the south-east side of the road (TL51995997). First v.c. record for what seems to 
be a fertile hybrid. There are more than 30 trees of the hybrid planted along both sides of the 
road in this area: they show considerable variation in leaf size, shape and lobing, as well as in 
hairiness: some are quite grey with hairs early in the season and brownish hairs are also 
present in some; the hairs are mostly lost with age. All show some degree of leaf persistence 
during the winter (in canariensis they remain green until the following spring). The seedlings 
tend to look more robur-like, but inherit the wintergreen character and show some stellate 
pubescence.   Q. canariensis (which is grown in the University Botanic Garden) comes from 
northern Africa and the southern Iberian peninsula and is well known to hybridise with Q. 
robur in cultivation. 
 
Ranunculus parviflorus    Abundant in mown turf, between the R. Nene and a new plantation 
just to the west of A1139, eastern edge of Peterborough (but still in v.c.29!), TL19819798 to 
19829800, A.C. Leslie, 2 May 2013. Easily missed in this sort of habitat and may be 
overlooked elsewhere: we have few recent records for this little annual buttercup. 
 
Rosa obtusifolia    One large bush, in field hedge running SW/NE from the south-eastern edge 
of a small wood, just to the south of Hayley Wood, TL29255216, CFG excursion, 11 August 
2013. A new site for a very local rose in the county, usually occurring, like this one, in small 
quantity in field hedges. 
 
Rubus boudiccae    Growing with R. caesius and R. babingtonianus in a bramble thicket 
recently developed on former agricultural land, beside footpath from Fordham to Chippenham 
Fen, TL64096975, A.C. Leslie, 5 July 2013 (CGE, conf. A.L. Bull). First v.c. record for a 
vigorous species with arching red stems, panicles of gappy, white flowers and especially long 
stamens. Now known to be frequent further east in East Anglia, so not an unexpected arrival 
in Cambridgeshire. 
 
Rumex crispus x R. maritimus (R. x fallacinus)    One plant, with both parents, on the partially 
broken down, north-west bank of Moreton’s Leam, south-west of Guyhirn, TF39250246, 
A.C. Leslie (CFG excursion), 31 August 2013 (CGE, det. G. Kitchener). First v.c. record for 
a very rarely recorded hybrid; the presence of some papillae on the lower surface of the leaves 
distinguishs this from R. crispus x R. palustris. Growing here with R. conglomeratus, R. 
obtusifolius and R. palustris. 
 
Sambucus ebulus    A large colony at northern edge of a damp riverside meadow, below 
Fincham’s Close, Linton, TL57014647, A.C. Leslie, 17 March 2013. According to Babington 
(1860) Danewort was recorded at Linton by Job Watson, but it is hard to believe it has 
remained unobserved since that time, although the species has a record for being very 
persistent and access to the site has been restricted until recently. The site is just over a mile 
downstream from a long-standing site at Bartlow, although the present population there is all 
just over the county boundary, in Essex. Our only other recent record is at Great Eversden 
(2009, D.J. Barden), a site which could conceivably be one noted by Relhan (1802).  
 
Sorghum bicolor    One plant as a casual bird-seed alien, 3 Militia Way, Ely, TL53838005, 
J.R. Davis, 17 October 2013 (CGE). A rarely reported alien in Cambridgeshire, this being 
only our third record. It is sometimes sown as part of game bird food crops, at the edge of 
arable fields, but there is no record of it sowing itself in such situations. 
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Thelypteris palustris    A patch spread over c.7 x 7m, in boggy ground between alders, south-
east end of compartment 4, Chippenham Fen, TL64466908, A.C. Leslie, 26 October 2013 
(CGE). Marsh Fern has never been recorded on the Fen before and has always been very 
local in the county; our only other extant population being on Wicken Fen, where it is still 
quite common. In the late eighteenth/early nineteenth centuries it was reported from Fulbourn 
and Teversham Fens and it was on West Fen, near Ely probably in the mid nineteenth century, 
whilst Alfred Fryer recorded it as abundant on Wimblington Fire Lots towards the end of the 
nineteenth century. A report from Dernford Fen in the 1950s is our only other record.  
 
Trifolium subterraneum    (a) one patch in close mown turf of cemetery, Gamlingay, 
TL23975211, S. Hartley (CFG excursion), 22 June 2013, (b) two large plants on waste ground 
by cul-de-sac, off the north side of West Road, Gamlingay, TL23545206, A.C. Leslie, 19 
June 2013. These are two new sites for Burrowing Clover, which is only known in the county 
at Gamlingay. The CFG excursion also visited the only other extant site in the area, by Mount 
Pleasant Farm, along Heath Road: this population proved to be more widespread (at least in 
2013) than had been noted previously, in and around the old grassed-over sandpit, which is 
currently kept close-grazed by horses. 
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Bryophyte records 
 

M. Burton and C.D. Preston 
 

     As in 2012, the records perhaps reflect greater activity in Huntingdonshire 
(v.c. 31) than in Cambridgeshire (v.c. 29), although several interesting records 
have been made in Cambridgeshire, most of them from localities which were 
already well-recorded. 
  

Mosses 
Abietinella abietina 29: several small patches on made-up track along middle of old railway 
near Devil’s Ditch, Swaffham Prior, between TL57576527 and TL57376516, M.O.H., 
16.2.2014. This declining species was discovered here by D. Napier in 2012, as reported in 
Nature in Cambs. 54: 78 (2012); we were expecting to find it on the chalky sides of the 
railway rather than along the old railway track. 
 
Anomodon viticulosus 31: fruiting patch at base of Acer campestre, Compartment 26, Monks 
Wood NNR, TL19447976, M.B., 13.12.2013, accompanied by Homalia trichomanoides, also 
in fruit. Although this species rarely fruits in eastern England, Horrill (in Monks Wood: a 
nature reserve record, 1973) noted that it fruited freely at Monks Wood and Nick Hodgetts 
found fruits in the same monad in 1987. 
 
Bryum torquescens 29: fruiting in S-facing chalk grassland south of old railway, Devil’s 
Ditch, TL57616522, M.O.H., 16.2.2014. This is the only site for this uncommon Bryum in 
v.c. 29; it was recorded here three times in the 20th century, in 1903, 1958 and 1976. 
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Campyliadelphus elodes 29: tussock in buffalo-trampled Schoenus nigricans area, with 
Campylium stellatum, Chippenham Fen NNR, TL65186940, M.O.H., 12.6.2013. Last 
reported from Chippenham Fen in 1956. This is the second recent record from v.c. 29; it was 
rediscovered at Wicken Fen in 2008, where it had also been overlooked for over 50 years. 
 
Campylium stellatum 29: fruiting plants in short, mown fenland vegetation, S.E. corner of 
Compartment 5, Chippenham Fen NNR, TL64786953, M.O.H. & A.N. Saunders, 18.4.2009, 
BBSUK, conf. G.P. Rothero; vegetative plants also seen on same excursion in open, grazed 
fenland in Compartment 2, TL64626969. Refound at Chippenham by M.O.H. in 2013 (see 
Campyliadelphus elodes). There has been confusion in Cambridgeshire between this species 
and C. protensum and M.O.H. and C.D.P. rejected all recent records of C. stellatum from the 
county (Nature in Cambs. 47: 92, 2005). However, subsequent fieldwork has shown that it is 
still present at Chippenham. 
 
Didymodon acutus 29: in fair quantity on made-up track along middle of old railway near 
Devil’s Ditch, Swaffham Prior, between TL57576527 and TL57376516, M.O.H., 16.2.2014. 
The third site in which this species has been found in the county in recent years, following its 
rediscovery at Cherry Hinton in 2012 and its discovery on and near Fleam Dyke in 2013.  
 
Didymodon nicholsonii 31: on old tarmac in a quiet lane, Frumetty Lane, Alconbury, 
TL186760, M.B., 21.01.2014, BBSUK, conf. T.L. Blockeel. On flat concrete in graveyard, 
Sawtry Church, TL172839, M.O.H., and on tarmac outside the Old Rectory, Sawtry, 
TL171839, M.B., both 1.3.2014. The first vice-county records of a species which has 
increased dramatically in southern England in recent years. 
 
Didymodon umbrosus 31: base of an old brick wall, Alconbury, TL187758, M.B., 21.1.2014, 
BBSUK, conf. T.L. Blockeel. This is the first record for Huntingdonshire of an uncommon 
and inconspicuous species.  
 
Fissidens crassipes 31: mill race, River Great Ouse at Brampton Mill, growing on brick and 
regularly immersed in the water from the mill wheel, TL22517068, D.J. Seilly, 27.10.2013. 
River Nene at Wansford, growing on a wooden board, below water level, with Fissidens 
fontanus and Fontinalis antipyretica, TL07519911, 7.12.2013, Cambs Bryophyte Excursion. 
Before this year, this species was only known in v.c. 31 from Brownshill Lock on the River 
Great Ouse, downsteam of Brampton Mill. 
  
Fissidens fontanus 31: on a wooden board, below water level, River Nene at Wansford, 
TL07519911, J.J. Graham, 7.12.2013, BBSUK, conf. T.L. Blockeel. This aquatic Fissidens 
species has been recorded on, or near, the River Nene in Cambridgeshire and 
Northamptonshire, but not previously in Huntingdonshire. 
 
Hygroamblystegium humile 29: on wooden slats of small bridge on riverside path, RSPB Fen 
Drayton Lakes NR, TL342705, Cambs Bryophyte Excursion, 29.3.2014. A very uncommon 
species, only recorded in v.c. 29 since 2000 at the Ouse Washes and by the Great Ouse at 
Aldreth. 31: on the paddles of the water wheel, Brampton Mill, TL22517068, M.B., 
27.10.2013, det. M.O.H. This is only the second v.c. 31 record; it was found downstream on 
the Great Ouse at Houghton Mill by M.O.H. in 1969. 
 
Polytrichum commune 29: in gutter of Palm House, Botanic Garden, Cambridge, TL454572, 
P. Michna, 29.4.2014, conf. C.D.P. A colony of plants with vigorous stems 10 cm tall was 
found and destroyed when the guttering was being cleaned out. The presence of this calcifuge 
moss some 10 m above ground level in Cambridge is a good example of the colonising ability 
of bryophytes.  
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Weissia controversa var. controversa 31: in sheep-grazed, sloping calcareous grassland, Great 
Stukeley Lodge Railway Cutting SSSI, TL234757, M.B., 16.10.2012. The capsules were 
immature when collected but some plants were grown on and the spores were examined in 
spring to determine the material. 

 
Liverworts 

Lophozia perssonii 29: a few small, gemmiferous clusters on bare chalk on narrow path, with 
Leiocolea turbinata, north end of Ickleton Pit, TL492426, J.D. Shanklin, 25.9.2013. The third 
site in which this nationally scarce species has been seen in v.c. 29 since 2000. 

 
 

Invertebrate Report 2013 
 

Louise Bacon 
 
     Despite the cold start delaying the activity season of most invertebrates by up 
to three weeks, the high summer of 2013 turned out to be a good one for quite a 
few invertebrate groups; butterfly recorders think it was an excellent year for 
those insects on the wing in high summer. 
     Clouded Yellow (Colias croceus), Chalkhill Blue (Polyommatus coridon) 
and Wall Brown (Lasiommata megera) all had very good years; the former is a 
migrant and it really was a Clouded Yellow summer, with sightings from July 
through into October, although other migrant butterflies were not in evidence. 
Chalkhill Blue numbers on our regular colonies were very high again (this was 
possibly the only species which seemed to enjoy the previous summer) and 
wanderers appeared elsewhere, e.g. Orwell Clunch Pit and just over the border 
in Bedfordshire at Potton Wood, although most of these will be lone dispersing 
males and thus unlikely to start new colonies. The Wall, one of or most rapidly 
declining butterflies, appeared in more places than usual for the August brood, 
despite only one being reported in the May brood flight-season. Most of these 
sightings were from river embankments such as the Ouse Washes (but also other 
stretches of river) but the other popular spot seemed to be along railway lines 
both past and present – one was seen at March railway station, and the sole 
spring sighting was from Rings End LNR, a disused railway line north of March 
town. 
     Very few interesting moths were reported – the poor run of years has taken 
its toll on moths, it seems. The most amazing moth record however, comes from 
2012. On 31st July 2012, a moth-recorder was checking through the night’s 
catch, counting and letting the moths go when he noticed a moth less ordinary. 
This was a Passenger Moth (Dysgonia algira), a very rare migrant from 
southern Europe and only about six have been recorded previously in the whole 
of the UK. This was the first for Cambridgeshire. 
     Light traps run overnight for moths can be a very useful tool in recording 
other species such as beetles or hemiptera (bugs). One uncommon bug is Ledra 
aurita, an unmistakably distinctive bug which can be attracted to light in moth 
traps. The author of this report has recorded this species several times, mostly in 
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woodlands but also in rural gardens by this method – it is a species of oaks but 
apparently can also be seen on orchard trees. Excellent pictures of this bug can 
be fond in insect books or on the web. It appears to be under-recorded.  
     Although not many people are actually out there recording spiders, two 
species had a noteworthy year, one featuring in both national and local press. 
This was the False Widow (Steatoda nobilis), a southern species which now 
seems to be spreading in England. The first record for Cambridgeshire was 
actually found on the CPERC recorders day to Waterbeach barracks (2011) 
found outside the guardroom (a report of this site survey was published in this 
journal last year (Bacon, 2013). This year, several reports of this spider were 
received and verified by Ian Dawson, the spider recorder for Huntingdonshire, 
from locations across modern Cambridgeshire. This spider hit the headlines as it 
is reported to bite. We expect his spider to become part of our regular 
arachnifauna. 
     The second spider of note in 2013 is Atypus affinis, a purse-web spider which 
makes a distinctive tunnel of silk in which it hides. There are old records from 
Devils Dyke, published in the 1930s, but nothing since. A keen, curious 
observer found silken tubes on the Dyke and photographed them early in 2013, 
and posted them on a national web-based forum for identifying unknown fauna 
and flora called iSpot. It was identified on there by a national spider expert, and 
Ian Dawson also went out and found the distinctive silken tubes on the dyke. It 
is not common, being found in only one or two spots, but it is reassuring to 
know we still have this species not seen for over 75 years. 
     On 31st May 2013, the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Environmental 
Records Centre held a recorders day at Thorney. The morning was spent at 
Singleton Farm and the afternoon was spent at Thorney Abbey, both by kind 
permission of the landowner. The following quote is from Alan Stubbs, a well-
known entomologist. 
 “I recorded 15 species of craneflies and 21 species of hoverfly. Singleton Farm 
wood produced the hoverflies Brachyopa scutellaris and B. bicolor, the latter 
being of some surprise (these breed in sap runs on trees, bicolor being one of the 
scarce ones). At the east end of the wood I found two individuals of the snakefly 
Xanthostigma xanthostigma, not a rarity but not something I come across often 
(larvae under bark and I wonder whether elder may have been the host). Inside 
the sunny edge of the wood I found the spider-hunting wasp Priocnemis 
pertubator (I have only found this on only a few previous occasions). The 
soldier-fly Beris clavipes was also a surprise in the (rather dry) wood since this 
is normally a fenland species. 
     Abbey Fields had Tetanocera robusta (a particularly local, base rich wetland 
snail-killing fly), and T. arrogans a local species.” 
 

Reference 
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OBITUARIES 
 

William Hunter Darling (1927–2010) 

 
     Bill Darling, who died on 24 March 2010 aged 82, was an outstanding 
personality – farmer and naturalist, deeply interested also in forestry, and a 
pioneer in the Naturalists’ Trusts movement. His farm ‘Greys’ lies immediately 
to the south of Therfield Heath, just west of Royston and just over the 
Hertfordshire border. With his wife Chloe he worked hard to preserve and 
enhance the natural history interest of the Heath, well known to Cambridgeshire 
folk for its remarkable population of the Pasqueflower (Pulsatilla vulgaris) on 
the Penn Hills at the western end. They removed the invading hawthorn and 
organised a group of lady volunteers to guard the plants in flower and stop them 
being picked. Bill was a Stintholder of Therfield Heath and strongly supported 
the reintroduction of grazing by sheep. He and Chloe also planted with their own 
hands innumerable young beeches in an attempt to safeguard the future of the 
beech skyline seen every day by hundreds of people travelling between Royston 
and Baldock whether by road or rail. Bill and Chloe and a number of their 
friends planted in 1977 the Jubilee Wood south of the path leading to the 
Pasqueflowers. 
     Bill was educated at Loretto School and then served in the Royal Tank 
Regiment, finishing as a Second Lieutenant at the partition of Pakistan from 
India. He read agriculture at St John’s College, Cambridge, graduating in 1950, 
and worked on farms in Scotland before joining his father in the running of 
‘Greys’ in 1952. His father had bought ‘Greys’ in 1932 and died in 1966. Bill 
was one of the pioneering farmers who left field edges uncultivated to benefit 
plants, insects and birds and encouraged other farmers to follow their example. 
He also welcomed onto his land the late Terry Wells and co-workers from 
Monks Wood Experimental Station to set up experiments in re-establishing 
chalk grassland. The results were published by Wells et al. (1986). Bill’s son 
Edward is keenly carrying on the tradition of conservation on the farm. 
     Bill was a Founder Member of both CAMBIENT and the Hertfordshire and 
Middlesex Naturalists’ Trust (now Wildlife Trust). For the latter he served as 
Chairman and President until 1982, when he became Vice-President up to 1987. 
He instigated the building of the Trust’s Headquarters at St Albans. He secured 
the first Trust Reserve (Fox Covert on the way to the Pasqueflowers) and was 
the Trust’s first Warden (looking after Fox Covert). He also raised large sums 
for the World Wildlife Fund. He was a much admired leader in many other 
fields – a J.P. from 1965 to 1984 and Senior Magistrate for North Hertfordshire, 
Chairman of the Wool Board for the South of England, County Chairman of the 
National Farmers Union and a member of the Regional Advisory Committee of 
the Forestry Commission from 1974 to 1985. 
     In 1987, after a spell of ill health, Bill retired at the age of 60 to the 
Cotswolds. He and Chloe lived first in Daglingworth and then in Duntisbourne 
Rouse. He took up golf, falling in love with the Painswick Beacon course, while 
also getting to know the notable plants found locally, and he became both a 
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Founder Member of the Friends of Westonbirt Arboretum and County Secretary 
and Treasurer for Gloucestershire for the Royal Forestry Society. 
     He was elected a Committee Member of the Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust, 
but was saddened when those in charge of conservation ignored his advice. He 
was appalled by the ignorance and incompetence of those who supplied the seed 
for the contractors who were bound to sow ‘wildflowers’ on the banks of the 
newly built A417 that runs from Cirencester toward Gloucester. They sowed 
continental races of Ox-eye Daisy, Vetches and Cowslip, and even Polyanthus 
in place of Cowslips. One afternoon in the year before he died he drove me 
around a wide area, explaining who owned which parcel of land and how 
sensitive to conservation the management was. At Barnsley Warren, where there 
had been a very large population of Pasqueflower, known for miles around, he 
was distressed by its near disappearance – in his view a result of poor 
management. The parallel with Peter Sell’s feelings about current management 
of the countryside is all too striking (see p. 88 of this volume). 
     Bill’s masterly understanding was sometimes hidden by his unassuming 
manner, but his concern, enthusiasm, energy and lively sense of humour – and 
especially that knowing smile – were soon evident to all those privileged to get 
to know him. He showed others what could and should be done to marry 
farming and conservation. 

Peter J. Grubb 
Reference 
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hay-bales. Focus on Nature Conservation no. 15. Nature Conservancy Council, 

Peterborough. 
 
 

John Walter Clarke 1926—2013 
 
     John Clarke, who contributed Nature in Cambridgeshire’s Weather Notes for 
nearly 50 years, was a farmer. Born in Swaffham Prior, he spent most of his life 
there and in Burwell, on the family’s farms. He attended the Perse School in 
Cambridge and was a diligent and enthusiastic student, but was obliged to leave 
at 17 as his father needed him on the farm. Thus his working life was spent on 
the Cambridgeshire Fen Edge, from peat fen to chalk and heath. He married, 
raised two sons, was active in village life and well-informed on its history and 
traditions, gave talks locally and attended antiquarian meetings further afield. Of 
particular interest was local prehistory (ploughing and field-walking revealed 
many Mesolithic and Roman objects on his land). He enjoyed occasional 
opportunities for cultural travel in Europe, especially sites associated with 
classical antiquity or Mediterranean plants. 
     You can see a lot from a tractor, working on arable land. ‘I notice things’, he 
would say, as many naturalists do. A competent field botanist who spent a lot of 
time literally in the field, he was a keen observer and recorder of the local flora 
and fauna, and contributed a number of records to the 1962 Atlas of the British 
Flora. In the post-war years, before ‘conservation’, ‘environment’ and 
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‘landscape’ became such fashionable or political terms, he made efforts to 
incorporate provision for wildlife on his land and adjacent areas. He purchased a 
section of the disused Cambridge-Mildenhall railway line, which ran through his 
Burwell land; his management of the trackbed and adjacent grassland 
encouraged a diversity of  native plants and invertebrates to flourish, including 
the Horseshoe Vetch (Hippocrepis comosa) and the Chalkhill Blue butterfly 
(Lysandra coridon), whose larvae feed on it. 
     John became a Council member of CAMBIENT (Cambridgeshire and Isle of 
Ely Naturalists’ Trust, predecessor of the Wildlife Trust), soon after its 
formation in 1956. Part of the Devil’s Ditch earthwork lay adjacent to his 
farmland, and he served on the Management Committee set up by CAMBIENT 
in 1970, to look after this rare remnant of chalk grassland. The Ditch (not Dyke: 
he was very particular about that) had become threatened by encroachment of 
coarse grasses and scrub after the 1950s myxomatosis epidemic had caused the 
local rabbit population to crash. He funded and directed conservation work on 
the SW slope of Galley Hill and the NE slope north of the Swaffham-Burwell 
road, and organised summer visits and working parties there (the latter including 
his young sons, who would have preferred seaside outings!).   
     John’s farm diaries, written up over several decades for agri-business 
purposes, also were also used to record meteorological data from his weather 
station at Ivy Farm, Swaffham Prior.  
     CAMBIENT commenced publication of Nature in Cambridgeshire in 1958, 
and John contributed an article on ‘Climate in Cambridgeshire’ to N. in C. 2 
(1959). His annual ‘Weather Notes for Cambridgeshire’ commenced with N. in 
C. 3 (1960). Each piece gave a short summary of the previous year’s weather 
(the summer of 1959 was ‘exceptionally hot, dry and sunny’), followed by a 
table of each month’s temperature means, rainfall, rain days, frosts and ‘number 
of days over 80’ (imperial measurements were used). Later on, other 
information was included: number of days with snow lying, or with fog all day; 
dates of first and last air frosts; warmest day, coldest night; some ten-year 
summaries and other comparative comments were occasionally added. In the 
earlier decades all readings were taken by John himself at Ivy Farm; later on his 
son – also John – undertook the task, but John Senior always submitted his 
summaries, neatly handwritten, by post to N. in C.’s Editor or, later on, to my 
door at Burwell. Many N. in C subscribers, on receipt of each new issue, would 
always turn to Weather Notes first! 
     As well as daily weather data, John’s farm diaries were frequently annotated 
with his observations of natural phenomena (and a few unnatural ones), from his 
garden, the farm, and beyond. Such phenological events – dates of first leaf 
emergence, flowering, fruiting  and leaf fall of agricultural, garden and wild 
plants, arrival of migratory birds, spring song of resident birds, fledging of 
nestlings – were awaited and then recorded, year by year. Observations like 
these have been made by farmers, gardeners, clergymen and others (geeks and 
anoraks, some might say) in Britain for centuries, and their records – often 
recently unearthed from sheds and attics – have attracted the attention of 
phenologist Tim Sparks (for some years a member of N. in C’s Editorial Board). 
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John Clarke’s records are particularly valuable not only for their extent over 
time (1966-2004) but because of their location, a few miles from Swaffham 
Bulbeck, where Revd Leonard Jenyns recorded local phenological events 
between 1820-1831 and 1845-1849 (publ.1870). John was well acquainted with 
Jenyns’ observations and remarked on apparent tendencies toward earlier 
springtime events in several of the species studied by both of them, and 
suggested that changes in climate might be involved. John was pleased to lend 
Tim his farm diaries for analysis using more modern technology and statistics, 
thus making a significant contribution to scientific literature and debate on 
phenology and climate (see, for example, Preece & Sparks, 2012). 
     John Clarke’s final Weather Notes, for 2006 – ‘August mainly unsettled and 
very wet’ (N. in C. 49 (2007) – were published in tandem with Weather Notes 
from his successor, John Kapor, at the Cambridge University Botanic Garden 
(and a transition to metric measurements). The two sets were compared and 
discussed in the following issue (Carroll et al., 2008). John spent his later years 
in Cottenham, always retaining his natural history and antiquarian interests, 
always looking forward to receiving each new issue of Nature in 
Cambridgeshire, and always up for a critical discussion of the contents! 

Jane Bulleid 
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Robert Stephen (Bob) George (1921-2013) 

 
     Bob George was born and brought up in Gloucestershire, his voice retaining 
the warm “burr” of his native county throughout his life. Educated at the Crypt 
School in Gloucester, he joined the RAF in 1941 and, as a pilot in 616 
Squadron, he flew Spitfires and later Gloster Meteors, the world’s first 
operational jet fighters. After leaving the RAF in 1946, he trained as a teacher 
and in 1951 returned to the Crypt School as junior science master. Bob, his wife 
Dorothy and their family moved to Cambridgeshire in 1963, where he took the 
position of Principle of Adult Education at Sawston Village College, as well as 
teaching Biology part-time at the school. Some years before his retirement in 
1984, he had taken over a full time Adult Education post at Netherhall School in 
Cambridge. 
     Interested in natural history from an early age, Bob recalled his progress 
during his schooldays from sticklebacks, newts and birds’ eggs, to flowering 
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plants and entomology, in a delightful article published when he was 82 
(“Farewell to Marris House”, Bulletin of the Amateur Entomological Society, 
Vol 62, 2003, pp10-14). After his years in the RAF, Bob’s interests focussed 
mainly on beetles and mosses, but an infestation of mice travelling through his 
flat in Gloucester (between a café and a butcher’s shop) led to an interest in 
fleas. Bob’s engagement with fleas is a familiar story of finding an uncommon 
species almost by chance, receiving help from an expert (Frans Smit), realising 
that there was much to be learned, gaining expertise, and then being encouraged 
by Smit and Miriam Rothschild to concentrate on fleas. 
     Bob was probably one of the first entomologists to systematically record the 
detailed occurrence of any invertebrate group (in this case Fleas – Siphonaptera) 
in Britain, including their hosts. He had developed a national recording scheme 
(for fleas) several years before the Biological Records Centre at Monks Wood 
was set up, working closely for a time with G.B.Thompson, who was interested 
in another group of ectoparasites (Ticks – Ixodoidea). Bob was acutely aware 
that fleas are, even to some entomologists, somewhat unattractive, and that few 
individuals had any interest in them. From the early 1950s, until a few years 
before his death, Bob actively sought publicity for his flea recording, having 
realised early-on that fleas have a somewhat quirky news appeal. Bob used local 
and national newspapers, radio, television, and even an appearance on the Dave 
Allen Show to publicise what he was doing, and to appeal to anyone for 
specimens of fleas and for mammal and bird nests. Bob was a regular at large 
entomological meetings and fairs around the country, both to publicise his flea 
recording and to sell the products of his company, Marris House Nets. 
     In the 1970s, whilst living at Maris House in Duxford, he developed a cottage 
industry out of necessity. Having been told that if he wanted to pursue a growing 
interest in small flying insects, especially Mymaridae (Fairy Flies), he would 
need a Malaise trap. Unfortunately, these large tent-like interception traps could 
not be bought ready-made. Bob wanted a Malaise trap for himself and realised 
that there was a demand for them at the Natural History Museum. He saw a gap 
in the market and, employing a local seamstress, began to make and sell 
affordable specialist entomological traps and nets. Thus Marris House Nets was 
set up, the variable spelling of Maris/Marris being due to a mistake by a 
bureaucrat at Companies House. Writing in 2003, Bob estimated that he had 
sold at least 6500 Malaise traps to over 20 countries. His considerable impact on 
entomological collecting and research through Marris House Nets was at the 
expense of his intended interest in Mymaridae  – he had thousands of fairy flies, 
but no time to identify them. The logo of Marris House Nets featured a slightly 
risqué winged fairy, with the company name in Art Deco style lettering. Some 
years after Bob had retired from teaching and he and Dorothy had moved to 
Bournemouth, the business ‘Marris House Nets’ was sold and is now owned and 
run by Brian and Shirley Nelson as B&S Entomological Services. 
     Bob was mainly interested in the distribution of fleas at a national scale, but 
he also published many short reviews of the fleas of individual counties, 
including Cambridgeshire in 1964 and 1974. I was delighted to be able to help 
Bob bring his flea recording, begun in the 1950s, through to the publication of 
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an Atlas in 2008 (R.S.George, 2008, Atlas of the Fleas (Siphonaptera) of Britain 
and Ireland. Wallingford: Biological Records Centre, and Shrewsbury: FSC 
Publications). Bob donated his flea records to the Biological Records Centre and 
many can now be accessed via the National Biodiversity Network (NBN) 
Gateway. He was awarded Honorary Membership of the NBN Trust in 
recognition of his unique contribution to British entomology and biological 
recording. Bob’s flea collection has been donated to the Natural History 
Museum, London and his collection of Mymaridae was donated to the Ulster 
Museum.  
     I am very grateful to Mrs Annie Shaw for additional information about her 
late father. 
 

Paul T. Harding 
 

Peter Derek Sell (1929–2013) 
 

     Peter Sell, who worked in the Herbarium of the Botany Department (later 
Plant Sciences) for 53 years and made major contributions to plant taxonomy for 
the county, the country and the continent of Europe, was a man of many talents. 
He was exceptional not only in the rigour of his taxonomic work and his 
determination to write accounts based on newly collected plant material rather 
than the accounts of others, but also in the thoroughness of his all-round 
knowledge of natural history, his understanding of the countryside and ‘how it 
works’, and his deep interest in fundamental academic questions such as ‘What 
is a species?’. He was also a crack shot and, as a young man, a highly 
competitive and gifted footballer and cricketer. 
     Peter grew up in the village of Bassingbourn at the south-western edge of 
Cambridgeshire, where he developed at an early age his love of the countryside 
and the creatures in it. In his retirement speech on leaving the Plant Sciences 
Department in October 1997 (N. in C. 40: 79–82) he recalled how the 
Headmaster of the village’s Council School, Arthur Harcourt (remarkably 
present, in his 90th year), asked the University Professor of Zoology if there 
might be a place for which Peter could apply. Luckily for Botany there wasn’t, 
but Arthur Gray, the technician in the Herbarium of the Botany Department, was 
soon to retire and Peter was taken on in January 1944 – when just over 14 years 
old – to understudy him. A year later he was left in charge of the Herbarium; 
there was no academic Curator at the time. The Head of the Department, 
Professor F. T. Brooks, not a cuddly person, recognised Peter’s talents and paid 
personally for him to take lessons in Latin. Peter’s speech includes an account of 
the various men, all characters in their own right, who guided his footsteps in the 
following decade, during which a Curator was appointed – Max Walters (see N. 
in C. 48: 3–11). 
     By the early 1970s Peter had become one of the tiny number of experts on 
the taxonomy of the many species of hawkweed in the genus Hieracium and 
author of many new species, confident in his treatment of several other 
‘difficult’ genera, a co-author of a new Flora of Cambridgeshire, a major helper 
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in the Atlas of the British Flora and Critical Supplement projects, and an 
invaluable contributor to the multi-volume Flora Europaea, being responsible 
for a number of accounts of problematic genera and for putting the first three 
volumes through the press, including producing the very extensive indexes and 
checking all the intricate details in the proofs. It is no wonder that in 1973 he 
became one of those few individuals in the University to move from being an 
assistant to being a member of the academic staff. He was made Assistant 
Curator of the Herbarium and awarded the degree of M.A. He was yet to 
produce, with the support of Gina Murrell, the new Flora of Great Britain and 
Ireland, of which Volumes 3, 4 and 5 have been published and Volumes 1 and 2 
are now being put through the press by his friends. 
     A detailed account of the progress of Peter’s research and writing has 
appeared in an obituary by Arthur Chater and Chris Preston in the Yearbook for 
2013 of the Botanical Society of Britain & Ireland, and another in his own 
words will form part of the Introduction to Volume 1 of the Flora of Great 
Britain and Ireland. In addition to all his papers and books dealing with 
problems conceived at the national and international scale, Peter published 20 
articles in Nature in Cambridgeshire. These covered an extraordinarily wide 
spectrum from the vertebrate fauna of his home village (in three parts, in N. in 
C. 9–11), its arable weeds (28: 19–23), a description of the changes there 
between the 1930s and the 1980s (31: 12–18) and glorious accounts of what he 
learned at all hours and in all weathers about the birdlife of Hayley Wood during 
his 12-year stint as the shooting tenant (23: 27–28; 30: 23–25), through articles 
on the identification of hazels, cherries and plums, snowdrops, water-crowfoots 
and Wicken Fen dactylorchids (23: 50–53; 33: 29–39 & 34: 59–60; 35: 65–66; 
32: 14–16; 29: 69–72) and the rediscovery of Fen Ragwort (Senecio paludosus) 
in Cambridgeshire (16: 37), to insightful obituaries of Franklyn Perring and 
Peter Yeo and two trenchant book reviews. 
     Here I take the opportunity to mention three topics about which I know that 
he felt very strongly and about which he and I had many earnest conversations. 
First, Peter believed passionately in the practice of recognising within a species 
different subspecies based on morphological grounds, each associated with a 
different habitat within a given geographical area. This approach contrasted 
strongly with the view held by some taxonomists that subspecies should be 
recognised only for plants growing in different parts of the geographical range 
of a species. Peter was deeply frustrated by the failure of almost all ecologists to 
state which subspecies they had encountered in their descriptive or experimental 
studies. 
     Secondly, Peter believed passionately in the theory of evolution and the 
inevitable consequence of accepting that idea – a realisation that what we call 
‘species’ have diverged and are still diverging to varying degrees. If the units 
called species differ from each other to varying degrees and are separated by 
breeding barriers to varying extents, there is no worthwhile simple answer to the 
question ‘How many species are there?’ in such and such a genus, in a given 
study area or indeed in the world. 
     Thirdly, Peter believed that the conservation of nature, and more broadly of 
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the countryside, had fallen into the hands of incompetent people. In his review 
of the first edition of Oliver Rackham’s book The History of the Countryside (N. 
in C. 29: 42–44) he wrote: “When the various Naturalists’ Trusts got going, I 
thought how wonderful it would be if all these places [the wonderful sites that 
he knew all across East Anglia] could be conserved for ever. I could not have 
had a greater delusion. … the countryside needs to be managed, and to be able 
to do it you need to understand it.” He then praised Oliver for providing much of 
the necessary understanding. That was in 1987. During the following quarter of 
a century he became increasingly distressed by the ignorance of both taxonomy 
and ecology among those making decisions at a local level on conservation and 
‘restoration’ of vegetation. In particular, he railed against the failure to 
appreciate the differences between native species (or subspecies) and the close 
relatives imported and planted under ignorant managers. One of his most 
important papers, in my view, was that entitled ‘Introduced look-alikes and 
other difficult introduced plants in our Cambridgeshire flora’ (N. in C. 48: 46–
54) published in 2006 when was 76 years old. 
     Peter achieved as much as he did not only because he was very talented but 
also because he worked very hard and was highly disciplined, not allowing 
himself to be distracted from the task in hand. Yet he was always stimulating to 
talk to and had a great sense of fun, not to mention a taste for the saucy tale. We 
can truly say that he will be badly missed. 

 
Peter J. Grubb 

 

Richard J. Pankhurst (1940–2013) 
 

     Richard John Pankhurst PhD FLS was a botanist and taxonomist with a 
special interest in the use of computers in plant identification and distribution. 
He attended Hamond’s Grammar School in Swaffham, Norfolk, where he 
showed great ability in mathematics, physics and chemistry and it became clear 
that he could pursue a career in nuclear physics. He went on to study physics at 
St John’s College, Cambridge, after which his interest in “Atoms for Peace” (see 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atoms_for_Peace) led him to a job in computing at 
CERN in Geneva in 1963. In the same year he married Anne Jepson, a Glasgow 
graduate and modern languages teacher. In 1966 he returned to Cambridge, to 
the Computer-Aided Design Group in the University Computer Laboratory. 
     There was another side to Richard which was already strongly evident at 
school: encouraged by his parents, both keen amateur botanists, he too became a 
proficient field botanist. Back in Cambridge, under the influence of Dr Max 
Walters, he moved in 1971 to the Botany School, where he undertook innovative 
work on modelling the taxonomy of plants, setting up his PANKEY programs 
for the construction of identification keys. He took over in 1972 from Dr 
Franklyn Perring as Vice-county Recorder for the Botanical Society of the 
British Isles and contributed ‘Vascular Plant Records’ in Nature in 
Cambridgeshire Nos 16 and 17 (1973 and 1974) as well as a key to 
Cambridgeshire Rubus species jointly with his Botany School colleague 
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R.R. Aitchison in the former. He also initiated a programme of recording species 
by tetrads (2-km squares) for a new Flora of Cambridgeshire, as yet 
unpublished. On his departure from Cambridge in 1974, he handed over the role 
of Vice-county Recorder to Gigi Crompton. 
     Richard’s move in 1974 was to the British Museum (Natural History), where, 
as Curator of the British Herbarium, he continued work on applications of 
computers in plant taxonomy. His book Biological identification: the principles 
and practice of identification methods in biology, published in 1978, was the 
first textbook on computer methods in identification. Soon afterwards the 
Museum decided to write a Flora of the Outer Hebrides, and thus bring to 
completion a project which had been initiated in the 1930s by Miss 
M.S. Campbell in association with Richard’s predecessor at the British 
Herbarium, A.J. Wilmott, but which was still “an unfulfilled dream” when Miss 
Campbell died in 1982. Richard made the first of several visits there in 1979 and 
was the lead author of Flora of the Outer Hebrides (R.J. Pankhurst & 
J.M. Mullin, 1991, 1994), which has been reprinted several times, most recently 
early this year. 
     In 1991 Richard moved again to the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, 
where, as the head of the Department of Taxonomic Computing, he continued 
his work on the application of computer methods and databases to taxonomy and 
curation. He worked on many projects, but one in particular, on the collation of 
information on the rose family (Rosaceae) into a database, occupied many years. 
     Richard was prominent in the affairs of the Botanical Society of the British 
Isles and the Botanical Society of Scotland. As a leading supporter of 
Biodiversity Information Standards – a scientific and educational association 
affiliated with the International Union of Biological Sciences – also known as 
the Taxonomic Databases Working Group, BioCISE (Resource Identification 
for a Biological Collection Information Service in Europe) and the Global 
Biodiversity Information Facility – which focuses on making scientific data on 
biodiversity available via the internet – he travelled widely, giving lectures and 
speaking at conferences. 
     After his retirement in 2000 Richard was still an almost daily visitor to the 
Botanic Garden, carrying on with his research as before. His interest in the 
genus Taraxacum (dandelions) was acknowledged when a species found only on 
St Kilda was named Taraxacum pankhurstianum in 2012. With Paul Smith as 
his co-recorder, he pursued a long-term project to map the plants of the Outer 
Hebrides in tetrads for a new Flora. He was diagnosed with oesophageal cancer 
in 2011, but he carried on bravely and still managed several botanical trips to 
Scottish islands in 2012. He died on 26 March 2013 and is survived by his wife 
Anne and daughter Lucie. 
     I acknowledge the use of material from Paul Smith’s obituary in The 
Scotsman of 26 April 2013 and from the BioCISE website. 

Philip Oswald 
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BOOK REVIEWS 
 
The Lost Fens: England’s greatest ecological disaster. I.D. Rotherham. The 
History Press, Stroud, 2013. Paperback, 208 pp. ISBN 978 0 7524 8699 4. 
£17.99. 
     In this book, Professor Rotherham tells the story of the drainage of the 
Fenland of eastern England, “probably … the greatest single loss of wildlife 
habitat in Britain and maybe in Europe … an ecological catastrophe almost 
beyond comprehension” (p. 22). He describes how the Fens were regarded by 
earlier generations, outlines their geography, summarises what little we know of 
the flora and fauna of undrained Fenland and then goes on to deal with the 
drainage, starting with the Romans and ending with the virtual completion of the 
task in the 20th century. Drawing on the geographers’ concept of a ‘contested 
space’, he describes the bitter conflicts between agricultural improvers on the 
one hand and ‘native’ fenlanders and (latterly) nature conservationists on the 
other. The extraordinarily powerful emotions raised by the flooding of the 
Somerset Levels last winter (2013/14) give these passages an unexpected 
resonance – could Eric Ennion’s description of a 1936–37 flood as ‘a bad one … 
but it was worse, far worse, in the daily papers than in the fens’ (p. 171) possibly 
appertain? 
     This ground has, of course, been covered before, not least by H.C. Darby in 
his two books published in 1940, The medieval Fenland and The draining of the 
Fens, and Sir Harry Godwin in Fenland: its ancient past and uncertain future 
(1978). What does this account add? One major advance is the geographical 
balance, with the ‘Northern Fenland’ of the Humber Levels given equal 
treatment to the ‘Southern Fenland’ of East Anglia. The Southern Fenland has 
received much academic attention, thanks to its proximity to Cambridge. 
However, the Northern Fenland was neglected until it was brought into focus by 
the campaigns of the irascible William Bunting and his fellow naturalists to 
protect Thorne and Hatfield Moors, campaigns doggedly pursued in the teeth of 
commercial vested interests and the indifference of the official conservation 
agencies. Rotherham is also able to bring the story up to date, carrying it 
forward to the Great Fen Project and Wicken Fen Vision, the creation of 
Lakenheath Fen and the successful extension of Potteric Carr near Doncaster as 
a combined nature reserve and repository for flood water. Not surprisingly, he 
brings his own perspective to the story and Nature in Cambridgeshire readers 
are likely to find points of interest even in the treatment of the relatively well-
known story of the Southern Fenland. I, for example, was familiar with the 
contrasting accounts of Adventurers’ Fen published in the Second World War 
by Eric Ennion and Alan Bloom, but I have not encountered the slightly later 
History of the Fens (1954) by J. Wentworth-Day. Wentworth-Day emerges as 
one of the minor heroes of the book, a southern mirror image of the northern 
Bunting and a man whose ‘incisive observation’ and passionate writing have, 
Rotherham believes, been sadly neglected because of his ‘generally right-wing 
High Tory views on society’. 
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     Although this is a thought-provoking book, I cannot recommend it 
unreservedly. In a work of this scope occasional lapses are inevitable, and it’s 
easy to forgive the confusion between Frangula alnus and Rhamnus cathartica 
(p. 164) and to be amused rather than annoyed by the author’s struggles to 
provide an accurate conversion of square miles to square kilometres (pp. 16, 22). 
However, the less than critical assessment of the historical sources is more 
surprising in an academic author. Rotherham quotes, for example, a description 
of the Lincolnshire Fens from the submission by the commoners to Parliament 
in 1780 (p. 75) and a few pages later (pp. 78–9) a passage about the same sites 
from Pennant’s A tour of Scotland 1769, published in 1771. It is clear that these 
two passages are essentially the same but Rotherham does not draw attention to 
this in the text, still less establish whether the commoners took the text from 
Pennant, or whether both derived it from a third source. And what can one make 
of the claim that ‘Camden, in his Britannia, was the first to write about the 
[Fenland] plants and his source was probably John Ray, then Professor of 
Botany at Cambridge’ (p. 95)? Maybe the fact that Ray was never a Professor of 
Botany is unimportant, but the fact that Camden’s Britannia was published 
before Ray was born surely is. Some authors are cited by name in the text but 
lack any entry in the bibliography, the excellent illustrations are documented 
inadequately (often as ‘Victorian print’) or not at all, and the book lacks an 
index. 
     Maybe I am being too harsh on this work, but The Lost Fens is sufficiently 
good to convince me that there is a need for a new and authoritative account of 
the history of Fenland, and sufficiently flawed to persuade me that it does not 
quite fulfil this requirement. 

C.D. Preston 
 

 
Cambridgeshire Bird Atlas 2007-2011. Bacon, L., Cooper, A. & Venables, H. 

2013. Cambridgeshire Bird Club. Pp. 294 with numerous maps and b & w 

drawings. ISBN: 978 0 902038 27 1. £15.00. 
     As the late David Coleman might have said ‘Remarkable!’ Here is a book 
that maps the wintering and breeding birds of Cambridgeshire in truly 
remarkable detail, and the whole has been brought together by amateur – in the 
best sense – efforts. 
     Fieldwork for the recently-published British Trust for Ornithology atlas 
covered four winters (2007-2011) and four summers (2008-2011). Capitalising 
on the fact that Cambridgeshire fieldworkers would already be scouring the 
fields, woods and reedbeds of England’s least wooded county (3% wooded), the 
Cambridgeshire organisers collated data from the county’s 969 2 x 2 km squares 
(tetrads). In winter the data from each tetrad are presence/absence of each 
species plus an estimate of its abundance based on the number of individuals 
seen during a two-hour visit to the tetrad. In summer abundance estimates are 
similarly derived, while the likelihood of breeding is categorised, the five 
categories spanning confirmed to not breeding. Now it is feasible to generate 
two maps for wintering species, showing, firstly and simply, the tetrads where it 
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occurs and, secondly and in colour code, the abundance in those tetrads. 
Similarly for breeding species, the two maps show breeding distribution and 
abundance. Species spending all year in the county get four maps and species 
occurring only as passage migrants none at all. 
     Now the scene is set for the layout that occupies the bulk of the book. 
Species by species, a page of descriptive text highlighting points of interest and 
population trends faces two or four maps, as appropriate. The text also estimates 
the county’s winter and summer populations of each species, although the 
alchemy used to translate tetrad counts into these estimates was obscure. 
     Extremely thorough coverage was achieved. The tally of tetrads with no 
records was a mere five in summer and nine in winter. So we can have great 
confidence in the distributional picture that emerges. In general this picture 
matches expectation. Spotted Flycatcher (Muscicapa striata) (100-200 breeding 
pairs) and Tree Sparrow (Passer montanus) (50-100 pairs) have become 
ridiculously scarce from the perspective of those whose memories extend back 
more than 30 years, while Avocet (Recurvirostra avosetta), Buzzard (Buteo 
buteo) and Green Woodpecker (Picus viridis) are all increasing briskly. More 
surprising to me was the news that there are probably four pairs of Peregrine 
(Falco peregrinus) breeding in the county. Sadly the Black-tailed Godwit 
(Limosa limosa), represented by some 20 pairs nesting on the Nene Washes, is 
struggling to maintain a breeding presence and thereby justify its continuing 
depiction on the logo of the Cambridgeshire Bird Club. 
     Five artists have contributed a sprinkling of black-and-white drawings to 
leaven the text. I especially enjoyed Richard Johnson’s Snipe (Gallinago 
gallinago) and Richard Fowling’s Green Sandpiper (Tringa ochropus) which 
was surely calling as it took off through the reeds. 
     Cambridgeshire is no birders’ Mecca, but it does have outstanding sites, such 
as the Ouse Washes. The editors and the dozen contributing authors have 
generated a wonderfully complete and clear early twenty-first century snapshot. 
This can be a baseline against which to assess future changes. If only we had a 
similar snapshot from 300 years ago, before the Fens were drained! 

M. de L. Brooke 
m.brooke@zoo.cam.ac.uk 

 
 

Weather notes from Cambridge University Botanic Garden for 
2013 

 
Sally Hughes, Experimental Area Assistant Cambridge University 

Botanic Garden 
 

     Weather wise, 2013 was an interesting year. Emerging from a long, hard 
winter we had a spring that merged quickly into summer, which brought balmy 
temperatures and we saw the lawns go brown in places. Autumn was short due 

mailto:m.brooke@zoo.cam.ac.uk
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to the extended summer and at the end of the year we found ourselves in the 
throes of what was a milder winter than the previous year.  
 
     January was a wintery month; we had one day where the temperature did 
not rise above freezing; a maximum of -1.7°C recorded on the 16th. We had our 
coldest night of the year, -8.6° C (air) on the 22nd with -10.3°C on the ground. 
Snow fell on nine days, having had a hard frost on the ground before it fell, the 
snow stuck readily to the ground. There were 13 days on which snow lay with a 
maximum depth of 9cm on the 21st. Throughout the month we had 21 ground 
frosts Some frosts were accompanied with thick freezing fog, creating some 
spectacular hoar frosts. 
     The wintery theme continued into February, with six falls of light snow, 
however the presence of cloud throughout the month limited the severity of hard 
frosts, the likes of which were experienced in January.  
     The cold then continued into March. Spring was delayed as we had high 
pressure establishing itself from the North East and a cold air flow arrived from 
the 10th onwards. There were only five days in which the temperature reached 
double figures and the cold air meant we had 17 air frosts and nine snowfall 
days, most of which were light flurries, however we accumulated 4cm of snow 
on the 23rd of the month. Rainfall was below average. This March turned out to 
be the coldest in a lot of places since 1962. 
     April was again cooler than normal, with nine air frosts and 17 ground frosts. 
Mid-month, temperatures rose and we had a max of 22.2°C on the 25th, but 
another cooler spell ended the month. We also had two very light snow falls on 
the 3rd and 4th. Again, we had a drier than average month. 
     Finally spring arrived in May. The start of the month had some warm days 
but still cool nights with a maximum of 22.3°C and minimum 1.4°C ground 
temperature on the 5th. Ground frosts were still prominent at the start of the 
month, but had been lost by the end as the cold air shifted into a warmer 
direction. 
     June heralded the start of the summer, with a dry and warm month. We had a 
12 day drought from the 31st of May to the 11th of June and any rainfall that fell 
after that period was not significant. It totalled 14.9mm. The temperature rose 
throughout the month and stayed steadily in the 20s, our highest maximum 
being 25.8°C. 
     In July, more typical balmy summer weather continued. It was consistently 
hot throughout the month, and reached 32.6°C on the 22nd, our year’s highest 
maximum, and also 30.5°C on the 17th. The average temperature for the whole 
month was 25.6°C. We had a prolonged drought at the start of the month, lasting 
19 days and the lawns started to brown. This ended with a dramatic rainfall 
event with 20.1mm falling over a relatively short period of time on the 22nd 
making it the year’s highest rainfall day. After the drought, the rain total 
accumulation for the month was 44.1mm, falling in only 9 days. There were 
three thunder storms, on the 23rd, 27th and the 29th. 
     August was again a hot month, the maximum temperature being 32.0°C on 
the 1st. The maximums for the month didn’t drop below the 20°C mark. The 
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temperatures were quite consistent throughout the month and its averaged 
maximum was 23.7°C. We had 13 rain days and 18.8mm fell on the 5th and a 
further 17.3mm on the 24th. This gave us a hot and damp month with the rainfall 
total reaching 54.0mm.  
     The summer extended into September. It had a prolonged dry start and finish 
with rainfall below average. Most of the rain fell on the 14th with 17.1mm. 
Holding on to the summer heat, the hottest day for September was the 5th at 
26.9°C.  
     October started off as a mild and dry month reaching a maximum of 21.2 °C, 
with no rain from the 5th to 10th. The first ground frost arrived late into the 
month on the 30th, giving us a grass reading of -1.6 °C. Despite the drier start to 
the month, October proved to quite wet, balancing out the dry September. Two 
days gave us readings of over 15mm, our heaviest rainfall being on the 28th 
with 16.1mm. There were also several days of fog, a thunder and lightning storm 
and a moderate gale.  
     In November, the wind changed direction from the Southwest to more 
northerly breezes bringing with it the colder air, making the weather feel much 
cooler than it actually was. We also began to experience persistent light ground 
frosts. The 20th was our first day of wintery weather, with a hail shower in the 
early evening. 
     December typically proved to be unsettled with mixed weather of rain, 
drizzle, fog and an occasional bright sunny spell. Rainfall was below average 
and mostly fell as light showers or persistent drizzle. The wind blew persistently 
from the south-west and making it feel mild. The SW wind brought stormy 
weather from the Atlantic across the UK, but Cambridge managed to avoid the 
worst of it, catching only one true gale on the 5th and some nights of strong wind 
around Christmas. 
 

  Mean max 
temp 

Mean min 
temp 

Highest 
temp 

Lowest 
temp 

Rainfall 
 

   (°C)  diff (°C)  diff   (°C) (°C)  (mm) diff  

January 6.1 -1.0 0.8 -0.5 14.5 -8.6 38.7 -5.6 

February 6.5 -1.3 0.7 -0.3 10.6 -3.7 18.8 -14.0 

March 6.8 -3.8 0.3 -2.4 15.8 -3.6 37.6 -2.5 

April 13.5 0.5 3.4 -0.6 22.2 -2.9 24.6 -18.1 

May 16.3 -0.6 5.9 -0.8 22.3 -1.3 49.5 5.2 

June 19.7 -0.1 9.8 0.1 25.8 4.4 14.9 -38.9 

July 25.6 3.0 13.1 1.2 32.6 5.9 44.1 2.4 

August 23.7 1.2 13.1 1.4 32.0 7.9 54.0 5.7 

September 19.6 0.6 9.7 0.0 28.5 4.1 40.1 -12.2 

October 16.6 1.7 10.3 3.5 21.2 6.4 80.8 26.5 

November 9.9 -0.5 2.9 -0.6 15.4 -2.8 52.0 0.3 

December 9.7 1.8 3.0 0.9 13.9 -1.6 42.8 -7.8 

Total       497.9 -59.0 

The ‘diff’ columns show the difference between the 2013 value and the 1971-2000 mean.  

 



 
 

Plate 2 Hoverfly Sphaerophoria scripta. Photograph by Brian Eversham 

 

 
 

Plate 3 Hoverfly Chrysotoxum bicinctum. Photograph by Brian Eversham. 

See article on page 20 



 
 

Plate 4. Southern Marsh Orchid (Dactylorhiza praetermissa). Photograph by Brian 

Eversham. See article on page 69. 


